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PREFACE. 

As a practical grammar of the Chaldee language, that of Dr. Wi¬ 

ner is undoubtedly the best which can be placed in the hands of 

the student. The first edition of this work was published in 1824; 

and it is this, for substance, which was translated by Mr. Riggs, 

and printed at Andover in 1832. The grammar here offered to the 

public, which appeared in Germany in 1842, has undergone a com¬ 

plete revision, and may be considered as essentially a new produc¬ 

tion. In the interval between the two editions, the most important 

works of Gesenius in Hebrew and Chaldee literature, those also 

of Ewald, Fiirst and others, have made their appearance; and 

the materials for a scientific treatment of Chaldee grammar have 

thus been rendered far more complete than at any former period. 

All that is truly valuable, and at the same time pertinent to the 

subject, which the labors of these distinguished scholars have 

produced, the author has faithfully appropriated in this new edi¬ 

tion ; while he has added to them the results of his own maturer 

and more extended studies, in this department of philology, since 

the publication of his first more elementary treatise. The intro¬ 

duction, on the subject of the Chaldee language and literature, 

will be found to be almost entirely new; the various topics suc¬ 

cessively introduced are discussed with far greater fulness and 

precision; the survey, both of the general facts and of the more 

infrequent phenomena of the language, is more minute, and au¬ 

thenticated by a much greater variety of references and examples ; 

while the Syntax, which was almost wholly wanting in the first 

edition, has here been re-written, and brought at least to as per¬ 

fect a state, as the same division of Hebrew grammar in the ablest 

works which treat of that language. 

In preparing this work for the public, the writer has confined 

himself in the main to the mere task of translation. An occasional, 

unimportant remark has been inserted in the body of the gram¬ 

mar, and a few supplementary pages have been added at the end; 

but further than this no change has been attempted; and the only 

responsibility, therefore, which he assumes is that of having en¬ 

deavored to furnish a correct representation of the original. The 

Chaldee portions of the work have been set up directly from the 

printed text of Winer, without Ifanscription ; and if they are found 
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to be conformed to the text itself, it is hoped that the translator will 

be considered as having discharged his duty in this respect. It is 

deemed the more important to make this remark, because the origi¬ 

nal German work does not appear to have had the benefit of that 

careful revision in passing through the press, which a scholar like 

Winer would have bestowed upon it, had he charged himself with 

this labor; and hence some negligences may present themselves 

on a closer study of the grammar (though not a few such have 

been removed), which would naturally enough escape attention 

in the mere act of proof reading. It is impossible that they should 

be such as to occasion the student any practical inconvenience. 

It is not often that such a multitude of references both to biblical 

passages and to various literary and critical works, occur crowded 

together within the same compass, as will be found in the follow¬ 

ing pages. Perfect accuracy in every one of these instances is of 

course unattainable. The translator has experienced an occa¬ 

sional disappointment in attempting to trace some of these refer¬ 

ences; and it is possible that the reader may experience the 

same. A few errors of this kind, which happened to be observed, 

have been corrected; but it was not supposed to be necessary, even 

had the means for this purpose within reach rendered it practicable, 

to subject this part of the work to a complete revision. Some pe¬ 

culiarities in the mode of printing the Chaldee will be remarked 

by the reader. The Daghesk lene is universally omitted in the 

aspirates; except in the Paradigms of verbs and nouns, where 

(though omitted there likewise in the original) it was thought best 

to insert it, as a matter of convenience to the learner. This, though 

not usual in books printed in this country, is very common in works 

from the German press ; and to the student who has been trained 

to habits of correct pronunciation in Hebrew, it cannot possibly 

give rise to any embarrassment. It will be noticed also that a few 

words are now and then written without the vowel-signs, for the 

most part in cases where the same words are repeated, or where 

the point which they illustrate, lies in the form of the word rather 

than its vocalization. It. will be understood, when such examples 

occur, that they are the result of design, not an accident or over¬ 
sight. 

No Chrestomathy, or Vocabulary accompanies the present gram¬ 

mar. The author of it has here treated indeed of the Chaldee 

language in all its extent;* and has furnished the materials for 

J should except the Rabbinic or Talmudic, which is a species of Chaldee 
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extending the study of it to all the remains of the Chaldee litera- 

ture which have come down to us. It was supposed, however, 

that the object of most students in wishing to gain an acquaintance 

with this dialect would be to enable them to read the Chaldee por¬ 

tions of the Bible ; and that for this purpose an extended and ex¬ 

pensive apparatus would not be necessary. A reprint of the bib¬ 

lical Chaldee would certainly be useless, as every Hebrew Bible 

contains it; and the provision which Gesenius has made in the 

later editions of his Lexicon for the Chaldee words in Ezra and 

Daniel, does away with the necessity for a separate Glossary. 

The grammatical forms of these words, it is true, a general Lexi¬ 

con like his does not discriminate ; and the student at first, unless 

he has the guidance of a teacher, may experience some difficulty 

in referring them to their proper classification. For the greater 

convenience of such as may wish to prosecute the study by them¬ 

selves, a few pages, containing something like an analytical key 

to the Chaldee portions of the Bible, may be added hereafter as 

an accompaniment to the present grammar. 

It may be proper to say, that the more immediate object which I 

have had in view in the publication of this work, was the accommo¬ 

dation of some of my own pupils who had expressed a desire to 

attend to the study of the Chaldee. It is hoped, however, that the 

circle of its usefulness may be extended yet more widely, and that 

a want of the theological public may be supplied by it, at present 

not otherwise provided for. A portion of the Word of God has 

been written in the Chaldee language; and no one can have ac¬ 

cess to the entire, original Scriptures without an acquaintance with 

it. The labor of making this acquisition is not great, after the 

student has already laid a foundation for it in a knowledge of the 

Hebrew. The advantages which he may expect to realize from 

such study, are many and important. An extended enumeration 

ot them it would be impossible to offer here. Some of them are 

well stated in the following remarks of a distinguished biblical 

scholar* to whom the writer acknowledges himself indebted, in 

common with so many others in our country, for his first instruction 
and impulse in sacred studies. 

“ First, a knowledge of the Chaldee is highly important in aid¬ 

ing the student more fully to understand the Hebrew. The basis 

e properly so the idioms of which as distinguished from those of the Chaldi 

called, Dr. Winer does not profess to exhibit in the present work. 

1 he tlev. Prof. Stua rt of Andover, in a Preface written by him for the first 

edition of this grammar, to which reference lias already been made. 
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of the Hebrew and Chaldee, in common with others of the Semitic 

languages, is well known by every good oriental scholar to be one 

and the same. The genius, structure, idiom, peculiarities of syntax, 

and a multitude of the words, are substantially the same in all; so 

that he who has acquired a radical acquaintance with any one of 

them, is prepared to make very rapid and easy progress in them 

all. The student who understands the Hebrew, has only to read 

through the pages of the following grammar, in order to be fully 

satisfied of the correctness of this statement. And if correct, then 

it is obvious, that in every step of his progress in the study of the 

Chaldee, he is gaining additional light and confirmation, in regard 

to the meaning, forms, and structure of the Hebrew. Again, the 

most important ancient helps extant, for illustrating the meaning 

of Hebrew words, are in the Chaldee language. The two Tar- 

gums of Onkelos and Jonathan (which extend over the most con¬ 

siderable portion of the Old Testament), are more to be depended 

on in difficult cases, than any other aid to which we can resort, 

in all the store-houses of antiquity. Being of substantially 

the same idiom with the Hebrew, they often give us the exact 

shape, as well as meaning of the Hebrew, better than any or all 

other ancient versions. We may reasonably have a confidence in 

such ancient Chaldee translators that they, at least for the most 

part, rightly understood their original. Finally, several chapters 

in Ezra and Daniel, as exhibited in our Hebrew Bibles, are in the 

Chaldee language. The student, therefore, who designs to ac¬ 

quire the power of consulting all the original Scriptures, must 

make himself acquainted with the Chaldee language.” 

It may be added, that in all probability the vernacular language 

of the writers of the New Testament was the Chaldee, or a dialect 

very similar to it; and consequently that its idioms and modes of 

thought must have had an important influence upon the manner 

in which they employed the Greek language. Not a few of those 

peculiarities which distinguish the Greek of the New Testament, 

are decidedly Aramaean rather than Hebrew ; and hence without 

a knowledge of the Chaldee, we should be wanting in some of 

the means necessary for enabling us to interpret critically even 

the Gospels and the writings of the Apostles. 

Newton Theol. Institution, 

June 21, 1845. 

H. B. II. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

THE CHALDEE LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. 

1. The term Chaldee is applied to that Semitic dialect, 
in which certain sections of the Old Testament and the Tar- 
gums,1 so called, are written. These Targums are translations 
and paraphrases of books of the Old Testament made by Jews, 
which belong to very different ages, and which, in reference to 
their linguistic and exegetical character, exhibit an important 
diversity. With this idiom connects itself the Talmudic dialect, 
as do also the few remains of the language of the Jews preva¬ 
lent in Palestine in the time of Christ, and which are pre¬ 
served in the New Testament, and in Josephus. The dialect 
of the Egyptian-Aramaean monuments, that have been re¬ 
cently discovered, is likewise a species of Chaldee. 

With reference to their linguistic character, which alone claims 

our attention here, the above remains of the Chaldee may be di¬ 

vided into three classes. This dialect appears in its purest state, 

i. e. in its most peculiar and independent form, in the Targum of 

Onlcelos on the Pentateuch, which is, at the same time, the oldest 

of these Targums. (See Winer’s Diss. de Onkeloso ejusque para- 

phrasi Chald. Lips. 1819. 4. S. D. Luzzatto de Onkel. Chald. Pen- 

tateuchi versione. Vienn. 1830. 8.) The biblical Chaldee occupies 

the second place. As regards its lexical properties, it is not inferior, 

indeed, to the preceding; but in respect to orthography and gram¬ 

mar, it stands somewhat lower. (See J. F. Hirt de Chaldaismo 

1 See Appendix, No. I.—Tr. 

Cph. Helvici tractat. de Chaldaicis biblior. paraphrasib. Giess. 1612. 4. 

Carpzov., Critica sacra V. T. p.431 sq. That which the more recent works on 

Introduction to the Old Testament contain, is to a great extent traditionary 

material, derived from these writings. 

2 
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biblico. Jen. 1751. 4.) Various peculiarities of the Hebrew occur in¬ 

termixed with it, as, e. g. the art. n, the plural ending , the conju¬ 

gations Hiphil and Hoplial, and the writing of ii instead of X. Fi¬ 

nally, the other Targums, among which that of Jonathan ben Usiel 

on the Prophets approaches nearest to that of Onkelos, are written 

in a language which is not only freely interspersed with foreign 

words, but presents also many peculiar formations (e. g. a as prae- 

formative of the Infinitive of Pael, Ithpeal and Ithpaal), some of 

which show an affinity to the Syriac or the Rabbinic, (as 5 for the 

third person Future, the prefixed syllable Sn3 in the Passives), while 

others of them arise from contractions (as in the numerals). What 

Eichhorn (Einl. ins A. T. II, p. 6 sq. p. 90 sq.) remarks respecting 

these peculiarities, is not sufficiently complete; they deserve to be 

collected separately and made a subject of more extended notice. 

We have special, linguistic investigations only upon Pseudo-Jona- 

than on the Pentateuch and upon the Targum on the Proverbs; these 

have been constantly used in the sequel of the present work. Comp. 

J. H. Petermann de duab. Pentateuchi paraphrasib. Chald. Be- 

rol. 1829. 8. P. I, p. 64 sq. Dathe de ratione consensus vers. Chald. 

et Syr. Proverb. Lips. 1764. 4. (Opusc. p. 109 sq.) 

The relation of the Talmudic dialect to the language of the Para¬ 

phrases, cannot be more closely investigated here; we remark only 

that there prevails an important difference between the idiom of the 

Mishna and that of the two Gemara.1 The former is, lexically 

considered, a species of new Hebrew, but in its grammatical struc¬ 

ture discovers the infusion of a strong Aramaean influence. Comp, 

especially Hartmann, Thesauri linguae Hebr. e Mischna augendi 

P. I. p. 9 sq. Besides, see J. E. Faber, Anmerk. z. Erlernung des 

Talmud, und Rabbin. Gott. 1770. 8. M. J. Landau, Geist und 

Sprache der Hebraer nach dem Tempelbaue. Prag. 1822. 8. 

On the popular language of the Jews, current in Palestine in the 

time of Christ, see particularly Pfannkuche in Eichhorn’s Biblioth. 

der bibl. Literatur VIII. 365 sq2. Comp. Winer’s Bibl. Rw. 

II, 587 sq. (648?) This has usually been called the Syro-Chal- 

daic dialect,3 and it is the same language which the Jews at that 

1 See Appendix, No. II.—Tr. 

2 This article has been translated by Dr. Robinson in the Bibl. Repository, 

Vol. I. p.317sq.—Tr. 

3 The appellation was first derived from Hieron. contra Pelag. 3. 1, where 

it is said that the original of Matthew’s Gospel was written Chaldaico-Syroque 

sermone. A view of this idiom is given by Gesenius in Ersch and Gruber’s 

Encyclop. I. XVI. 110. 
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time employed in their writings, as is shown by the fact (aside 

from the apocryphal books which originated in Palestine1) that Jo¬ 

sephus wrote his work on the Jewish War in this language (De hel¬ 

lo Jud. Praef. § 1.) It is called, in the New Testament, Hebrew, 

but in the Talmud, Syriac or Aramaean. Comp. Rw.II,587. (648 ?) 

Anm. From the few remains of it extant, we could not infer with 

certainty a difference between this idiom and the language of the 

Paraphrases (Furst p. 5). In Mark 15; 34, a well known passage 

of the Psalms is represented as cited by Jesus exactly in the lan¬ 

guage of the Paraphrases. 

The Egyptian-Aramaean dialect is found upon some monuments 

belonging to Egypt, which proceeded for the most part from Jews 

resident in that country. They are the inscription of Carpentras 

and some papyrus rolls in the possession of the Museum at Turin 

and of the count de Blacas; comp. Beer, Inscriptiones ex papyri vett. 

Semit. quotquot in Aegypto reperti sunt, etc. Lips. 1833. 4. P. I. 

Gesen., Monumenta Phoenic. I. 226 sq. The language is Ara¬ 

maean, yet more allied to the Chaldee than the Syriac. The In¬ 

scriptions de Blacas, indeed, incline strongly towards the Hebrew, 

as much as the Chaldee sections of the Bible. As peculiar appears 

here for ‘vj. 

2. It is obvious, on the slightest inspection, that the 

Chaldee, as it exists at present, sustains a very close relation 

to the Syriac, both lexically and grammatically. It possesses, 

in common with it, all its essential characteristics, but differs 

from it again in its details, so far as to maintain a certain in¬ 

dividuality of its own. These deviations, however, are gram¬ 

matical rather than lexical, and affect chiefly the vocalization, 

in which respect the Chaldee resembles the Phoenician and 

the Hebrew. 

On this relation of the Chaldee to the Syriac, see Aurivillius de 

lingua Aramaea, in his Dissertatt. ed. Michaelis, p. 104 sq. 

1 Jerome terms the language of his original text of the apocrypha sometimes 

Hebrew, sometimes Chaldee. This is to be referred, perhaps, to the fact, that 

some of these compositions connected themselves more decidedly with the an¬ 

cient Hebrew, while others of them were written in the current language of 

the people. Yet the two expressions might possibly be synonymous, as a com¬ 

parison of the passages Commentar. in Matth. Lib. 2 (on 12,13) and Contra 

Pelag. 3. 1. renders probable. 
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A comprehensive survey of the lexical character of the Chaldee 

would be inappropriate here. Its agreement with the Syriac in 

reference to the sounds of consonants in such words as belong to 

the Chaldee in common with the Hebrew, is the only point which 

need be here remarked. As in this respect the Syriac bears, in 

general, the character of a flat language, so also in Chaldee and n 

often appear in the place of t and 115; e. g. ns*! to sacrifice, SfTi gold, 

seed, ear, for “jtStf, *7 or ‘’‘I as relat. from Sit, “df) to break in 

pieces, fisin steer, rpb lion (Hebr.ttfib), rfifi new, fortihfi, and a 

instead of 2, e. g. 1*10 rock, counsel. Less frequently is 

changed into , and S into 5), e. g. fit:]? to bind, for , 

5HX earthy for That the literae unius organi are inter¬ 

changed, scarcely needs to be remarked ; e. g. brimstone, 

SOip helmet, 053 to collect, list, small. 

The Chaldee shares with the Syriac, grammatically, the following 

properties: 1. The forms of the words are in general pronounced with 

fewer vowels than in Hebrew, and consequently the consonants pre¬ 

dominate here in the grammatical structure ; e. g. fittp, ^b», “fipp. 

2. The St at. emphat. instead of the article employed in Hebrew 

and Arabic. 3. The fi as sign of the Gen. and the b as sign of 

the Accus. as well as fi as the sign of relation. 4. The termina¬ 

tion “p- for the Plur. of the Masc. 5. The distinction of the third 

Plur. Praet. in the Masc. and Fern. 6. The formation of Re¬ 

flexives and Passives by the prefixed syllable fitf. 7. The forma¬ 

tion of the third conjugation in such a form as bppK. 8. The use 

of Imperatives Passive. 9. Double Participles in the Actives of 

the second and third conjugation. 10. The formation of a special 

Tense by the use of the Partic. in connection with pronouns. 

11. The preference of N instead of fi at the end of words; e. g. 

fc*iba queen, and the interchange arising thence of verbs &<b and fib. 

12. The pleonastic use of the suffixes before the Genitive. 13. The 

use of the third Plur. of the Actives in a Passive signification. 

14. The formation of an adjective personal pronoun by means of 

b^fi with a suffix; e. g. ^b^ meus, in tuus. 

On the peculiarities of the Chaldee which distinguish it from the 

Syriac (with a nearer approach, sometimes, to the Hebrew), see 

Fr. Dietrich de sermonis Chald. proprietate. Lips. 1839. 8. Briefly 

considered, they are principally the following: 1. A preference for 

clearer vowels, since a is often employed instead of the Syr. and 
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Hebr; o; e. g. 5M Syr. Syr. Hebr. ft&x, 

t&3> Hebr. Hebr. 113*15^, bj5 Hebr. iip, jnp f^o ; be¬ 

sides, a is used in Chaldee instead of the Syriac u, in the termina¬ 

tion of the Infin. out of Peal; also often 1, where in Syriac *i oc- 

curs; e.g.hb, \m£ , and - where the vowel, in Syriac, is 
> 

e. g. Vdpri, \a^Lo2, further, the plural ending of the Fern.*]- 
* 

o # o 

instead of , and n instead of 2 > the compos. Sheva under 

gutturals we could not with certainty reckon here, since the Syr¬ 

ians, although without written signs, may in a similar manner 

bave uttered a short half-vowel under the vowelless gutturals. 
• • • 1 " O 7 

2. The avoiding of diphthongs; comp. aoaii with Psoa* , w? 

V. >■ /TV V. V, 

St. constr. with y with j^oj, with . , as 

well as of the literae otiantes; comp, my Icing, , 
V 

, 6&Bp ^^Lo. 3. The regular accentuation of 

the last syllable ; e. g. |Ld.-^Lo . 4. The prevailing forma¬ 

tion of the Inf. except Peal without the prefixed ». 5. The re¬ 

taining of as Preform, of the third Fut. in place of 5 which pre¬ 

vails in Syriac; only the Targ. Prov. (and the Talm.) have appro¬ 

priated to themselves the 5 (contrary to Fiirst, who explains away 

this peculiarity, p. 9sq.; see Dietrich as already cited, p. 42 sq.). 

Further, the forms of the suffixes with epenth. 5 are very frequent 

in Chaldee, but occur rarely in Syriac. In respect to orthography, 

the more constant occurrence of the scriptio plena should be like¬ 

wise mentioned, and the existence of a written sign (Dag. forte) to 

denote the doubling of the consonants that are not gutturals; 

comp. Hoffmann, Grammat. Syr. p. 105 sq. 

3. Accordingly, the Chaldee may be denominated, with en¬ 

tire propriety, an Aramaean dialect; and so, in fact, it is 

termed in the Bible itself (Dan. 2: 4. Ezra 4: 7). Its proper 

native country is Babylonia; for in the Jewish tradition, Dan. 

2: 4, this language is represented as there in its home; and 

because, too, in this way may be explained the fact that the 

Jews, who lived a long time as exiles in Babylon and it s 

provinces, appropriated to themselves this idiom, both as their 
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written and spoken language. If this view be correct, it 

would be then not inappropriate to distinguish a West Ara¬ 

maean and an East Aramaean, and to apply the term Baby¬ 

lonish to what has hitherto been called the Chaldee dialect. 

The Aramaean, m, is the language generally which was 

spoken in the various countries designated in the Old Testament 

by the term (See Gesen. Thesaur. I. p. 151. Winer’s liw. I. 

92 sq.). That appellation occurs in the Old Testament four times, 

2 Kings 18: 26. Isa. 36: 11. Ezra 4: 7. Dan. 2: 4. In the first two 

passages, the Assyrian officers (Sennacherib’s) are requested by the 

Hebrew courtiers to speak in Aramaean, as being a dialect which 

was not intelligible to the common Israelites. The Assyrian lan¬ 

guage itself, a Median dialect, is certainly not meant here (this 

could not be called Aramaean ; nor was it, at that time, familiar to 

the Hebrew statesmen); but the language which was used in that 

portion of Aram subject to the Assyrian dominion, and which also 

could not be unknown to the officers of the Assyrian court. See 

Gesen. commentar zu Jesaias I. 946 sq. In Ezra 4: 7, the term 

Aramaean is applied to a letter which the authorities of the Persian 

government, in the country on this side of the Euphrates, send to the 

king, and which, accordingly, is inserted in the Chaldee language. 

Finally, in the passage of Daniel already cited, the Chaldee inter¬ 

preters of dreams speak with Nebuchadnezzar in Aramaean, i. e. 

as the sequel shows, in the language of which we here treat. Phi¬ 

lologists have now accustomed themselves to apply the term Ara¬ 

maean generally to the language of the Semites who dwelt in Syria, 

Mesopotamia and Babylonia; according to which, the Syriac is an 

Aramaean dialect, and our Chaldee, so called, claims also this ap¬ 

pellation, because, in its essential character, it allies itself so closely 

to the Syriac. But scholars until very recently, on the grounds 

above alluded to, sought the proper home of this Aram, dialect in 

Babylonia, consequently in East Aram ; and they could, therefore, 

distinguish the Chaldee, as East Aramaean, from the Syriac as 

West Aramaean; although East Aramaean is a wider appellation 

and strictly comprehends also the Mesopotamian. (Comp, also Gese- 

nius, Gesch. der Hebr. Spr. 6. and in the Encyclopadie of Ersch 

and Gruber, I. Sect. XVI. 109 sq. Hoffmann, Grammat. Syr. p. 3). 

See, in general, J. A. M. Nagel de lingua Aramaea. Altorf. 1739. 4. 

Adelung, Mithridates I. 327 sq. 

This East Aramaean might now be denominated Babylonish (as 
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in Ezra 4: 9 the inhabitants of Babylonia are called io^n). But 

since in the Old Testament the people of Babylonia are uniformly 

termed , and in Dan. 1: 4 mention is made of a d^bd ‘j'ibl? 

(at the court of Nebuchadnezzar), the designation Chaldee has 

been preferred. It is indeed very doubtful, however, whether the 

d“Hbd were the original inhabitants of Babylonia, and even whether 

they were Semites in general: the former, because the Greeks, 

in the time of the Persian kingdom, show themselves still ac- 

quainted with XuldaToi, as a people who lived in the mountainous 

parts of Armenia (Winer, Rw. 1,254) ; the latter, because the Chal¬ 

dee proper names and titles of office (of the period of Nebuchad¬ 

nezzar and his successors) find their explanation, for the most part, 

not in the Semitic, but the Medo-Persian language (Nagel de lin¬ 

gua Aramaea, p. 5 sq. Gesenius, Gesch. der Hebr. Sprache, 62 sq.).1 

On this account many have been disposed to regard the Chaldeans 

as a nation that migrated into Babylonia and became subsequently 

masters of it, and who are, therefore, distinct from the proper Semit¬ 

ic Babylonians (Gesenius, Commentar fiber Jesaias I. 744 sq. Hee- 

rens Ideen I, II. 165 sq. Hitzig, Prophet Jes. 287, and others). Ac¬ 

cording to this view two different languages, as regards their deri¬ 

vation, would have been spoken in Babylonia, the Chaldee (espe¬ 

cially as the language of the pourt in Babylon itself, comp. Dan. 1: 4) 

and the (Semitic) Babylonish. The objections which have been 

alleged hitherto against this ethnographic representation, are of lit¬ 

tle importance ;2 but they need not be subjected to any examination 

here, since the question does not affect in any way the subject of 

Chaldee grammar. 

In respect to the manner in which the Jews appropriated to them¬ 

selves the Chaldee during the Babylonian exile, and afterwards 

transplanted it to Palestine, see Gesenius, Gesch. der Hebr. Spr.. 

p. 25. It exerted a manifest influence upon the Hebrew even as a 

written language ; comp. Hirzel de Chaldaismi bibl. origine et 

auctoritate critica. Lips. 1830. 4. Still the Jews termed this 

1 The explanations hitherto given (by Lorsbach, Archiv. f. bibl. und morgenl. 

Literat. II. 246 ff. und von Bohlen, Symbolae ad interpret, sacri cod. e lingua 

Pers. Lips. 1823. 4.) are not indeed placed beyond all doubt; nay, they are 

in part entirely unsuccessful. Comp. Kleinert, in the Dorpt. Beitrdg. zu den 

theol. Wissensch. I. 213sq. Havernick, Einl. I. 1. 101 sq. 

2 Comp. P. Schleyer, Wordigung der Einwilrfe gegen die Weissag. an dem 

Orakel des Jesaia Uber den Untergang Babels, C. 13—14, 23 sq. Rottenburg, 

1835; then, Freiburg, 1839. 8. 
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adopted dialect in opposition to the old Hebrew iwn ‘■OS'i . 

See Lightfoot, Hor. ad Jo. 5. 1. 

4. Since this dialect, however, has been preserved to us only 

in writings of Jewish authorship, one could hardly assume 

that we have it before us in all the purity with which it was 

spoken by the Semitic Babylonians. Yet in reality, when 

strictly and impartially considered, it seems to have been in¬ 

fluenced by the Hebrew only in some unimportant particu¬ 

lars, while in all that is essential in respect either to its gram¬ 

matical structure or its stock of words, it retained firmly its 

Aramaean character. 

The assertion that the Chaldee idiom is contained only in writings 

of Jewish origin, is not invalidated by the fact, that according to 

Gesenius (Monum. Phoenic. I, 232) the inscription on the Carpen- 

tras stone is said to have had for its author a heathen Aramaean. 

For, in the first place, this conjecture is merely a conjecture; and 

in the second place, as Gesenius thinks, a Hebraizing Aramaean 

might, through the influence of the neighboring Phoenician, have 

formed itself even in Syria. 

That the Babylonian dialect should approximate somewhat to¬ 

wards the Hebrew in the hands of Jews, especially those of Pales¬ 

tine, was natural in itself, and has been already intimated above in 

No. 1. But there is no just warrant for the assertion that our 

present Chaldee, which has come down to us merely through the 

medium of Jews, was corrupted by them in an extraordinary degree, 

or was even a dialect first formed by a mixture of the Hebrew and Ar¬ 

amaean (Syriac). See Michaelis, Abh. v. der Syr. Spr. 36 sq. Wahl, 

Gesch. der Morgenl. Sprachen p. 291 sq. (whom de Wette has 

followed, Einl. ins A. T. § 22) and formerly Loscher de causis 

ling. Hebr. p. 46. For, from a comparison of the Chaldee (espe¬ 

cially as it is found in the older Targums) with the Syriac, as we are 

acquainted with it from native writers, it is manifest that the Chal¬ 

dee shares with the Syriac all its main (characteristic) peculiarities 

of grammatical structure and syntactical arrangement, as well as 

the greatest part of its stock of words, i. e. its vocabulary—traits 

sufficiently marked evidently to attest its character as an Aramaean 

dialect. On the contrary, the Chaldee contains little which coin¬ 

cides with the Hebrew, at the same time that it differs from the Syr- 
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iac, and this little restricts itself almost solely to the orthography 

and vocalization. But why might not this, as well as that in the 

Chaldee, which deviates from the Syriac without agreeing with the 

Hebrew, be considered as a dialectic variety? Various considera¬ 

tions favor such a view. It is but natural that the Aramaean which 

occupied so great a territory, like other languages extensively dif¬ 

fused, should have branched out into subordinate dialects, especially 

if the tribes that spoke it formed separate and remote states, and 

reached different degrees of culture. Even the Phoenician and 

Hebrew, notwithstanding the original relationship and the geo¬ 

graphical vicinity of these tribes, and the similarity of the natural fea¬ 

tures of the countries inhabited by them, were distinguished by dif¬ 

ferences. See Gesenius, Monum. Phoenic. II, 335 sq. 439. Again, 

on the other supposition, it would not be easy to see why the Jews 

should have divested the Chaldee of its Aramaean character only 

in some few points, and these such as do not depart further from 

the Hebrew, than others which they left untouched. It could not 

be explained why they should have said, e. g. bpp? instead of ^>uip3, 

fcfbpp instead of fcfisppp, which last forms are certainly not more 

foreign to their language than ‘ppba instead of , tfp'n in¬ 

stead of dfaii, or ^ppp instead of bitap. Besides, a part of the 

deviations of the Chaldee from the Syriac might be placed to the 

account of the later Jews, who transferred the vowel-signs to the 

Chaldee, had not the same pronunciation of Chaldee words (even to 

that of the Sheva compos.) been already expressed in the New 

Testament; comp. John 19: 13 yaftftad'a , Acts 1: 19 

’^4xsX8cc[id Kpp ipn, Acts 9: 36 Ta^tdd KttOB, 1 Cor. 16: 22 

MotQav ced'd xn&t ynp, Mark 5: 41 rafadd xofyu *i»i|p ; (so 

also in Josephus, ^dcofxd KeYik, atsa, etc.) 

Finally, also, it is not to be overlooked, that while the Syriac, 

in accordance entirely with its character as the language of a moun¬ 

tainous region, fell roughly and heavily upon the ear, the Chal¬ 

dee possessed clearer and smoother sounds, precisely as we might 

expect from a dialect which was spoken in an open, flat and level 

country. In many of the ancient writers, particularly among the 

Greeks, a Syrian and Babylonian language is the same—they recog¬ 

nize no distinction between them (Hupfeld, as already cited, 292); 

but no one who considers the superficial acquaintance which they 

had with everything relating to the oriental philology, will regard this 

as any argument against the position which has been advanced ; and 

3 
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so much the less, when he adds to this that the term Syriac, as used 

among the ancients, was fully as extensive in its meaning as the 

term Aramaean. But it must not be supposed, because we find 

the dialect here spoken of only in writings composed by Jews, that 

this dialect was, therefore, formed by the Jews ; we have, in general, 

no written monuments from Babylonian hands. The destruction, 

however, of the Babylonian literature, if any such ever existed, is 

not more difficult to be explained than that of the literary works 

of Phoenicia or Carthage. In short, the circumstance that in the 

Gemara the current Jewish language of Palestine is called Syriac, is 

fully outweighed by the fact, that in the Mishna (Schekal. 5, 3) 

the same is styled Aramaean ; the term in fact, according to Hup- 

feld (p. 291), which is said to be the Talmudic designation of the 

Babl. Arm. language. (The Talmud recognizes, therefore, such a 

language? This is an important concession; for what Hupfeld 

remarks, p. 293, could only be assumed.) 

Nor will any one, with Fiirst (Lehrgebaude der Aram. Idiome, 

p. 5), consider the idiom in question as a Syriac language adopted 

by the Jews, and deny altogether a dialectic difference between the 

Syriac and the Babylonish. What is remarked by this scholar, 

p. 7 sq., in order to remove every deviation of the Chaldee, so 

called, from the Syriac, is in part incomplete, as an exhibition of 

the phenomena in the case; in part, founded upon attempts to iden¬ 

tify the two dialects, which do not prove tenable on closer exami¬ 

nation. Comp. Dietrich de sermonis Chal. proprietate. Lips. 

1839. 8. p. 10. 43. One cannot but characterize it as a weak ar¬ 

gument, that in the Old Testament allusion is made only to the 

Aramaean in a general way, but never to a double dialect of this 

language, and that the Talmudists term our idiom '■'&*>']& ! Fiirst 

acknowledges, however (p. 13), a pure Aramaean in the language 

of the Paraphrases, and will admit only such a difference between 

this language and the Syriac (transmitted to us only in Christian 

writings) as was produced by religious faith ; so that, according to 

this view, we must divide the Aramaean, not into West and East 

Aramaean, but Jewish and Christian Aramaean. An assertion 

like this, however, it would be found difficult to sustain, especially 

when it should be first shown how Judaism and Christianity could 

have operated upon the grammatical structure of the Aramaean. 

The dialectic deviations of the Chaldee from the Syriac are greater, 

at all events, than the differences between the Phoenician and Car- 
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thaginian; although this latter is precisely a case, in which we should 

expect a different relation (Gesenius, Monum. Phoenic. II, 337). 

Finally, we can argue nothing decisive from the language of the 

Carpentras inscription, which is said, according to Gesenius, to be¬ 

long to some heathen Aramaean, who was a native of Phoenicia. 

Even supposing the truth of this conjecture, it is of too limited ex¬ 

tent to admit of comparison with the Chaldee idiom, the remains 

of which are so much more ample, in order to prove that the Ara¬ 

maean might have formed itself among the Jews into the Chaldee, 

as it is called, as easily as that dialect arose from a combination of 

the Aramaean with Phoenician elements. 

The periods of Persian and Greco-Macedonian supremacy intro¬ 

duced Persian and Grecian words into the Babylonish (yet fewer 

than into the Syriac, upon which the ecclesiastical Greek of the 

Christian fathers operated); hence even the Targum of Onkelos 

and the bibl. Chaldee (comp. e. g. Dan. 4: 5, 7) is not free from 

Greek words; (comp. D. Cohen de Lara de convenientia vocabul. 

Rabbin, (et Chald.) c. Graecis cet. Amst. 1648.4). But the Sara¬ 

cen power, which swept over Babylon with the army of the Caliphs, 

640 after Christ, extirpated utterly the Aramaean dialect in all its 

branches, so that no trace of it remains at the present time in the 

East; for the report that the Chaldee is still spoken in some villages 

near Mosul and Mardin (Niebuhr, Reise II, 363), is destitute of all 

probability, and has not been confirmed by recent travellers.1 An¬ 

other statement, which is still more unsupported, see in Eichhorn’s 

Biblioth. VIII. p. 435. 

The most important helps for the acquisition of the Chaldee are the following : 

1. Lexicons. 

J. Buxtorfii the elder (1629),2 Lexicon Chaldaico-Tahnudico-Rabbini- 
cum. Basil. 1640. Fol. 

Edm. Castelli Lexicon heptaglotton. Lond. 1669. Fol. (which contains 
also a complete Chald. Vocabulary). 

M. J. Landau, rabb. aram. deutsch. Worterbuch zur Kenntniss des Talm., 
der Targum. etc. Prag. 1819. 20. 

J. H. Dessauer, Gedrangtes vollstandiges aram. chald. deutsches Hand- 
worterbuch. Erlang. 1838. 8. 

1 See Appendix, No. 3.—Tr. 

2 The year designated in these cases is that of the author’s death.—Tr. 
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2. Grammars. 

a) Of the Semitic dialects generally, or at least of the Aramaean dialect. 

J. Buxtorf, Grammatica Chald. et Syr. Basil. (1615.) 1650. 8. 
Lud. de Dieu (1642), Grammatica linguar. orientall. Hebr. Chald. et Syr. 

inter se collatarum. L. B. 1628. 4. Fref. a. M. 1683. 4. 
J. H. Hottinger (1667), Grammatica quatuor linguar. Hebr. Chald. Syr. et 

Arab. Tigur. 1849. 4. Heidelb. 1658. 
Andr. Sennert (1689), Hypotyposis harmonica linguar. orientall. Chald. 

Syr. et Arab. c. matre Hebr. Viteb. 1553. 4. 
Car. Schaaf (1729), Opus Aramaeum compl. Grammaticam Chald. Syr. 

etc. L. Bat. 1686. 8. 
Ign. Fessler, Institutt. linguar. orientall. Hebr. Chald. Syr. et Arab. Vra- 

tisl. 1787. 89. 2 Tomi. 8. 
J. Gottfr. Hasse (1806), prakt. Handb. der aram. Sprache. Jena. 1791. 8. 

—Elementa Aram. s. Chald. et Syr. linguae Lat. reddita et accessioni- 
bus aucta ab Andr. Oberleitner. Vindob. 1820. 8. 

J. S. Vater(1826), Handbuch der hebr. syr. chald. und arab. Grammatik. 
Leipzig. (1802.) 1817. 8. 

b) The Chaldee language separately. 

Chpli. Cellarii (1707), Chaldaismus s. Grammatica nova ling. Chald. Cizae. 
1685. 4. 

Henr. Opitii (1712), Chaldaismus targum Talm. Rabbin. Hebraismo har¬ 
monious. Kil. 1696. 4. 

J. Dav. Michaelis (1791), Grammatica Chald. Goett. 1771. 8. 
Willi. Fr. Hezel. (1824), Anweis. zum Chald. bei Ermangelung alles 

miindl. Unterrichts. Lemgo. 1787. 8. (See Michaelis, neue oriental, und 
exeget. Bibl. V, 180 sq. Eichhorn’s Bibl. I, 1034). 

N. W. Schroder (1798), Institutt. ad fundam. Chaldaismi bibl. brevissime 
concinnata (1787) ed. 2. aucta et emend. Ulm. 1810. gr. 8. (An appen¬ 
dix, properly, to this author’s grammar. See Eichhorn’s Bibl. VIII, 694.) 

Jul. Fiirst, Lehrgebaude der aramaischen Idiome in Bezug auf die indo- 
german. Sprachen (I. Thl. Formenlehre der chald. Grammatik). Lpz. 
1835. 8. (The portion which treats of nouns is not contained in this 
division of the work.) 

3. Chrestomati-iies and Readers. 

Geneseos ex Oncelosi paraphr. Chald. quatuor priora capita una c. Dan. 
c. 2. Chald. ed. W. Fr. Hezel. Lemgo. 1788. 8. 

Ge. Lor. Bauer (1806), Chrestom. e paraphras. Chald. et Talmude delecta 
c. nott. et ind. Niirnb. 1792. 8. (See Eichhorn’s Bibl. IV, 895 sq.) 

J. Jahn, chald. Chrestomathie grosstentheils aus Handschriften. Wien. 
1800. (Without a glossary.) 

H. Adolf Grimm (1815), chald. Chrestomathie mit einem vollstandigen 
Glossar. Lemgo. 1801. 8. 

Besides, the Chaldee words in Dan. and Ezra are usually admitted 
into the Hebr. Lexicons. The older Hebrew grammars (see Alting, Danz, 
etc.) contain also a brief introduction to the Chaldee. 



PART I. 

ELEMENTS, OR SIGNS FOR READING, AND THEIR USE. 

§1. 

Consonants. 

The Chaldee is written with the same consonants that are em¬ 

ployed in Hebrew; and so far as we are able to trace the history 

of the former, it has never been expressed by any other essentially 

different mode of representation. On the contrary, the palaeog- 

raphists have long maintained the view, that the square letter, 

which we now term Hebrew by way of eminence, belonged origi¬ 

nally to the Chaldeans (Babylonians), and was first adopted by 

the Jews instead of the old Hebrew character, after the Babylo¬ 

nian exile. This may not admit of being satisfactorily proved; 

still it is impossible to entertain any doubt of the Aramaean ori¬ 

gin of the Hebrew-Chaldee character, in opposition to the old He¬ 

brew (so-called Samaritan) alphabet. 

The older view has been defended at large in Gesenius’s Geschiclite 

der hebr. Sprache und Schrift (Leipzig. 1815. 8) p. 140 sq. [In conse¬ 

quence of more recent discussions respecting this point, Geseniushas 

expressed himself less decidedly in his later works. See his Hebr. Gram, 

p. 17.—Tr.] This opinion began to be shaken even by Kopp, but was 

more fully controverted by Hupfeld, in the Studien und Kritiken, 1830. 

2 Heft, with whom Havernick agrees essentially, in his Einl. p. 288 sq. 

What they maintain is that the present Hebrew character came to the 

Jews from the neighboring Syrians, and was afterwards calligraphically 

improved by them. Its nearest modal form is to be sought in the 

Palmyrene mode of writing. However, all the arguments which Hup¬ 

feld advanced have not equal force, or indeed any true force in some 

instances: see Winer’s Bibl. Rw. II, 497 sq. And even if the square letter, 
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as it lies before us in the Codd., does not extend back beyond the third 

century after Christ, still the Aramaean character, which it represents, 

may have been already known to the Jews in the time of the Babylo¬ 

nian exile, and used by them at that period, just as the characters on 

the Aramaean-Egyptian monuments prove an earlier existence of Ara¬ 

maean written signs; see Rw. as above ; Gesenius, Monum. Phoenic. 

I. 78, and also Ewald, Krit. Grammat. der hebr. Spr. 11 sq. 

That the square letter, as it now appears in the Hebrew and Chal¬ 

dee manuscripts and printed works, acquired this particular form in 

the course of time and gradually, may be inferred in part from the 

nature of the case, in part from an inspection of the oldest MSS., and 

especially of the Palmyrene, and the still more ancient Egyptian-Ara- 

maean monuments. Among the ruins of the Syrian city Palmyra or 

Thadmor, travellers have discovered several inscriptions, the oldest of 

which dates from the year 49 after Christ (see the painting in Wood’s 

Ruins of Palmyra, Lond. 1753, and the plate at the end of Tychsen’s 

Element. Syr. Comp. Kopp, Bilder und Schriften II, 245 sq.). The 

characters found upon them agree manifestly, in their main points, 

with the square figure, but differ from the present Hebrew letters by 

a rougher and less distinct form ; and thus afford proof that our present 

square alphabet has received this permanent character principally in 

consequence of calligraphic efforts. Still nearer, in some respects, to 

the square alphabet, stand the written characters, which, from the 

circumstance of their having been found upon certain monuments in 

Egypt, have received the name of Egyptian-Aramaean ; comp. Gese¬ 

nius, Monum. Phoenic. 1,59 sq. The forms of particular letters (Tab. 4. 

col. 3. in Gesenius), as *2 , ^ , 3 , “i, exhibit still more decidedly this re¬ 

semblance to the square character. (On the question how far the Ara¬ 

maean character, in its most ancient form, goes back to the old Phoe¬ 

nician, and thus may have sprung, at last, from the same root, as well 

as the old Hebrew, see Gesen., Monum. Phoenic. I, 64.). 

§2. 

Vowel Sig'ns. 

The vowel-points, also, and the various diacritic signs (in part 

even the accents), which are employed in Hebrew, have been 

extended to the Chaldee, and appear in many manuscripts and 

most editions of the Chaldee text. Since it is certain, however, 

that these signs were all invented by the Jews, even as late as 
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several centuries after Christ, it follows that the written Chaldee 

was originally without any provision for the representation of the 

vowels, etc. It may be added, also, that in the Egyptian-Ara¬ 

maean, as well as the Palmyrene inscriptions, no vowel-signs 

are perceptible. But proof may be derived from the nature of 

the Chaldee punctuation itself, that the language previously to 

this availed itself of the letters 1, \ in doubtful cases, as a 

guide to the reading. 

The correctness of this remark is evident from orthographical phe¬ 

nomena like xrdin Dan. 2: 35, etc., and from the 

frequent use of the scriptio plena. See § 4. 

2. Since, however, the transfer of the Jewish vowel-signs to 

the Chaldee took place in an age when the Jewish vowel-system 

had not yet been perfectly formed and established, and since 

subsequently the same attention was not devoted to the punctu¬ 

ation of the Chaldee text, particularly that of the Targum, which 

was given to the biblical Chaldee, we can readily understand 

why the Chaldee writings exhibit at present so much less regu¬ 

larity in this respect than the Hebrew Scriptures. Not only do 

the Chaldee Codd. and editions (especially those of Venice and 

London) differ widely from each other, but there prevails every¬ 

where a great fluctuation in the use of the long and short vowels. 

On the variable punctuation of the Targums, see Eichhorn, Einl. 

ins A. T. 2 Thl. p. 24 sq. The printed copies of the Targums distrib¬ 

ute themselves, as regards their punctuation, into three principal 

classes: 1. The pointed text of Onkelos, contained in the Compluten- 

sian Bible (1517)—whether derived in this state from MSS. in uncertain. 

This, with some alterations of Rapheleng, the Antwerp polyglott (1569) 

adopted, and added the Chaldee Paraphrases of most of the Old Tes¬ 

tament books. 2. The three Rabbinic Bibles of Bomberg (Venice, 

1518,1526, 1547—49. See Rosenmiiller’s Handb. f. die bibl. Literatur I, 

249 sq.) contained the Chaldee text, as it appears, strictly according to 

Codd. 3. On the contrary, Buxtorf, in his Rabbin. Bible (1618), not 

only altered greatly the paraphrases taken from the Venetian editions 

in conformity with the Hebrew, but also made the punctuation more 

regular. This improved text, as it was considered, the London poly¬ 

glott (1657) repeated. Finally, in the Paris polyglott (1629 sq.) we 

have a mixed text presented to us. A careful comparison of all these 
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impressions is much to be desired, as also that the punctuation in the 

manuscripts should be more perfectly examined. Valuable in this 

respect is Jahn’s Chaldee Chrestomathy, since according to his assu¬ 

rance he had the sections of Onkelos printed so as to correspond ex¬ 

actly to the Codd. But the punctuation here agrees, in the main, more 

with that of Buxtorf than that of the Venetian Bibles. 

In the Chaldee text, even of the biblical sections, long vowels 

frequently stand in a closed, unaccented syllable, contrary to the rules 

of the Masoretic punctuation; and, on the other hand, short vowels 

occur in a simple syllable. (In particular are *1 and — used altogether 

promiscuously, of which in Hebrew an incipient usage only is observable. 

See Gesenius, Lehrgebaude, p. 60.) For the former, comp, instances 

like pppin Deut. 23: 16, 'pSWl* Jer. 49: 19, (allin) Dan. 4: 4; 

for the latter, s&Oj?, (§ 18). On the contrary, I should not rank 

examples like Dan. 4: 14, ^pb-ipp Dan. 5: 27, •jsimbag etc., un¬ 

der No. 1.; for these words are entirely analogous to the Hebrew 

orpins 5 ^e consonant which follows immediately the long 

vowel, must be referred to the last syllable, and the anomoly of the or¬ 

thography consists merely in the omission of the Methegh, which is far 

more negligently employed in the Chaldee, than in Hebr. manuscripts. 

See Gesenius, Lehrgebaude, p. 118.) It appears with most regularity, 

however, in the Bible ; comp. e. g. Dan. 6: 4 , KWb , 6: 6 pratt , 

6: 17 Dan. 2: 8 “pint, Dan. 4: 31 VDaittS, 7: 12 yiinaBbttS. 
- it 7 • • : it 7 t : it : 7 ' : it : r 

It results from the preceding, that the rule for Qamets Hhatuph, 

which occurs in Chaldee much less frequently than in Hebrew, will 

not prove indeed in practice so certain, as there; the reader must ob¬ 

serve the origin of words, so as not to pronounce, e. g.. *p]bt3j3, qot- 

lin, ollin. On the contrary, examples like can occasion no dif¬ 

ficulty. A superfluous mater ledionis has been here retained (§ 4) ; and 

no one would so far err as to think of a quiescent *1 in Qamets Hhatuph, 

or even such a pronunciation as Hhdvhhma. The occurrence of 1 with¬ 

out Sheva is decisive against the latter. But the Chaldee words 

which contain a Qamets Hhatuph at all, are very few. 

§ 3. 

Place of the Tone. 

According to the usage of the Masoretic punctuation, transfer¬ 

red from the Hebrew to the Chaldee of Dan., Ezra and Onkelos, 

the tone, in Chaldee words also, rests uniformly upon the last 

syllable; it is only as an exception, and in certain forms, that the 
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tone rests on the penultimate. This last occurs in the following 

cases : 1. In the Segholate forms of nouns, which resemble those 

that bear this designation in Hebrew; as •qbn, , ps, rnia, 

and the analogous verbal forms, as , mr6p, as also in the 

Plural (and Dual) ending p- ; 2. In the verbal forms terminating 

in m and &0 ; e. g. Kmbbp, wlbbp ; in the third Plur. Praeter, as 

siVbp, tfbbp, &6b£ ; in the persons of the Imperative termina¬ 

tions in 1_ and si, as ^bp, ; 3. In the forms of verbs and 

nouns with the suffixes i3_ , 3<m_ , , im_, ini, in^d, ini^a, 

Knsbd > , ‘pn^'iin, etc. ; besides, the suffixes i?, is, ip, leave 

the tone to the preceding syllable ; e. g. laann. 

On exception 2 above, we subjoin a further remark. In the biblical 

Chaldee the forms ibdp, tfbdp etc., are regularly marked with the 

tone on the penult; comp. Dan. 6: 7, 25. 7: 4. Ezra 4:11, 18, 23. 5: 5. 

6: 1, 13, 16 sq.; so likewise the Imperatives Dan. 7: 5. Ezra 6: 7. 

From Onkelos, comp. Gen. 29: 5 sq. 7: 21. Exod. 2: 19; however, 

these forms are here sometimes accented on the ultimate, even when 

no pospositive accent (see Gesenius, Gr. p. 41—Tr.) falls upon it; e. g. 

, fc&bd Gen. 3: 7. 26: 28. Exod. 2:16,18. The Infinitives in 

have the place of the tone on the ultimate with the single exception which 

is about to be remarked. A drawing back of the tone from the last syllable 

to the last but one takes place (in bibl. Chaldee, yet without uniformity) 

when two tone-syllables would follow each other in immediate succes¬ 

sion ; comp. Ezra 6:12 dSB map, Dan. 7:12 pm!? mdvm, Exod. 2:2, al¬ 

so in pause ; e. g. Exod. 8:12 Km^ta!?. Besides, in pause a monosyllabic 

word sometimes became disyllabic with the tone on the penultimate, 

as Gen. 4: 9. Jon. iONf; seldom is the accent carried forward to the 

last open syllable Gen. 37:10 xmabm, 49: 9 Srtmp^G , 16: 4 (Ge¬ 

senius, Lebrgeb. p. 178). On the effect of the pause in lengthening 

the vowel of the accented syllable, see § 7 a. 

The German and Polish Jews place the tone in Chaldee, as in He¬ 

brew, regularly on the penultimate. That this accentuation, however, 

was the ancient Babylonian, we could not infer from the accentuation 

prevalent in Syriac ; for two dialects, otherwise very nearly related, 

might still differ from each other in their accentuation. Were the 

vocalization of the Chaldee, as it now exists, perfectly conformed to 

the ancient Babylonian pronunciation, it would afford also an argu¬ 

ment for the received accentuation of the Chaldee. 

4 
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§ 4. 

Reading of Unpointed Text. 
As all Chaldee text is not pointed; and as that which is un¬ 

pointed, in addition to the ordinary use of the matres lectioni, K, *i, * 

for e and i, 1 for o and u, a for a, Sheva vocal also being of¬ 

ten designated by i; e. g. for Niiss: Gen. 2: 5, for 

fctrrtiS, ama instead of Khx Genes. 4:8. Jon., WK for iaa Exod. 

6: 6), exhibits several peculiarities, it may be remarked, as a help 

to the reading of such text, and as applicable also at least to the 

Targums, that a double 1 or * is employed: (a) In the middle of 

words, either where the consonant power of these letters is to be 

indicated; e. g. arvnsa i. e. attYisa. iO^in i. e. or where 

they are to be pronounced twice; e. g. rmi'iina i. e. mnwifit, 

•pi^h i. e. pi^n; (b) At the end of words, particularly where the 

pronouns % and are to be distinguished; e. g. i. e. • 

These helping consonants have been retained in single words, even 

in the printed text; e. g. Targ. Jon. Gen. 2:1 aVna instead of , 

3:15 atrvnxa, 24: 46 in^pm, 25: 21 mi-ina, Exod. 10:25 pl'by, 

Num. 34: 6 Sunils, Lev. 13: 38 pnpri. 

Of the abbreviations which are so numerous in the Rabbins (J. Bux- 

torf de Abbreviat. Hebr. ed. 2. Basil. 1640. 8.), there occurs con¬ 

stantly in the Targums only ^ (p) i. e. h1S"h; on the contraiy, in the 

later Targums several others are found here and there, as Gen. 

15: 14. Deut. 32: 31. Jon. i. e. pji? (Buxtorf, p. 150) and 

Gen. 25: 21. Jon. hip i. e. tphS atthlp the Holy One he praised 

(Buxtorf, p. 168). Certain uniform abbreviations appear upon the 

Jewish coins, as well as the Phoenician inscriptions (Gesenius, Monum. 

Phoenic. I, 53 sq. 



PART II 

ETYMOLOGY. 

CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES ON WHICH THE CHANGES OF WORDS DEPEND. 

§ 5. 

Th e Subje ct in General. 

1. Before it can be shown how the several, permanent 

parts of speech are produced from one another (derivari), and also 

what changes they undergo within themselves (declinari), in or¬ 

der to accomplish the various objects of speech, the fundamental 

principles must be exhibited, according to which this takes place. 

The consideration of these principles furnishes the material for 

that portion of grammar, viz. etymology, or the general doctrine of 

forms, of which we have next to treat. But since in Chaldee, as 

in every other language, the formation and inflection of words are 

effected partly by changes in the consonants, partly by changes 

in the vowels, the subject divides itself naturally into two parts. 

2. In considering the modifications, to which the vowels and 

consonants are subject in the formation and inflection of words, 

we should distinguish between those which are designed or ra¬ 

tional, and those which are physical or euphonic. Among the for¬ 

mer we include those, in which may be traced a fixed, pervading 

type of formation and inflection, and which is the product of a re¬ 

flecting consciousness on the part of the people by whom the 

language is developed. Examples of this are furnished in the 
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characteristic differences of the Tenses and Conjugations, and 

in the endings of the Singular and Plural of nouns. As material 

or euphonic, on the contrary, we are to consider those varieties 

of words, which in the pronunciation of particular forms or com¬ 

binations are produced, consciously or unconsciously, by the or¬ 

gans of the speaker; e. g. •pbojD for •pbrag, ‘pp&q for P'iks, nnnox 

for 'inprx, (in like manner in Latin imminutus for inminutus, mi 

for mihi, hodie for hoc die, etc.) That the general branch of ety¬ 

mology, which grammar embraces, must confine itself principally 

to changes of the latter kind, is obvious of itself. 

§ 6. 

Mutations which a ffe ct the Consonants* 

The derivation and inflection of words, therefore, are effected 

in the first place by changes in the consonants. In this case, 

either the radicals which compose the ground-form remain, and 

other letters with vowels or without them are prefixed, inserted 

or annexed, or the radicals themselves are rejected, doubled or 

interchanged with other letters; e. g. bapp, b*itsp, fctsbpp, bpp 

from blip; ^ from asbaj; yntt from nap. For this purpose the 

Chaldee employed the letters l,^,n,5,»,»,n; and it belongs to 

special etymology to show what use, in each particular instance, 

was made of these formative letters. General etymology, on 

the other hand, has to notice only certain phonetic changes, i. e. 

in part such as were produced by the organs of speech entirely 

without design, in part such as have their origin in the effort of 

the language to secure to itself softness of pronunciation and eu¬ 

phony. The changes now which take place among consonants, 

in this way and for this object, are assimilation, transposition, re¬ 

jection, commutation and addition. 

a) Assimilation occurs regularly : 1) With 3 when it stands with¬ 

out a vowel, at the close of a mixed syllable immediately before 

another consonant. Thus, instead of p53? we have usual¬ 

ly ps?, for sppp , nn53p, apip for Kp3ti3, etc. Genes. 7:11. Jon. 

Comp, k 18 in relation to verbs , and $ 38. 2) With n of 
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the Passive prefix snx syllable before a and i, more rarely be¬ 

fore other letters: see $ 10. 5. 3) With a and only in par¬ 

ticular examples, as for *ib ax, xtnn, ‘ixtnn for xprtin, ^xnnn 

Gen. 1: 6. 6: 16. Jon. 4) With n in some verbs ">3; e. g. 2in in¬ 

stead of Sinn, and bsp from run and ban (§20.4.). In¬ 

stead of prolonging the vowel, n is here represented by a repeti¬ 

tion of the following consonant with a sharpened vowel. Comp. 

Gesen., Lehrgeb. p. 390 sq. 

b) The in of the Passive prefix nx is regularly transferred to the 

place of the first radical of the verb, when this radical is a sibi¬ 

lant (\3, s, a, t); e. g. naryiix, irtinax, 23a:sx. The easier pro¬ 

nunciation thus obtained is the obvious ground of this usage. 

Of a lexical character is the transposition which occurs in still 

other separate examples ; as sin for isrn (Hebr. isiiS), nil which 

coexists with its. 

c) The feeble letters x, n and a, when destitute of a vowel, 

are rejected (aphaeresis) at the beginning of words ; e. g. in for 

inx, ttia for ttiax, p3, pa, si Imper. for p3?, pa?, si?; in the 

later Targums, also, other consonants; e. g. *133 for *1331 Gen. 

37:4. Num. 30: 21. Jon. 2) The same and similar vowelless 

consonants are dropped in the middle of words, particularly on 

the contraction of several words into one, or the contact of forma¬ 

tive syllables, occasioning the elision of one or more subsequent 

letters; e. g. xabap for XiX bap, pnnbnpp for pru^ap ($ 13. 1), 

na^in for iw nnn, xnttin for xnsia xn, xaxn for xxi xn (§ 39, 

3. Rem.), lisnx for liaxrnx, besides, though more rarely, as xnn 

Gen. 29: 17 T. H. for xnxn, xsia for xssia. This takes place, 

also, sometimes with x and n h when it has a vowel; e. g. 

ianx for isxnx (§ 21), siaa for sinra. 3) At the end of words 

the soft n is regularly dropped (apocope) in the Feminine forms 

of nouns like n>Dba ; in the later Targums (and in the Talmud) 

in some other cases, e. g. ns for nns Gen. 22: 19. 40: 3. Jon. Num. 

16: 16. Jon. in for a*in Gen. 26: 21. Jon. The apocope of *j ap¬ 

pears only in single instances, particularly; e. g. iapn for papn 

Dan. 5: 10; of i in the Fut. xaxn instead of laxn Gen. 33: 
T - 
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10. Jon. ; of d in (lag) for QXg Gen. 18: 10. 24: 13. Jon, 

Comp. § 23. Rem. 1. 

Merely orthographic is the omission of the quiescent letters; as, 

‘Tun for ^ for ‘iV*, plbE for t)k&ra (c^e). 

d) Commutation takes place among those consonants which are 

similar in their pronunciation, particularly the quiescents ; e. g. 

We for ‘iene , iba for . 

On the contrary, it is to be differently explained, when in verbs xb 

a movable i appears in many forms in the place of & , or when sxrrwp 

is written instead of KpttE^ip. In these cases the original consonant 

which had been displaced, merely returns. 

e) A prosthetic x is sometimes prefixed to forms which would 

commence with two consonants; e. g. , "paat. See $ 23. 

Rem. 1. This extends lexically, however, still further, and the 

& prefixed in the formation of Nouns is sometimes nothing else 

than a prosthetic x; e. g. ppptf, tapa, even with a doubling of 

the subsequent consonant , •)&» together with to¬ 

gether with . 

To foreign words, especially Greek, which begin with three or two 

consonants, an a is usually prefixed on their adoption in Chaldee 

(Talmud); e. g. b^ppa Cant. 4:14. i. e. gvXov, ^ETit c 

GTvlrj, strata. 

2) By insertion (epenthesis) a liquid and hence softer 3 is intro¬ 

duced, sometimes for the purpose of obviating the harsh repeti¬ 

tion of a letter; as, asist for xax, m3E for irwa, for W; 

(this is especially frequent in the Zabian dialect1); sometimes, as 

a means of union between the sufformative and the verb ; as, 

^|Vt3p? for T^pp? (§ 16. Rem. 1.). For the former object also is 

sometimes employed; comp. ptoEpp for pbEp, K&pE (x&a). 

On an insertion of 1 and for the formation of quadriliteral verbs, 

see § 14. 2. 

3) To such forms as have a vowel for their final letter, 3 

(Nun paragogic) is frequently annexed, as furnishing a better ter¬ 

mination ; e. g. pVjp, •psJE«5, 

1 See Appendix, No. 4.—Tr. 
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§ 7. 

Mutations which affect the Vowels. 

The formation and inflection of words, in the second place, are 

effected by means of vowels; since, in many cases, the charac¬ 

teristic difference between a ground-form and its derivatives con¬ 

sists merely in a change of the vowels ; e. g. Tfbd from 

from hup, bpd from . It cannot be shown indeed, in each 

particular instance, why precisely these and no other vowels were 

selected for marking this distinction; but we can at least per¬ 

ceive a certain fixed type, which controls these formations ; and 

this, again, it is the province of special etymology to point out. 

On the other hand, it belongs to general etymology to bring to¬ 

gether and briefly explain certain deviations from this type, and 

various modifications of the vowels, which have been occasioned 

by the organs of speech in pronunciation. Vowels, in the course 

of formation and inflection, are commuted, transposed, rejected or 

assumed. 

a) 1. Long vowels are exchanged for a short one, when a closed 

syllable loses the tone ; e. g. from bb, Ezra 7: 20 for 

b^, Dan. 2:16 for ‘jPd?, Gen. 30:31 for 'jinx, ttsn from 

in, 'V2* st. constr. from (i pure then passes generally into -, 

_ into _), dStt rid ip for hdto (Ezra 6: 12.); comp, above § 3, be¬ 

cause the tone here is drawn back upon the first syllable ; rip'jrii 

Dan. 3: 14, wi&t Gen. 20: 5. A word is sometimes increased, 

while the long vowel remains unchanged; but in this case, either 

the vowel was a vocalis impura (e. g. fD'jro), or the final consonant 

of the word attached itself to the syllable annexed; e. g. ‘jiddfop 

Dan. 3: 31, as is constantly done in Hebrew qrn'n. See above, § 2. 2. 

But before Maqqeph the shortening of the vowel is not regularly 

observed, even in biblical Chaldee; (e. g. Dan. 6: 12 1‘idrrrt, 

Deut. 2: 28 7: 11 2. Short vowels are ex¬ 

changed for long ones very frequently at the end of sentences 

where the voice falls (in pause) : e. g. ft at Gen. 4: 11, v)&s Dan. 

2:32, Gdj* Dan. 4: 6, Wd^ Gen. 34:4, ‘in Gen. 34:22, rn Exod. 
T '*■ 7 T •• • T • 
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2: 2, nnbins* Gen. 20: 16, ■jsta Gen. 24: 19, fibizjp Exod. 4: 13, 

nbirn Gen. 38: 17, ds-ra Gen. 30:31; (yet this is not universal); 

comp. Dan. 2: 9, 17. Exod. 8: 16 J further, before a Guttural 

which would regularly have been doubled: Tpdp for ?| t!?? > 

fctsnsra for ayiaw , (yet this does not always occur, especially 

when the Guttural is n or n, Dan. 4: 16, 24); less often before 

other consonants, e. g. for ‘pap Gen. 6: 2. Jon., ynpa for 

ynpK Gen. 38: 9. Jon.; see § 20. 4) ; also for (§ 14. 1); 

again, when a Quiescent which should have a composite Sheva, 

coalesces with the preceding vowel, e. g. for , ttplsKd for 

fcrtbaa Dan. 6: 24, for ‘pdirba'i Joel 1: 13 for taJdiO); and 

finally where, by elision, a short vowel would stand in the open 

syllable; as, instead of KW ($ 6. c.). 3. It is for the 

sake of greater ease of pronunciation, that final syllables which 

close with a Guttural, have commonly _ instead of what would 

otherwise be the proper vowel; e. g. for riba?, nsa for iiattj, 

and also that a heterogeneous vowel in a syllable which terminates 

with a Quiescent, is exchanged for one homogeneous with the 

latter: tptria for spbix. 

The case, in which a short vowel passes into a long one in a sylla¬ 

ble which has become simple, cannot be adduced here; since in most 

examples the short vowel has been retained by the punctuators, and 

forms, like are found only here and there in particular 

editions. 

b) Vowels are transposed, partly in some monosyllabic forms of 

verbs, which have the vowel between the last two consonants ; 

namely, when a Pronoun is added to them: ttbap from bpp ; 

partly in cases, like ‘’tett for ‘■'dxp, where the vowel of the qui¬ 

escent falls back to the consonant before it, and thus stands in a 

situation to admit of quiescence. 

c) Vowels are rejected, in the last syllable of words, when ad¬ 

ditions are made to them in the process of formation, which do 

not constitute a syllable by themselves, yet far less frequently 

than in Hebrew; e. g. from dbd, pbap from hup, jabna 

1 The reverse sometimes takes place in connection with a conjunctive ac¬ 

cent; comp. Dan. 2: 16, 32. 3: 14. Ezra 4: 19. 
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from ins, from . This takes place oftenest with 

~Z } T. ’ “ > T ' 

d) Finally, vowels are assumed: 1) When at the beginning of 

a syllable two vowelless consonants would follow each other in 

succession; e. g. ittp from Vjp, 'rjbai from . In such a 

case, - is commonly inserted as a helping vowel (in which a 

vowelless i then quiesces; e. g. nnn from snn, ‘psiin from 

• If, however, the following consonant be a guttural with 

a composite Sheva, the consonant which is to receive the vowel 

takes then a short vowel, corresponding to that of the Sheva; 

e. g. ; here, also, belong cases, like ‘jnssn Ezra 7: 18 in¬ 

stead of “jnnsjn (yet at the same time ■jnssin), ^irn for 

rapfifi Ezra 4: 15 for rapnjfi. 2) Sometimes in pause, Gen. 4: 

9. Jon. aoas instead of aoat Gen. 46: 30. Onk. 
T T T “t 

Rem. In the last two §§, some particular cases of contraction, and 

especially of the uniting of two independent words into one, have been 

adduced, as *!3a for ‘ja, ‘i&nn for “its? nn. This tendency goes 

much further still in the Talmudic Chaldee, and even the later Tar- 

gums present examples of very violent contractions, i. e. of such as are 

not confined to the absorption of single consonants or vowels ; as, 

Lev. 16:21. Jon. taT£niiji< for aan^app atnGJ (with a< prosthetic), Gen. 

19: 34 amnai’sa for anna Di^a. The srfvb instead of in^aa a<b has 
t : - t : — • •• • t 

become general. 

CHAPTER II. 

The Pronoun. 

§ 8. 

Personal and Possessive Pronouns. 
1. The Personal Pronouns are divided, as in Hebrew, into 

two principal classes. One class consists of those which exist 

separately, monosyllabic or dissyllabic words (Pronomina sepa¬ 

rata) ; the other consists of forms abbreviated from these, which 

5 
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are annexed to verbs and nouns (Pronomina suffixa). The for¬ 

mer express, with few exceptions, the Personal pronouns in the 

casus rectus; the latter, in the casibus obliquis. The Pronom. 

separata, are the following: 

1 com. 

2 com. 

m. 

f 

Sing. Plur. 

!X3it (fi35< I. com. stsro, itsrdit we. 

nx, nsit thou. ( m. •jsitnx, pnpit ) 

(Dan. innsit) 1/ pnit, pnsit 
| ye. 

(Jin) asin he. 
r m. W (W) 

> they. 
ion she. 

1 f 

ian, yiBrt 

m (w) 
and iftn occur only in the bibl. Chaldee, the former Dan. 2: 

34 sq. 3: 22; the latter, Ezra 4: 10. 5: 5. 7: 17 sq. ; is found Prov. 

25: 20. 

The Suffixes (inseparabilia) are attached to verbs, the signs of 

the cases (§56), and to prepositions and nouns. In the last case, 

they are translated in English and Latin by possessive pronouns, 

but they express most directly the Genitive of the personal pro¬ 

nouns, precisely like the mode of speaking in Greek, as in na- 

rrjQ |uov, rpiwv, etc. 

The Suffixes to Verbs are the following: 

Sing. Plur. 

1 

2 

com. ■'3-' , 13 me. (b) 
m. 

f " > 
thee. f* 

m. 

in, w 

him. PL Pb 

f (») mi, ft- her. )h PL lb 

US. 

you. 

them. 

Which of these forms should be used in each particular instance, 

will be stated in § 16, where also will be explained the nature and use 

of the Nun epenthetic, so called, which is often inserted between the 

verbal form and the suffix, and which modifies to some extent the forms 

of the suffixes. To deny this altogether is useless; though no doubt 

a 3 has been sometimes considered as epenthetic, which belongs to 

the suffix or the verbal form itself, as in ‘jhw^tajD or even Wrtnbaj?. 
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3. The Suffixes to Nouns, again, divide themselves into two 

classes, according as they are attached to nouns in the Singular, 

or nouns in the Plural (and which express, consequently, the pos¬ 

sessive pronouns in the Sing, or the Plur. meus, mei; noster, nostri, 

etc.). The latter are distinguished for the most part by their 

longer forms, in which the of the plural termination may be 

discerned. They are in general the following: 

1. Suffixes to Nouns Singular. 

Sing. Plur. 

1 com. my. com. 
T T 

our. 

•n- 
| thy. 

( m. pd, did ) 

21 / 

1 T 

M- (T- I / 15 
| your. 

in- I his. pn, din 
| their. 3 \ . •• 

) her. 1/ 1 f in- 
T )V. 

a- is found twice instead of n-^ Dan. 4: 15, 16. 5: 8; but some¬ 

times in the Targums ‘'ini Gen. 1: 12, 21; very often ffilene Num. 

24: 7. For pd and pH we very frequently find pd*\_ and piT- in 

the Venetian copies Ps. 149: 2. Joel 2:23 din occurs; e. g. Gen. 9: 

23. 10: 5. 22:6. 40:3. Jon., did Gen. 17:12. Jon.; this was also 

the Phoenician pronunciation. In connection with the words da, na 
and din, which before the suffixes become Ida etc., the suffixes of 

the second and third Pers. Sing, appear in the form q, %n, an (in); 

the last of which occurs also elsewhere as a noun-suffix; e. g. anid 
Gen. 3: 5; anuPn and annStti Esth. 1: 12. 

These Suffix-forms are also attached to the prepositions b, d , ‘jd, 
nib, as well as to the sign of the accusative; e. g. *ib, aib (‘jb Gen. 

3: 2. Jon.), *]db, inib, innib, pnnn. 

2. Suffixes to Nouns Plural. 

Sing. Plur. 

1 com. my. com. » asn- 
T T 

our. 

2 
C m. 

\ / 

t- (n- | thy. 
( m. 

t / 13'’- 
| your. 

3 1 *viT, ni his. 
\m: lifT’T 

- their. 
( f an- 

T T 
her. l f W'z ! 
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These plural suffixes are regularly attached only to Masculine nouns 

(from the plural termination of which also the *1 in the second person 

Sing, and in the Plur. is derived); on the contrary, Feminine nouns 

receive fully as often the singular suffixes , h„_, etc. Gen. 20:17. 

Dan. 5: 2. 2: 23, 32. Ezra 4: 17. 6: 18. Isa. 1: 4. 17: 21. 64: 5. Prov. 

1: 18. Gen. 47: 9), since the representative of the plural idea already 

exists here in the termination h- . In Syriac this always takes place; 

and the Chaldee, therefore, occupies in this respect strictly a middle 

position between the Hebrew and the Syriac. 

The suffix m- is written in some editions or pp- (§ 4.), 

often also it appears in the abbreviated form t]- Dan. 5: 10. 2 Sam. 

11: 8, 24. Ps. 119: 4. So likewise in some editions instead of the 

Fern. Tp- we find the form 'Tj-, so that the two genders are no longer 

distinguished, Isa. 49: 18, 23, Venet. The third Pers. sing. fern, makes 

m- Dan. 7: 7 and m- Dan. 7: 19; on the contrary, 5<m~ Deut. 21: 

12. Jon. For iO*’— stands Deut. 32: 27. Jon. 
T T *T *• 

Rem. 1. The possessive pronoun can be expressed also in Chaldee 

separately from its noun, namely by writing the suffixes of the verb 

with bp (derived from p relat. and b dat.) or (which is less common) 

Ip (derived from p and h Gen.); e. g. pbp pba rex, qui tibi i. e. 

tuns, ^bp ba Gen. 14: 23. Jon. omne tuum. In like manner, these 

forms are employed also substantively, e. g. 2 Kings 6: 11 *iabp our 

possessions, and even indeed as predicate of a sentence, Gen. 31: 43 

fct*!h ibp im hip bh all which thou seest, that is mine. 

Rem. 2. The suffixes of plural nouns are connected also with such 

prepositions as are originally nominapluralia; e. g. pip, ‘pibs, papp, 

see §38.2. In like manner mx (Hebr. Up), mb and fitios as, receive 

the suffixes of plural nouns, e. g. ima, piimjS:, pmma, ‘’himb, 

php3, and the suffix is here to be translated by the Nominative. 

§ 9. 

Other Pronouns, 

1. The Demonstrative Pronoun is as follows : 

Singular. 

m. pi, ph (P^O Jer- 26: 9)- 

V. Gen. 24: 65. 37: 19. pp Job 9: 24. 

f T|7, &p this, that, 

c. Bp (hpi), pi (Ps. 24: 6. 32: 8), pp. 

) that. 

S this. 
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Plural. 

c. •pht, Jer. 10: 1), (Dan. 3: 12) these, those. 

The personal pronouns of the third Pers. and the demonstratives, 

united with the Heb. article, as fitting, Exod. 20: 1) express our 

English this very, precisely this. So are to be explained XiiFPSt (^ifPI*), 

KWfit , KrpK (Ruth 1:16. Lam.l: 4). That the demonstratives, moreover, 

can be employed in different cases by means of prepositions, will be 

understood without remark; e. g. 1 Sam. 25: 21 *phi? to this (masc.), 

Dan. 5: 6 to this (fern.). 

2. The Relative Pronoun is ''i (Hebr. fit)1 or as prefix^ (which 

never occurs in biblical Chaldee), for both Genders and Numbers. 

In general usage, it denotes the Nominative (more rarely the Ac¬ 

cusative) ; how the (other) oblique cases are expressed, is de¬ 

scribed in the Syntax § 41. 1. 

3. The Interrogative Pronoun is represented, partly after the 

analogy of the Hebrew, by who ? (used of persons), and nn, fra 

(n,3 1 Sam. 14: 43) whatl (used of things), partly by a combina¬ 

tion of the interrogative particle ik and the demonstrative Pro¬ 

noun; e. g. pppK m• f Yet the latter is the 

more energetic expression, who then ? The cases of both Inter - 

rogatives are formed in the usual manner: e. g. yqb to whom ? 

arfc for what ? to whom then ? 1 Sam. 6: 20. 

With ‘j'a prefixed is found for the second Interrog. ‘yniypa Esth. 7: 

6, as well as (!X53?) p-ra Jon. 1: 8, but with 3 prefixed, . 

The first Interrog. is sometimes united with the personal or demon¬ 

strative pronoun (quis hie, quid hoc), and is then contracted with this 

into one word; e. g. (*1333 for sih *ja Prov. 20: 6. 27: 4. ‘p'-ta Jer. 26: 

9 (on the contrary, Gen. 26: 27. Jon. p'n ira). 

On the designation of the reflexive and reciprocal [self) pronouns, 

comp, the Syntax § 43,1. 

1 Upon the Egyptian-Aramaean inscriptions this is written : and t*T- 
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CHAPTER III. 

The Verb. 

§ 10. 

Derivation and Inflection of the Verb in general. 

1. The verbs are in their origin partly 'primitive, partly deriva¬ 

tive. The former compose the great majority; the latter, which 

come from verbs (verbalia) or from nouns (verba denominativa), 

particularly the last, are few; and, as would naturally be sup¬ 

posed, present themselves commonly in the derived conjugations; 

e. g. to outroot, to take root, from ttiniy root, to 

pitch a tent, from iAfix; a tent, ‘Tit (WIN to furnish with provis¬ 

ions, from KTiT viaticum, SHinroSit from SHia an acquaintance. 

Verbs admitted into Chaldee from the occidental languages, par¬ 

ticularly Greek, are only few and such chiefly as denote technical 

manipulations ; e. g. pbi ylvqeir ; from ra^ig was formed . 

2. The stem-form of the verb consists usually of three conso¬ 

nants, which are pronounced in one syllable with the vowel a or 

e (less frequently o), under the second radical. Yet there are 

also some verbs with four letters (quadrilittera), which are accus¬ 

tomed to take the vowels -, - ; e. g. to cover; and two en¬ 

tire classes of verbs are in the stem-form biliteral, dp, p1]. The 

stem-form of the verb is at the same time the tempus praeteritum, 
and from it are derived, most directly, not only the other tenses 

and modes, but also a Passive with its corresponding tenses and 

modes. 

3. But as in Hebrew, so here the ground-form of the verb lies 

at the basis of certain other forms which express the idea of their 

stem under some particular modification; and like that, may not 

only be inflected through all the usual tenses and modes, but are 

furnish ed also with Passives of their own, which undergo the same 

inflection. These forms are two: bpp and bdpx. They are 

called (as well as the ground-form itself) Conjugations. There are, 
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therefore, in Chaldee three (ordinary) Conjugations. In regard 

to some others, less frequent, Schapkel, Poel, Pilel, see below S 14. 

4. The characteristics and signification of the derived Conjuga¬ 

tions are as follows : 1. The characteristic of the second Conj. 

or Pael is the doubling of the second stem-letter (corresponding 

to the Hebr. Pi'el). In signification it has generally an intensive 

meaning as compared with the verbal idea of the ground-form; 

e. g. taipn frangere, taipn confringere, rbfi to send, nlbttj to send away. 

It is often causative, especially when Peal is intransitive ; e. g. 

ton to be wise, Pael tpH to make wise; -iin to be white, ‘isjn to 

make white, to wash; ppp to be red, ppp to redden, to dye red; 

p^p to ascend, p!bp to cause to ascend (also to take away, to remove'); 

sometimes merely with the application to consider, declare, treat 

a person or thing as that which the Peal expresses; e. g. "ipp to 

lie, ipp to declare one a liar, to convict one of falsehood. So a de¬ 

nominative verb expresses in Pael the result of that which 

the noun denotes; e. g. from i^p to spot, defile, also priva¬ 

tion ; e. g. "iph to take away ashes, bpp to remove stones, (comp, in 

English head, behead). 2. The third Conj. or Aphel is charac¬ 

terized by N (n) prefixed to the stem-form and the vowel e or i 

in the last syllable. Its signification is usually causative of Peal 

(mostly in verbs, where Pael is not used, seldom if that Conj. exists 

at the same time; e. g. paD, p^$); e. g. spp to be near, ippx to 

bring near {to present), li3pb to put on, tipbx to cause to put on, to 

clothe, bpp to be dark, obscure, ^ppx to obscure, xpn to sin, “ippx 

to entice to sin); or with the application to declare, etc. (like Pael); 

e. g. pppx to declare just, (judicially) to acquit. The causative is 

to be recognized also in cases, where in English an intransitive ex¬ 

pression is employed: e. g. ‘ippi* to rain (comp. 6 Zevg vei), Tjiim, 

rrapa etc. 

The several conjugations are not used in all verbs; a great number 

of verbs occur merely in Peal, others merely in Pael. In respect to 

the latter limitation, comp. e. g. ^lEf, “Dil, SS"', pit:, , bip‘"i; yet 

even then the intensive signification may be traced without difficulty 

in the Pael. If Pael and Aphel exist at the same time, they are gene¬ 

rally different in their signification; e. g. 7|ibp to advise, 7]bpi< to ap- 
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point as king, accepit (obedivit), Isppa obscuravit. But sometimes 

both conjugations coincide in meaning; comp. pftp and pft&fct. 

5. The Passives of all the conjugations are characterized by the 

prefixed syllable nx (bibl. rip), of which the following is to be re¬ 

marked : a) When the verbal form begins with n, n, ra, the n as¬ 

similates itself to the following letter and is denoted by Dag. forte; 

e. g. "UMa, raps, isna, from nsp and rpn (more rarely 

and only in the later Targums the same takes place before other 

consonants); e. g. ^rsx Eccl. 12: 10, (for Tirana) Ps. 49: 

13, sn&w Ezek. 23: 48. Gen. 13: 7. 38: 9. Exod. 13: 10. 29: 43. 

Jon.); b) If the verbal form begins with a sibilant tt), s, &, t, 

the in is inserted after these letters ; e. g. pnni^js:. In that case 

also, n after 2 passes into a, after t into “J; e. g. (for 

‘jatnx) •janw; (for ‘jatna). To both these specifications, verbs is con¬ 

stitute, for the most part, an exception, inasmuch as in these the n 

of the prefix is doubled in Ithpeal and Ittaphal; as, papFP, psbrp 

Lam. 1: 1. Dan. 2: 5. Isa. 1: 12. The signification is not merely pas¬ 

sive, but frequently also reflexive1 or reciprocal (e. g. atniBK to wash 

one's self, rnpna to nourish one's self, to take counsel, deliberate, 

1 Kings 12: 6). But the idea of reflexiveness is to be taken here in 

the wider sense, similar to that expressed by the Middle voice in 

Greek; e. g. ‘pjnpis; to be useful to one's self, to derive advantage. 

Even where we speak actively, the original reflexive application 

is still to be detected; e. g. Will* or wna to become a Jew (to 

cause or suffer one’s self to be made a Jew), pnstia to flee (to 

let one’s self be put to flight). Accordingly, we might better 

perhaps term these forms with tia Reflexives (as in fact the Hebr. 

Hithpael together with Niphal was originally only Reflexive); but 

in the Aramaean where no other proper Passives exist, the pas¬ 

sive signification has acquired in this conjugation the ascendancy, 

and they may hence also a potiori be denominated Passives. 

Together with these Aramaean Passives, others (not merely in the 

1 We are not to consider this, but the passive signification as the original one; 

for the origination of a special form for the latter idea was a more urgent, nay, 

indispensable want of the language. 
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bibl. Chaldee) formed after the Hebrew (Pual and Hophal) sometimes 

present themselves; comp. § 12, 2. 4. 5. 6. 

6. In regard to Tenses and Modes, the Chaldee has, in all the 

conjugations enumerated: a) a Praeter and Future; b) an Infini¬ 

tive, Imperative (the latter in the Passives also), and a Participle 

(which in all the Actives is double). All these forms arise from the 

ground-form, directly or indirectly (as the Fut. immediately from 

the Imp.) by the addition of formative letters , a ), by a varied 

pronunciation of the radical consonants, or in both ways. But 

the personal inflection in the Praeter and Imperative is effected, 

as in Hebrew, by sufformative syllables, in the Future by prae- 

formative and sufformative syllables, at the same time. These 

syllables are fragmentary forms, derived from the personal Pro¬ 

nouns. 

7. As in the formation of verbs, all the stem-letters remain un¬ 

altered, or one or two of them suffer a change by suppression or 

some mode of commutation, all verbs in Chaldee divide them¬ 

selves into two principal classes. The former are called regu¬ 

lar verbs, the latter irregular. This distinction we must here fol¬ 

low. 

§ 11. 

In ft exion of the Regular Verb. 
1. With the Praeter connects itself most directly the Impera¬ 

tive in all the conjugations; from the Imperative proceeds the 

Future. The Imperative of Peal is characterized by the obtuse 

vowel ( ); the Imperatives of Pael and Aphel, as well as those 

of all the Passives, are identical in form with the Praeter. 

2. The Futures arise from the Imperatives by prefixing i, 

which in Peal is pronounced with -, in Pael with -, in Aphel 

(where the ^ is elided) with -, but in all the Passives with - (ry). 

3. The Infinitives are formed from the Praeters, in a two-fold 

way: a) in Peal by the prefixed syllable?; b) in the other 

conjugations and all the Passives, by the annexation of . 

6 
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4. The Participles also arise most immediately from the form 

of the Praet., and are formed: a) In Peal merely by a varied 

pronunciation of the stem-consonants ; b) In all 

the other conjugations and the Passives, by the prefixed a, which 

in Pael is pronounced without a vowel, in Aphel with -, in the 

Passives with - (na). Of the two Participles of the active con¬ 

jugation the first, with - in the last syllable, has always an active 

signification, the second, with - in the last syllable, a passive sig¬ 

nification. 

5. The personal inflection is most simple in the Praeters and 

Imperatives, most complicated in the Futures. The formative let¬ 

ters and syllables are exhibited in the following table : 

Praeter. Imperat. Future. 

3. Sing. m. - 

/ n- -n 

2. Sing. m. n_ or n- O : T — -n 

S
 

•n
 i *i_ 

1. Sing. com. n- 

3. Plur. m. *i- 

f *- 

2. Plur. m. pn- *1- p-n 

f tc- T It* 

1. Plur. com. 
T 

-3 

6. When sufformatives are added, which take the tone : a) The 

vowels -, -, and - (the latter only in the Fut. Peal) in the 

last syllable of the verb, are dropped, provided the sufformatives 

begin with a vowel; on the contrary, before the sufformative *i 

and K of the third person Praet. and that of the second person of 

the Imp.} to which the tone is not transferred, these vowels are re¬ 

tained; b) In the third fern, and first com. of the Praet. sing, in 

Peal and Ithpeal, when in this way two vowelless consonants 

would come together, the helping-vowel - is assumed. 
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The most essential deviation of the personal inflection of the Chal¬ 

dee verb from the Hebrew consists in this, that the second Pers. sing. 

Praet. is the same in both genders; on the contrary, the third 

Pers. plur. Praet. along with the Masc. has also a Fern.; and that the 

third plur. Fut.fem. is formed by the praeform. i (not F\). Moreover, 

the sufformatives of the Fut. (e. g. ■]_) may here be more easily ex¬ 

plained than in the Hebrew. 

The Paradigm of all the conjugations of the regular verb is now 

as follows: 
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Praet. 3. m 

3. / 

2. m 

2. / 

P/wr. 3. m 

•3. f. 

2. 7?? 

2. / 

1. c 

a 

Q' 
.O 

/cc> REGULAR 

Peal. Ithpeal. Pael. 

nbap 
ribap 
ribap 
nbap 

abbp 

bapna 
“ f • • • 

nbapna 
fibapna 
nbapm 

• • -I • • • 

nbapnx 
ibapriN 

"I • • • 

abbpria 
T “I « • • 

• —i • • • 

bap 
- nbap 
nbap anbap 

nbap 
nbap 

i-i • • • — I • 

iobbp r. 
• ••—#• • • 

asbbpria 
I • • • 

xbbp 
inbap 
inbap 
N3pbp 

Injin. ttbbpna T . . . 
abbp ▼ T » " 

Imp. 2. m. bap baprm 
2. 

* 
/ ^bp 

''ibbp 
*>bbpnN • —f • • • 
ibbpnis ■“1 • • • 

iopbpntf T • • • • 

fe 
P/wr. 2. m. 

iobbp T • »4*“ 2. f iobbp 

Pw/. 3. m. bpjT] bapm bap' 
bapri 3. f *3t3pf1 bapnfi 

2. m. bttp>! baprin bapn' 
2. f rb-opn ■pbapnn rfen 
]. c. b'bpN bbpnN bbpa • • I — —• 

P/wr. 3. m. ifeJT ifei 
3. f fen? • 
2. m. ■pbepn ifenn ifen 
2. f fen ton*! fen 
1. c. bopa bbpro baps' 

1. Par/. | 
m. 

f 

bap ••It 
Nbap 

t y -r 

bupnfi — 1 • • • 
abapna T • J — • • • • 

bapa 
• •1- • 

abapa 
T • •!“ • 

2. Par/. | 
m. 

f 

fe 

N^Dp 
t ■»; 

btapa 
xbapa 

T ‘I* • • • 

}> r—
! 
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Ithpaal. Aphel. Ittaphal. 

^apm 
nbapria — •! - • • 
n^apn'a nVtipN 
r&apna • • “I™ • • 

ripapna 
• • • f — • • 

ipbpruv 
&6apria 

■mm* t f' ~ • • 

■jin^iipnN 
■jnb’apna 
soSapna 

*3tJpN 
• •I • *“ 

rfcapa —* «! • - 
Krfcap'a 

T • • ““ 

neap's* • » »»| « — 
r$ap» 
Stop's 
s6bpx 

P» 
•i^ujycs 
• • • t*l t — 

w^bpa 

^aprrn 
nVopriN 
nVapm 
rftapm 
nropnx • • • — * 
^bp’riN 
Npbpnx 

T “/ • - • 

■pnbapriK 
ir&ap’na 
asVbpna 

Npbpnx 
• 

«Vap» 
t tl; - 

aVapna 
T T * • • 

^apn« ^ap» ^apna 
*>!?bp ns< ■'papa * ^bpnx 
^apna 

—f — • • 
lisbpa ’fcbpna 

»3bapri» 
T • ”1 — • • 

N3?bpM 
T • »*| • — 

Njpbpnx 
• • 

^>aprp ^aprp 
^apnn ^DpFl ^apnn 
^aprin Vapri ^apnn 

■pbapnri r^pn r^p.™ 
^apna ^bpx papna 

l^p.np l^prp 

■p^apnn ■j^apn ^Vapppi 
■j^aprin 
IT •1“ • • £“P>- iV^P.™ 

^3pT13 ybp3 ^apra 

Vap_rvn Vapa ^apna 
i^apna i6apa • • xbapna 

^P£ 
abap’a 
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§ 12. 

Remarks on the Paradigm of the Regular Verb. 

1. In general. 

1. The verbal forms with - are often written plene or with 

—, namely: a) The ending of the first person sing., as well 

as of the second plur.fem. of the Praeter, e. g. nwattj Gen. 3: 10, 

m'j? 1 Sam. 25:20, rvnss 1 Kings 18:13,18, Deut. 29: 

5, •prvw Exod. 1:18. b) The Pael and Aphel, e. g. ppna 2 Kings 

6: 23, Ps. 16: 2, *iJosh. 18: 8, Deut. 29: 5, Jon., 

ripap Gen. 4: 11, ra^ispa Hos. 6:3. c) The Partic. act. in Peal, 

e. g. nnj Dan. 4: 20, mss Gen. 3: 15, p^B Cant. 5: 8. On the 

other hand, the Part. Peil appears seldom as Ispp Dan. 5: 27, and 

in Pael and Aphel -, is sometimes shortened into - before suf- 

formatives which begin with a consonant (pr&SK Joel 3:5, fcttrapttj 

2: 32. 3: 3; see below 2, 1. 

2. Praeter. The second pers. sing. masc. assumes often the form 

apVjp, Prov. 23: 8. 2 Sam. 14: 13, nbppnis: etc. Dan. 5: 22. 

6: 13. Gen. 4:10. 20: 9. 22:16. 31: 26. Judg. 5: 11; and in the Prae¬ 

ter of Pael and Aphel, as well as in the Praeter Peal of such verbs 

as have their vowel in e or o, this form is the predominant one; 

comp. Dan. 2:47 ribs? > 5: 27 arfppri, Gen. 3: 17 , 18: 5 arf?!ba, 

24: 14 KWat, 32: 28 NpbBpK etc. To the third pers. Plur. masc., 

in the later Targums, is sometimes attached the paragogic *]; e. g. 

•jSfiBSJ Gen. 3: 7, pnaiB Ps. 148:7. With a similar addition, occurs 

the third plur. fern. ‘j’nJTipK Gen. 3: 7. Jon. 'j'tqk (,]&na&t) Exod. 4:19 

(T. H.), instead of -, both these forms have sometimes - under 

the second radical (especially in Ven.) ; e. g. Watt? Gen. 8: 3. Josh. 

9: 1, awba Gen. 41: 7. 

3. Future. Instead of the formative *, we find also 3 in the 

Targum of the Proverbs, in imitation of the Syriac; e. g. bwia Prov. 

16: 10, Cjsinw 10: 3, 2: 9, ppsp? 1°: 31, 27: 18, ^Bpnps 

12: 27, 29: 2 ; comp. Dathe de ratione consensus vers. Chald. 

et Syr. Prov. p.16. Instead of p the third pers. Plur. ends in *i Ez¬ 

ra 4: 12 i|DW. 
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4. Infinitive. The ending of the Infinitive in Ithpecd and the fol¬ 

lowing conjugations, becomes sometimes in bibl. Chaldee n- - , in¬ 

stead of a- - ; e. g. Dan. 2: 12, 14. Ezra 7: 14. Dan. 6: 4 ; but in the 

Targums si (n>i); e. g. *iaan Exod. 13: 21. Ezek. 13: 20, ifcsneat Ps. 

102: 23. 119: 6. Num. 9:17. 11: 17. Isa. 8:12. Esth. 1:5. 2: 8. In oth¬ 

er instances the characteristic termination a - - is wanting ; e. g. 

1 Sam. 26: 25. 30: 8. In Pael and Aphel, as well as in the Pas¬ 

sives, the Infinitive has occasionally a prefixed a; e. g. aaibna Cant. 

1:7, amaa Deut. 32: 23 (T. H.), aanana Ps. 118: 9, aapjna Exod. 

21: 20. Lev. 5: 21 (T. H ). Lev. 26: 15. Jon. Exod. 7: 3. Jon. 

Infrequent are forms of the Infinitive like ‘'Viup Lev. 13: 7. Jon. 

apna Gen. 22: 5. Jon. (Tawa Gen. 2: 9. Jon.), "ptfes Esth. 2: 3, 

vpsn Ps. 92:3, "'Vinrx Job 1: 13, "'aiapi* Deut. 18: 10 (T. H.), 

with *>- parag. 

5. Passive. The prefix sna<, for which in bibl. Chaldee and of¬ 

ten elsewhere rip is employed (Ezra 6: 2. 7: 15. Dan. 3: 27, 28. 

6: 22. 5: 27, etc.), only a few times h«, comp. $ 25. 2, is some¬ 

times exchanged for M in the Praet. and Inf. in the later Chaldee; 

e. g. aaan? 1 Sam. 23: 7 (which is closely related to the Rabb. 

conjugation Nithpael). In the Participles, the a is but seldom 

omitted; e. g. Kaau1^ Job 28: 21, ■ji'ppnr;* Gen. 31: 15, T. H.; 

on the contrary, the Infinitives sometimes assume it: see No. 4. 

2. Remarks on the conjugations severally. 

1. Peal. The distinguishing vowel of the ground-form {Praet.) 

in a considerable number of verbs, particularly such as have an 

intransitive signification, is - (i-) or - {'-), less frequently i; 

e. g. a) baa to be sad, ai^a to be bad, a^u to be good, an? to sit, 

aap, apip to lie, ppn to be strong, b) tpap to sleep, Gen. 2: 21, 

aian to be dry, Vian to be bereaved, to be an orphan. In most of 

these verbs, the Syriac and Arabic agree in this punctuation; 

comp, nna, tap, proa, apia), and the distinction of verbs in a 

and e is in general more strongly marked in the Aramaean than 

in Hebrew. Occasionally both forms are in use at the same time ; 

as, ana, ana; pna, p^na; ?jap and piaa. 
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The vowels e (i), o remain; a) In the other persons of the 

Praet. as inflected, where in other verbs - is pronounced (tfibtfttJ 

Ezra 5: 9, pmmi Josh. 24: 13, KSp^bp Judg. 15: 10, >ipbp Ezra 

4: 12, •‘fiVnfi Jer. 49: 4; also the third fern, and first com. retain 

regularly the vowel under the second radical; as, pbm Ezra 4: 

24, npipp Ezek. 26: 2, nbaip Prov. 10: 7, PWp 1 Sam. 14: 43, 

ppbpp 2 Chron. 25: 19, rwbn Gen. 37: 6, Ven. Sometimes, 

however, a shortening of the - into — takes place in closed sylla¬ 

bles; e. g. Nibxb, pnbxip 1 Sam. 1: 21. 12: 13. Judg. 13: 6. Ezra 

5: 91. 2 Chron. 25: 16. b) In the Imper., verbs in e have com¬ 

monly - or - (T); e. g. mb 1 Kings 22: 30, npp Job 2: 5. Ruth 

2: 14. Josh. 24: 14, Vm or b^tK Gen. 22: 2. 1 Sam. 3: 9. Ps. 34: 

12. Joel 1: 12, 13; but in the Fut. (-); e. g. mbp Dan. 5: 16, 

nsm Dan. 4: 24; or (-), e. g. P^pn Dent. 28: 30; or i, e. g. 

pipp? Gen. 31: 35, YPpp Exod. 20: 5. When in one verb two 

forms of the Fut., in - and -, or in - and i, exist together, each 

has uniformly a peculiar signification; e. g. mp? Num. 1: 51 he 

will approach (Futurum), Spp? Isa. 5: 19 may he approach ( Op¬ 

tative) Exod. 3: 5 ; ppp? Gen 25: 23 he will overpower, pipp? Gen. 

31: 35 he will be mighty (valebit)', ubm Dan. 5: 7 he shall rule, 

liibm Eccl. 8: 9 he is accustomed to rule. Verbs with i, on the 

contrary, form the Fut. in *i; e. g. TpEp? Ps. 121: 4. 

In the Praeter of verbs in a, such forms as nbwp and mbap 

occur in the Ven. text along with nbpp, nbpp, for which the Lon¬ 

don edition has pbpp (§ 15. Rem. 3) and pbpp (Gen. 30: 16. 

1 Kings 18: 13. Ruth 2: 14. Josh. 24: 11. Jer. 36: 31). The third 

plural also is written ^ibpp in the Ven. ; see above 1. 2. 

The Infinitive has sometimes, in the later Targums, the termi¬ 

nation (of the Stat. emphat. ; e. g. jnmp Ps. 118: 7. Lev. 27: 

10 (T. H.), still more frequently bppp Job 29: 6. Ruth 4: 6. Gen. 

16: 5. Jon. or biapp Esth. 9: 1. Gen. 15: 12. Jon. Ruth 3: 4. Isa. 

20: 6. (the latter together with the forms in -); uncommon are 

the Hebraizing forms b'rjp or brjp ; e. g. Gen. 49: 6. Ruth 2: 1. 

Judg. 9: 54. Ps. 105: 14 (even with Sufiix.). 

Imperative. The scriptura plena of this form brjp occurs only 

sometimes; e. g. ‘'psimti 2 Sam. 13: 20, siasirn Ps. 31: 24. There 
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is found also, after the Hebrew analogy yinp Ps. 26:2, Bird Jer. 

36: 28, ‘I'na Gen. 21: 10. Jon. It is but very seldom that the 

vowel stands under the first radical in the second fem. sing, plur., 

as iinbd Isa. 32: 1. 
: \ 

2. Ithpeal. Two forms prevail here bdpnx (especially in verbs 

3. and 2. Gutt., but also elsewhere Job 30: 18. Jer. 13: 11. Gen. 

14: 15. Judg. 12: 1. Obad. 6.) and brapnss: or (still more frequently 

^dpnK, ^dppK; e. g. pdppx Jer. 50: 23, Job 33:25, b^dph:* 

Amos 9: 1, bdpna 1 Sam. 14: 39, Eccl. 12: 11, 

45: 3, ^rripfi Dan. 3: 28, dp^dpm Jer. 49: 25, rdwnss; Isa. 1: 2, 

Fut. p^ann Amos 7: 17, pdpttin Dan. 2: 24, pdpid? Gen. 4: 13. Lev. 

4: 20, ti3ry> Isa. 23: 18, ppsp? Lev. 27: 20, bdprp 2 Kings 7: 4. 

Gen. 24: 11, participles ■pnpnp Ps. 84: 13, d^pDpp Esth. 8: 8, 

h'dNjnp Exod. 3: 2. Of the form in a, the third fem. sing. Praet., 

even in verbs not Gutt., sometimes makes r&ppns (see above); 

e. g. Isa. 50: 2, and of the verbs in e, the first pers. sing, may oc¬ 

cur with three syllables; as, tVpBpa Ps. 119: 31. 

3. Pael. The first pers. Fut. has sometimes - under the pre- 

formative; e. g. b&bk Isa. 42: 9, d3&dK Isa. 63: 3, also the full 

vowel ‘1- ; e. g. Deut. 32: 1. Jon. 

4. Ithpaal. The vowel of the last syllable is in the Praeter 

sometimes -orT; e. g. ddBpa Hos. 4: 16, ppfihpN: Ps. 105: 25, 

dpppm Judg. 15: 9. The third fem. and first com. sing, is found 

often, especially in the Venet. text, with four syllables; as, d&dpnx 

or r&apna (Gen. 21:2. Jon. Ruth 2: 19. Isa. 1:7); on the con¬ 

trary, the third persons plur. are reduced to three syllables ; as, 

ifcdpriK, KbDprus Hos. 4: 6, 17. Isa. 60: 8. A Hebraistic Pual form 

occurs “jpiitp Isa. 53: 5, p-idp Gen. 28: 17. Jon., Gen. 37: 

3. T. H. 

5. Aphel. In the bibl. Chaldee, appears commonly as the 

preformative of this conjugation, and this has been retained even 

in the Fut. and Part, between the preformative and the verb (af¬ 

ter the manner of Vjpn); e. g. mprt Ezra 5: 12, sindp Dan. 5: 

29, , iinpm Ezra 4:19, laxnn Ruth 1: 21, Dan. 7: 

24, P^nn Ezra 4: 13, pdppfip Ezra 6: 10, Ezra 6: 11. 

The same occurs in verbs "’B and “jB also in the Targums; e. g. 

7 
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rwitt Ps. 77:15, nwin Ezek. 20: 11, seisin Ps. 16:11, ptjnin Job 

15: 13 comp, further Gen. 1:24. 38: 24. Exod. 29: 46. Deut. 7:21. 

Jon. In the Praeter, the forms which according to the Paradigm 

reject the characteristic vowel of the final syllable (especially in 

Veil.), retain the same; e. g. Num. 8: 17 rfttj'ipK, Jer. 50: 13 

. Instead of the Aphel, the exact punctuation of the Hiphil 

is several times found in the bibl. Chaldee; e. g. Dan. 7: 

22. 5: 20. 

6. Ittaphal. The place of this conjugation, which occurs very 

seldom anywhere, is always supplied in the bibl. Chaldee by 

Hophal; e. g. Ezra 4: 15. Dan. 4: 33. 7: 11 (with - or *i), from 

the Targums, comp. Jon. “jotto Exod. 15: 17, Num. 8: 24. 

§ 13. 

Personal Inflection of the Participles. 
1. The Participles of all the conjugations, in order to express 

the finite verb, are united, as in the Hebrew, with the separable 

pronouns (of the first and second pers.); e. g. &OK I kill, 

$ 47. 1. But it is peculiar to the Aramaean, that here the Parti¬ 

ciples (in the sing, as well as plur.) flow together with these pro¬ 

nouns into one word, whereby a sort of new tense arises; e. g. 

aabap., jobapp (1 Kings 18: 15). 

both participles in Peal, in full: 

Sing. 

We give here the inflection of 

! : . . • . : . ; 
• 4 • * l •» . « « 1* * * * 

Plur. 

Active. 1. m. awbap 1. m. •ja^bap *t • : b 

f ataabap f 
2. m. tAtsg 2. m. 

f ifibap • - ; PT f 
* t 

Passive. 1. m. fc«b^Dp 
t : • r: 

' rr f; ; ' • 

1. m. irV'pp h 
/ joxbap t t ■ /. • pb-iap : *, 

2. m. Pibipp 2. m. prY^ap 

f *'pb*ipp f 
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2. But the power of the language for such combinations ex¬ 

tends still further. In the biblical Chaldee, a passive Praeter is 

formed by uniting the Part. Peil with the sufformatives of the 

Praeter. The compound, thus obtained, supplies the place of the 

Ithpeal. It is inflected thus : 

Sing. Plur. 

(m. , m. Ji^ap 
3. 

1 f rfrjp f a^ap r • * 2 
-pn^ap 

2. c. Fib^ap 
i / TqV'»P 

1. c. .. • i8 c. &«^ap 

Comp. Dan. 5: 27, 28, 30. 6:4. ’ 7: 4, 6, 11. Ezra 5: 14. That 

are not to consider these forms as Pratt. Peal with —, is shown partly 

by the passive signification which they have in these passages, partly 

by the circumstance that other forms of these verbs are used in the 

Pratt, in an active sense. 

According to the Ven. ed., similar formations from the active parti¬ 

ciples also are found in the Chaldee of the Targums; e. g. !Ha!* Cant. 

1:1, Finns Gen. 4:11, and with i in the second syllable FFpaX Ruth 

2:17, from FEK , nns , , etc. 

§ 14. 

Unusual Conjugations and Quadriliteral Verbs. 

1. As in Hebrew, so here there are certain less frequent con¬ 

jugations in addition to those in ordinary use, and which are pro¬ 

duced sometimes by the insertion of a quiescent, sometimes by 

the reduplication of a stem-consonant. Some of these are found 

uniformly in certain classes of the irregular verb, namely: 1) Po¬ 

ll and Itkpoal, with the same characteristics which it has in He¬ 

brew; e. g. paid Hos. 13: 5, p^aia Deut. 2: 7. Jon., ^nia Num. 

11: 12, inaiaa Gen. 45:1, p^niaa Ezra 6:3, from ss, trails, aainm; 

2) Paid with Ithpalel dasa, aasnm Ps. 143:4. So likewise 

Polel with Ithpolal (in Verbs 3>$); e. g. aai,“i Ps. 75: 8. Dan. 4: 34, 

tFtm Jer. 12: 19, awns* Dan. 5: 23. Ps. 107: 25. 3) Palpel (with 
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a repetition of the first and second stem-consonant) and Ithpalpal; 

e.g. bpbn Gen. 11: 9, (from dio) Judg. 3: 22, baba (from 

bbn) Lam. 3: 3, *rpp*i (from ipn) Ps. 143: 3 (see the verbs 25and 12). 

Infrequent are, 4) Schophel and Ischthaphal; e. g. bbptiJ Ezra 

4: 12. Gen. 49: 10, *iS2!im Gen. 49: 10, bbsniri Ezra 4: 13, or 

Taphel; e. g. G5*in to interpret. 

Under No. 1. can be embraced also forms like Bipttj (Klipt"’^ Exod. 

5: 23), watittj 1 Sam. 30: 22, •jtimattU Josh. 22: 31, 5i*pnm 1 Sam. 

22:1. Fut. BTitiP Dan. 3: 17. etc. But they approach much nearer to 

Pael, inasmuch as the reduplication is compensated by a long vowel; 

comp. § 7. a. (Biptij for Bi-ftti); also NisplB Ezra 6:15 (i2£i*£j Gen. 2: 2), 

Pass. i:£i!nttj!S; Ps. 23: 26 to complete (which others consider as Scha- 

phel from K3£p, appears to belong here. 

2. The quadriliteral verbs have commonly the form of Pael; 

e. g. 2it3p Syr. w^j-^Lo (xartjyoQeiv) Job 37: 20, bn*io Job 20: 15, 

nryip and sitinbat Ps. 106: 13. Prov. 12: 19, bppp Prov. 12: 27, 

Gen. 22: 10 T. H., *1*150 Num. 16:14. Jon., tD2bo and 02bnt?s, 

03*15 and &3p5rii<, 0*1*15 and Ps. 39:11. Their origin must 

be explained essentially in the same manner as in the Hebrew 

language. See Gesenius, Lehrgebaude, p. 861 sq. 

The forms Ofi*iO, bopO and pi30 can also be regarded as a con¬ 

jugation Saphtl (softened from Schaphel) from Ofi*i, bpp, *113. In¬ 

deed, the quadriliteral verbs generally and these more infrequent con¬ 

jugations are closely related and flow easily into each other. 

§ 15. 

Guttural Verbs. 

As the Gutturals (2, n, n, a, and in part *i) have the same prop¬ 

erties in Chaldee as in Hebrew, it follows that the same rules for 

substance apply to the inflection of the guttural verbs here, which 

apply to them there. Presupposing, therefore, an acquaintance 

with these rules, we subjoin at once a summary of the inflection 

of such verbs (with the necessary references), followed by some 

more particular explanations in regard to details. 
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Verbs 1. Guttural. 

Peal Praet. “taa 3. f. naaa 2. m. nbt;* 1. Sing, nw, naass, 

Imp. *155, aas> (fcT’55 Gen. 6: 14. Ps. 34: 5), VtK (V^Nt), a*iri!s; Exod. 

3:4, plur. sifax Gen. 34:10. Judg. 9: 49, siaax (srm&t Dan. 2: 9. Gen. 

12:13), Injin.),aaira, JW. aim?, p^ia?, *1555, aaa? (yiaaa?, 

•j-n^n Ezra 7: 18. see § 7. d.), Part, aaa, mas>.-Ithpeal. 

aaanx, aaana.-Pae l Praet. aaa, Put. aaa?-Ithpaal. 

aaana-Aphel Praet. aaaa, ‘j&na, a^ana, Put.sp!m?, &sn?, 

Part. pbrra. 

Verbs 2. Guttural. 

Peal Praet. yyj. 3./era. nan?, l. sing, n^an?, Imp. ta,na (yina), 

*isna (Josh. 24: 14 sq.), Injin. 'jnao (anaa Ps. 19: 8), Put. “jpa?, 

Part. *jna, pna.-Ithpeal. *jnnr^5<, “pnantf, ariana.-Pa el 

Praet. Ilian, ana, ?;aa, ?jaa, Put. aap? (“jiiaapn Gen. 3: 3), Injin. 

jsaajr.-Aphel Praet. “jnax etc. 

Verbs 3. Guttural. 

Peal Praet. nasi 3. f. nnaui, Imp. naui, matti, si'nta (Joel 1: 

14. Exod. 5: 18), >iaaa, ^apn Joel 2: 15, Fut. naia?, H?d? (aiatii?), 

Part, nad, a?ai<, aaia, n^aia.-Ithpeal. narm 3.f. nnanm. 

-Pael Praet. and Imp. naui, aaa, a&a (Ps. 22: 25), Fut. 

nad?, aaa?, Part. act. nauia Dan. 4: 34.-Ithpaal. nanax, 

aarns*.-Aphel Praet. nam, nw. 

1. The vowelless X of verbs 1. guttural often falls away in Ithpeal, 

and the n of the prefix then receives Dag. forte; e. g. annx for anxnss:, 

amx for aijxn!*, aana for aaitns* Job 34: 31. Num. 15: 13. 35: 33. 

Hag. 1: 6. Job 34: 31. 1 Sam. 26: 20. On contracted forms of Ithpaal, 

like asnx, see § 21. 

2. Some verbs 2. X take a in the second conjugation; e. g. a?\li 

Exod. 10:12. Jon., from axti, £>?tti Ps. 106:14. 137: 3. 

3. In verbs 3. gutt., the third Pers. sing. fern, of the Praeter ends 

sometimes in — — or — — (the latter especially on the occurrence of a 

a); e. g. naaui Ruth 2: 14, nnbtti 1 Kings 21: 11, nnn& Deut. 11: 6, 

naan Exod. 5: 6, nnna Esth. 1: 12, napN; Gen. 30: 16, na^ax Dan. 5: 
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10, rpSp Gen. 16:3, rnpppN Gen. 35:19, nrpppN Job 6:13, tpgSMi 

Dan. 3: 34. This formation is less frequent in the first sing.; e. g. 

Dan. 2: 25 WTDliin for nriDttiN. In verbs 2. gutt., the third sing, is 

sometimes inflected in the above manner; e. g. Judg. 13: 10. 

4. The composite Sheva, which appears in these verbs instead of 

Sheva simple, is uniformly — ; verbs NS only have in the Imper. Peal 

usually - , e. g. TQN Dan. 2: 4, 9, btN Gen. 22: 2; in like manner, 

verbs i"tS in Injin. Peal, e. g. ‘YliTB Cant. 5: 3. — On those verbs NS 

which are treated as verbs quiesc. 1. rad., see § 21. 

5. Forms like ppHp Dan. 7:22, WlN»i are to be considered as Hiph., 

not as Aphel. 

§16. 

Regular Verbs with Suffixes. 

Of the suffixes enumerated above in $ 8. 2, those which begin 

with a vowel are, as a general usage, naturally connected with 

verbal forms which end with a consonant; and, vice versa, those 

beginning with a consonant are connected with verbal forms which 

end with a vowel. The Imperatives and Participles only form 

here an almost uniform exception ; since they receive suffixes (of 

the first pers. sing, and plur.) which are commonly destitute of a 

connective vowel; e. g. pbiip (pbbp 1 Sam. 20: 8), Nibpp, “obap, 

comp. Num. 11: 12, 15. Judg. 9: 54. 1 Sam. 20: 8. Hos. 8: 

2. Gen. 27: 34, 38. Ps. 25: 2. 41:11. Besides, the suffix third pi. 

is usually appended to the third fem. sing, of the Praeter in the 

form pi and pi; see 2. a. [In general, the accession of the per¬ 

sonal Pronoun to the verbal form itself is far more common than 

its connection with the sign of the accusative ip ]. 

2. The changes which the verbal forms undergo in consequence 

of the addition of the suffixes, affect almost exclusively the vowels; 

these are sometimes rejected, sometimes transposed. The fol¬ 

lowing particulars may be specified : 

a) Before suffixes which have a connective vowel, the third 

Pers. sing, in the Praet. Peal assumes the form blip, and the fem. 

that of nbwp (nbpp); e. g. Tjb'jp he has killed thee, Nibpp he has 

killedus, psbpp he has killed them (eos), ppbiip she has killed me, 

fipnpi Exod. 2: 5, finbpp Judg. 9: 54. 14: 17 (with gutt. Judg. 
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15: 6, pspsbp Deut. 11:6. Exod. 15:12). Before ‘j'D and p?, the 

original form remains ; on the contrary, before •pa and pa, the third 

fern, becomes nb:ap(Gen. 31:32. Jon., •jsiajnnsa), in gutt. verbs snnbiu 

(Exod. 15: 2 pansbp, see above). — The third plur. masc. is pro¬ 

nounced sftaja, but before *ji3 and 15, becomes pbpp (comp. § 12. 

1, 2); the second plur. masc. remains unchanged before suffixes 

beginning with a vowel WpnVap, •paMr&Bp); those which begin 

with 3 are attached to the form -inbpp; e. g. ‘W&Bp, apr&Bp. 

The third plur. fem. makes bpp ; (e. g. ^abpp, ^Dp). The sec¬ 

ond sing, undergoes no change; e. g. pribpp, ■VTinbpp, psir&ap; 

but for the fem. sometimes occurs ‘’pbpp Jer. 15: 10. Judg. 11: 35. 

The first sing, makes r&pp, seldom ‘’pbpp Num. 23: 11. Jer. 30: 

14, the first plur. alppp; e. g. ^abiap, ‘ifiabpp, yoAap, only the 

fem. ^- connects itself with abpp. 

In ed. Ven. the ground-form retains the vowel under the second radi¬ 

cal before suffixes; e. g. Tjpbtij, Jer. 28: 15. Exod. 4: 28. In 

other copies also this occurs; e. g. Josh. 24: 17. Lond. fcta'niaa. 

b) The persons of the Imper. Peal suffer so much the less 

change, since the regular suffixes assumed here are without the 

tone, as pibpp (‘pVirap Judg. 9: 54), Ksbpp; the second plur. fem. 

only is shortened into abpp. But in the Fut., when the verbal 

form ends with a stem-consonant, the -7 of the last syllable falls 

away before suffixes which begin with a vowel; e. g. ‘pabpp?, 

ttbrapa Gen. 4: 14. Esth. 5: 14 etc. 

c) The Infin. and the Participles Peal are treated in conformity 

with their character as nouns ; but according to the light in which 

they are viewed, either as parts of the verb or as substantives, 

they may take the suffixes of the verb or noun ; e. g. "’bppp (Dan. 

6: 21. Exod. 2: 14. 21: 34. Num. 18: 23 etc. and ‘’abtapa. 

d) In all the persons of Pael and Aphel, which terminate in the 

third radical, the vowel - is rejected on the accession of a suffix 

which has a connective vowel; e. g. ttbpp, fnbppx, Tpbppx. The 

same takes place (on account of the tone being thrown forward) 

in the forms sfttsg, sibopst. Further, the terminations of the sec¬ 

ond Pers. sing, fem., of the second Pers. plur. masc. and the 
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first Pers. plur. in the Praeter are the same that were mentioned 

above in the Peal; and the first sing. Praet. is formed like ribog; 

e. g. Judges 13: 14 I have directed her. 

e) The Infinitives of all the conjugations except Peal usually 

take before suffixes the ending rvi; e. g. (Exod. 20: 8), 

SPftsft&pa (Dan. 3: 16. Exod. 2: 3), yiapsfcBgnK Ezek. 6: 8. Num. 

16: 9. 20: 12. $ 12. 1, 4 ; sometimes, especially before the suffix 

third plur., the Infinitives of every termination appear without 

this connective syllable; e. g. Deut 7: 10, •jH'iasanat 

Judg. 3: 26. 
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PARADIGM 

OF THE REGULAR VERB WITH SUFFIXES IN PEAL. 

Praeterite. 

3. m. 

Sing. 

^RPR 
P^-R 

nVap 

\^< U-K 

(i 

3. f ■pmVpp 

lu-i 

2. m. 

nriPap 
wr&pp 

■arRjpp 

nnVap 

2. / irPl^Qj? 

'p'r^ap 

I'la^Pp 
1. C. i*l yLJi, 

rr'nppp 
■jianVcpp 

Piur. 

'33 bap 
• • F — 

N3lbt3p 

^PR 
fa^PR 

'rpbap 

\Y- 

abap 

iyk 

■p^pR 
'nbap 

• *r • I “* 

riDppp 

■awbap 
• • -f • 

ramb'ap 
• • • — J • 

U^bap 

'rabap 

pMj’PR 

Future. 

Sing. 

'33bap' 
Tis^tip*’ 

' T • • / • • 

iisaVbp*' 

pabap' 

i^pr: 

Plur. 

raibap' 

^pPR 
■pP^bppp 

pnibap' •• *1 • • 

I^PR? 

Imperative. 

m. ^bap 
fib'ap .. • 

iwbap 

i^BR 
/ ^RPP. 

■wbpp 
r>^Vp.p 

Infinitive. 

'papa 
• tl • • 

^PRP 

Fi'Papa 

i^PPRa 

aibap 
• •••I • 

'rrtbap 
• ••./ • 

jwbap 

8 
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Rem. 1. Between the verbal form and the suffix, a 3 (Nun epenthetic) 

is often inserted; e. g. , irp^pp? Dan. 2: 5, 9, or even an en¬ 

tire syllable 3- ; e. g. ^Vjp? , > WsVjpn (Num. 16:34), , 

Tp^ppi* Cant. 8: 2. Dan. 4: 1. 6: 16. Jer. 22: 4. Gen. 37: 27. Exod. 5: 

3^ Deut. 18:18. Ps. 91: 16. 28: 3. Job 33: 33. Mich. 7: 9. Judg. 14:13, 

etc. (peculiar in Ezra 7: 21 is *]:D3^tt5?). This occurs as the prevail¬ 

ing usage in the Fut. (that is, in those persons of the Fut., which termi¬ 

nate in the third stem-consonant), less frequently in the Imper. Prov. 4: 

21 (‘pSppp) and Praet., e. g. Ps. 16: 7. Isa. 63:9. Gen. 6: 2. Judg. 13: 

1, 23. 2 Kings 20: 13. Job 41: 2. 1 Kings 18: 13. Josh. 24: 25. Num. 

18: 11, and still less often in the Injin. Prov. 22: 21. Cant. 6: 11. 

Rem. 2. A epenthetic also occurs in the Targ. Prov.; e. g. , 

irppSH 4: 6, 8. 6:24, unless any one should prefer, with Ftirst (p. 195), 

to regard this ^ as a fragment of the pronominal forms (rp—), 

3p- , not, however, a very natural explanation. 

§ 17. 

Irreg'ular Verb in general. 

1. The irregular verbs form, as in Hebrew, two principal classes, 

verba defectiva {imperfecta) and quiescentia. The irregularity af¬ 

fects, for the most part, only one stem-consonant; those which 

are anomalous in two of the consonants, are called verba duplici- 

ter imperfecta, or doubly anomalous. 

2. The first general class, the verba defectiva, embraces under 

it two kinds, namely verbs “,3, as p33, and 22 as 33p; the sec¬ 

ond general class, the verba quiesc., contains four kinds, namely 

verbs xs, as ^5$ ; 13, as 3>T>; 32, as d3p; and rib, as . 

The last named include at the same time those verbs, which 

exist separately in Hebrew as rib. 

§ 13. 

Verbs *|3. 

The irregularity of these verbs arises from the same causes 

as in Hebrew, and is in nearly all respects precisely the same. 

1) The stem-consonant 3 in the middle of a word, where it would 

terminate a mixed syllable, is assimilated to the following conso* 
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nant; e. g. pep for pBap. 2) It falls entirely away in the Im- 

per. Peal, where it would stand without a vowel at the beginning 

of the syllable pB for psa, $ 6. c. (yet see bsa Jer. 25: 27). Fur¬ 

ther, as regards the vowels employed, the prevailing punctuation 

in the Inf. is ppp ; and in the Imp., is found pa together with p*i£3 

or pb even in verbs where no guttural occurs, fully as often as in 

others; e. g. pp (as well as pp), Bp ; the further inflection of 

these forms proceeds generally as in top, sipp, top Gen. 44: 17. 

Num. 16: 6. Josh. 9: 11. Isa. 56, 1, yet also top Jer. 29: 6. The 

Fut. has - as often as i or — (^). 

Of No. 1 there are various exceptions, not only in verbs, whose 

second stem-letter is a guttural, e. g. difito Isa. 5: 9, topap Prov. 29: 

13 (on the contrary, ritia is always inflected according to the above 

rule ; e. g. Fut. Inin1; for hitto, Aphel itopi*), but also in other cases, 

e. g. *}3n?p, inan Dan. 2: 16. Ezra 7: 20, ‘papa? 4: 13, Vto3p, ^33p 

Esth. 6: 13, ptap Ps. 91: 7, p^tax, pBan Ezra 5: 14 (even pB3pn Job 

15: 13) Hoph. nnan Dan. 5: 20. This in Chaldee is the more easily 

explained, since here the resolution of the one form by the other, i. e. 

the substitution of a for a doubling of the initial consonant of the verb, 

had become not an uncommon usage of the language. In some verbs, 

the regular and the assimilated forms exist together; e. g. ‘ito, Btto 

Num. 6: 5. Forms like pBto instead of pBp, except in connection 

with a guttural, are infrequent, and are found only in ed. Ven.; e. g. 

Bpto, ppto. In respect to the manner in which verbs ‘JB pass into 

the inflection of verbs to, as also the reverse, see § 20. 4. 

The verb *jp5 has in the Fut., as its characteristic vowel — ; e. g. 

Exod. 25:16, Deut. 21: 8. In the biblical Chaldee, the full 

form occurs instead of this: ‘jpap (see above), once even Dan. 

2: 16. 
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Peal. Aphel. Ittaphal. 

Praet. 3. m. p£)8 pBPN 

3. f- rips: npEN npBPiN 

2. m. npt>3 T • • * np&a npBnN 

2. f npsi npBN •1 • •• — npBFlN •J • — — * 
1. c. npsi ■ • • • • rip bn ripEDN 

Plur. 3. m. 1pS3 3pEN IpEPlN 

3. f NpSD apba It »• “ NpEPN It “ ** • 
2. m. ^rpBN •jlnpBnN • 
2. f- TO’ 1 Pips a •jnpBriN 

1. c. NDpBD N3pBN Tf • •• - M3pED» 

Injin. m NpBN 1 T T — NpEPlN If T “ • 

Imp. m. pS, pB pBN pBPIN 

/ Vk l'pEN ’’psriN 

Plur. m. fD, V?. 3pBN IpBplN 

f- N3pB 
T * • NDpBN ■T 1 • •• — SWpBDN t» ; . 

Fut. 3. m. ps% pen p?:_ pB*£ 
3. f psn., pen. ps.PL psnn 
2. m. pen, pspi psn penn 
2. f mn TTO ppBriri 
1. c. pBN, pEN 

i - V J V pB» pED&$ 

Plur. 3. m. PPB? W- iTO-? 
3. f Ip&? 'pep- TO-1 
2. m. I’psn ■jipBFin 
2. / TO • TO TO*. 
1. c. PB?. PI.3 pB.3 pBW 

1. Part. 
m. 

f 

pBD 1 •• f PBB psna 
\ NpB3 1 t ;t NpBB »T ; - NpEFlB »t j - • 

2. Par/. $ 
m. PhS3 pBB 

i / Np^BD It • • Np£53 
,T : ~ 
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§ 19. 

Verbs 22 or 2 doubled. 

1. The anomalies of these verbs, which are parallel only in part 

to those in Hebrew, are such as the following: 

1) The body of these verbs, in the ground-form, consists of two 

letters, and has, therefore, the characteristic vowel under the first 

radical, pp. The reduplication of the second radical in Peal appears 

only in the two participles pp'n, p^pp, very seldom in the in¬ 

flexion of the Praet.; e. g. rM?T Gen. 16: 4. Jon., mn'is Job 7: 4, 

Esth. 6: 1). On the contrary, a) in the forms of the Praet. 

and Imp. Peal, whose sufformative begins with a vowel, the sec¬ 

ond radical is sharpened by a Pag. forte, as npp, sipp, tips (s&W 

Joel 1: 13); only in a few instances is the vowel lengthened in¬ 

stead of this, producing forms which coincide with 12; e. g. ^ 

for sip1] Dan. 2: 35 and *ibiK2 for ^2 Gen. 7: 9. Jon. b) Else¬ 

where the reduplication is thrown back upon the first stem-conso¬ 

nant ; e. g. p'nx, pii?, p'np (in the Put. and Inf. Peal and through¬ 

out Aphel), or appears in a prolongation of the vowel under the 

preformative, as l’w, W, Deut. 20: 14. 15:19. The latter takes 

place of course regularly, when the first radical is a guttural: e. g. 

‘firp Ps. 2: 12, ^*12^ Isa. 26: 2 (^>2?, Num. 5: 22. 8: 15), ^ 

Prov. 23:12, ^25* Cant. 2: 5). [Sometimes the Dag. forte is re¬ 

solved into 3; e. g. b23n Dan. 2: 21. 4: 3. Gen. 19: 10. Jon.]. 

Aphel of the verb ^2’"i has the form •pSpOpilK (with the suffix), Deut. 

1: 15. Jon. as if from a verb "’S. 

2. Instead of Pael and Ithpaal, wliich are formed regularly (see 

Dan. 4: 10. 7: 20. Ps. 35: 15. 42: 7), Palpel and Ithpalpal (e. g. 

p'lp'i, p'np'nK Job 9: 17. 30: 14. Isa. 21: 9, ^pbp, Isa. 3: 

12. Jer. 49: 7, ratBptf Gen. 33:4. Jon.), or Poal and Ithpoal (e. g. 

bVpnN Gen. 8: 8. Jon., Job 9: 6 fcjfiVitra) are mostly in use. 

The participles of Peal, as has been already remarked above, are 

generally inflected with a reduplication of the last consonant; comp. 

Isa. 58: 4. Ps. 72: 6. 1 Sam. 25: 4. Jer. 22: 7. Yet the active parti¬ 

ciple often occurs in the form p^ derived from ^2, or p3H Jer. 10: 3. 
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Ps. 57: 7. 58: 9. The Peil appears once in the form p^p^ (according 

to 1. b.) Exod. 32: 20. 

The Ithpeal, likewise, is found reduplicated t^SinK, Hos. 8: 8. Isa. 

24: 3. Amos 7:1. Jer. 50: 27. Isa. 24: 3 ; but sometimes (with 

an approach to 15) b'n'nx Isa. 53: 5. Lev. 16: 27. 

From the biblical Chaldee are to be further adduced, as Hebraizing 

forms: Aph. Ip-ip Dan. 6: 25 (p'ntiE Dan. 2: 40), ^5fi Dan. 2: 24, 

Hoph. *>5tt, s&5rt Dan. 5: 13, 17. 
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Peal. Aphel. Ittaphal. 

Praet. 3. m. n p“*i p“PN 

3. f nj^ia np_“m 

2. m. np^, Nnp'si np'w dp“dn • J • — T' * • • » • 
2. f np^ ripis np“pii« 

1. c. np~ np“x np^Fis J • • • — • 

Plur. 3. m. 
> 

T - ippa 
> • 

3. f NE" * r •• - Np^PlN 

2. m. ppp.l T^Fl* ]TipipnnN 

2. f iElP.“ iFip“F)N 
•n 

1. c. NDp" 
: - 

S»p~« 1 » • • — * • na T»J * " • 

Injin. P"». Np'W ap^ina 

Imp. 2. m. P'“ p“N p“n_N 

2. f ■'P^IN 

Plur. 2. m. ip'“ V"* ip^n» 

2. f t 1 ; 83p^I« T 1 • • • “ aup^ina 
T f • * • 

Fut. 3. m. pt pT p“n^ 

3. f p^ PliFl p“nn 

2. m. p™ P™ p“nn 

2. f T?¥> rp.iEi ?P™‘E 
1. c. p'"X p“N p“nx 

Plur. 3. m. pet 1’PT PF™-1! 
3. f lEII 1E“- 'P"FP 
2. m. ]ip-n 1TO pp™p 
2. f lE“n. IE™. 1F™P 
1. c. p“D PIS p“E3 

1. Part. \ 
( m. PP." P“5= p^M 

NPPE Np“a 
1 - : - 

np^fvd it j • • 

m. to p?a 
2. Part. 
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§ 20. 

Verbs ^s (is). 

1. Verbs which in the ground-form have i for their first radi¬ 

cal (55*17, ttte?, *1*1*57 $ 12. 2, 1), are also in Chaldee of three kinds ; 

namely, verbs properly ^S, verbs originally is, and finally those 

in which the 1 is not treated as a quiescent, but assimilated after 

the manner of verbs is. 

2. Verbs IB, which compose the greater number, a) cast off 

the first stem-consonant in the Imper. Peal (which commonly 

takes the vowel -, less frequently -), e. g. 55*1 from 55*17, 3tt from 

Sh7, Sin from 3*1*77; b) In the Fut. Peal, they allow Yodh to 

quiesce in -, and the last syllable then receives the characteris¬ 

tic vowel 1- or 1-7 (with a guttural -), e. g. *1^17, fcpVy, 55*117 (ac¬ 

cording to k 6., the quiescent 1 is often omitted here in writing; 

e. g. Prov. 11: 25. Ps. 104: 4. Job 3: 4); c) They resume their 

original 1, throughout the third Conj. where it quiesces in Hho- 

lem; e. g. sppi&t, t)bi», Fut. p&ii, sp&hi, Ittaph. snins, p&in&<. 

The Ithpeal srnnN, as well as the whole second conjugation (Stj)7, 

Spnnx, SJ?7), is for the most part regular, except only that in the lat¬ 

ter, some verbs take also 1 as the first stem-letter; e. g. *ini Prov. 10: 

2, 155*nin Ps. 88:13, XtiSins* Eccl. 9: 3. In Aphel, forms with n after 

the preform. Fut. and Part, are not uncommon; in 55*ii occur even 

regularly 55*iill Dan. 2:15. Ps. 77:15, and 557J*llnn Ps. 16:11. 1 Sam. 

14: 12, etc. 

3. In verbs is, the first radical quiesces, a) in the Fut. Peal 

commonly in -7; e. g. *1^17, 133 17 2 Kings 1: 14. Ps. 102: 12 (on 

the contrary, n^ra*,'7 Isa. 7: 18); b) In Aphel, m -; e. g. 313*17, 

31317 Ps. 49: 19. Jer. 10: 5. Mich. 1: 8. Less frequently is 1 

movable : comp, sfcibij*. From that form of Aphel now would 

arise an Ittaphal like Bryn:* ; but in all the passages adduced by 

Fiirst, p. 177 (Isa. 50: 13. 62: 5. Jer. 49: 33), the punctuation is 

uncertain, and the text of the polyglotts has Ithpeal or Ithpaal. 

But the distinction between these two classes of verbs is not so 

strictly maintained, that the forms (particularly of Aphel) are not often 

interchanged with each other. Thus with 31315* coexists also 35315* 

Gen. 17: 16, with ^312* also ^i3fi Ps. 66: 6, with Ijyi* also *"ipi5<; 

and pi*', which in Hebrew is is, makes in Aph. piai&t, pTsiK. 
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The Paradigm of verbs IB and ^B is, accordingly, as follows : 

VERBS IB VERBS ^B 

Peal. Praeter. 3 .p. ab?, nab? a*ib? , npb? BB? 

1. p. nab? etc. npb? etc. 

Imper. Bp Bn (a*p) 

Inf. ab^a 

Fut. abp BMp 

Part. a^b*', ab^ 
Ithpee l. Praet. ab^nK .... . (a^b?nK), Ba^nK 

Pa'el. Praet. ab? B BP 

Fut. ab?? Bap 

Ithpaal. Praet. ab?r?K 

Aph el. Praet. a^tpK 

Fut. a^bi^ a*^ 

4. A number of verbs of this class assimilate their 11 to the fol¬ 

lowing consonant in the Inf. and Fut. Peal, as well as in Aphely 

and are in this respect, therefore, not different from verbs “,3. 

This is exemplified not only in Aphel tpSK, Bat*1 Aphel span 

Deut. 34: 6. Jon., Aphel pp>K , but in particular forms of BB*’ , 

Inf. Bpa Gen. 15: 13, Fut. Bp 1 Sam. 20: 30 (even BBp Isa. 4: 15. 

Dan. 2: 9) at the same time Bnp, arp Inf ana Ps. 133: 1, Fut. 

arp Deut. 8: 12. 1 Sam. 22: 5. 2 Sam. 16: 18, bp Inf. baa Num. 

13: 31, Fut. bB' Ezek. 7: 19. Dan. 3: 29. 
V 

§ 21. 

Verbs kb. 

Verbs KB are treated not only as guttural verbs ($ 15), but at 

the same time as quiescents; a) Most of them allow the K in 

the Fut. and Inf. Peal to quiesce in _ ; e. g. baK^ Dan. 7 : 23, 

BBK? Jer. 10: 11, aaK^ Dan. 2: 7, aaKa Dan. 2: 9, and in addition 

to this, change it commonly into i; e. g. bap Gen. 2: 16. 24: 33, 

Exod. 2: 20. Lev. 19: 16, btp Job 16: 6, pip Deut. 18: 9, Bap > 

wa Gen. 30: 16. 21:30. 1 Sam. 23: 26. Judg. 15: 12. Josh. 7: 12; 

9 
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but throughout Aphel they change it into i; e. g. bdltf, 

Fut. bdi^, dw, "isiiT > Dan. 2: 24, Injin. fcOdiK, Particip. 

‘raid, 7ppid Deut. 8: 20. Mich. 5: 7 (peculiar is bd?x Deut. 32: 13. 

Jon. and T. H., as also “ppnid (Syr.) Prov. 23: 30. A Hophal -rain 

occurs Dan. 7:11. b) "isk, pba, xdx prefer in the Fat. and 

Part. Pael the contracted form , pbxd, from which N com¬ 

monly falls out; comp. tpbi* Deut. 5: 31, psbn Isa. 30: 10, fpbd 

Dan. 4: 1, ^dd 2 Kings 20: 5. c) Some omit the K also in Ith- 

paal, its vowel being transferred to the preformative which re¬ 

ceives then Dag. forte; e. g. "isfin; for ‘"laxnis: (‘■laxpN:) 1 Sam. 2: 5. 

Ezek. 47: 11. 

‘di*, in the third conjugation, takes the Hebrew form “pdnirt (‘pdtfp), 

•pd*1^ , "pdp Gen. 15: 16. Job 4: 8. 15: 22. A passive form 13d!nrp 

occurs Gen. 42: 20. — Respecting Xptt , see § 24. 2. 

In addition to the forms above explained, are sometimes found 

others also, in which the quiescence has not taken place ; thus with 

Tppid occurs at the same time Tpptfd Eccl. 7: 17. 

§ 22. 

Verbs 13? (-2?). 

For the verba quiescentis s, i. e. verbs whose middle stem-letter 

quiesces, the type of the verba 12) is usually employed in Chaldee 

throughout their whole inflection (with a few exceptions). A 

still greater interchange of verbs ^2) and 12) takes place in Chaldee 

than in Hebrew. The following particulars are to be remarked : 

1. In the first conjugation (with the exception of the Part. Be- 

noni), and the third, the stem of these verbs appears throughout 

as monosyllabic : dp , dpd , d^pK , and we can scarcely doubt, that 

this is the original form (Fiirst, p. 157 sq.). The preformatives of 

the Fat. and Inf. of both conjugations receive usually —, though 

in the later Targums they have also (in Peal) not unfrequently 

- or _ (^-); e. g. nidx Ruth 1: 17, nid^x Gen. 27: 4, nin\x Exod. 

4: 18, dd^d Gen. 2: 17. 27: 5, "pro Joel 3: 12, dpd Num. 16: 9, 

DlppD Gen. 3: 18. Jon. (peculiar is Fut. Peal from Tjin Ezra 5: 

5. 6: 5; comp. Gen. 20: 13. Jon.). The active Participle appears 

constantly with two syllables, as d^p or dap (like bdp). 
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has sometimes, in the later Targums, the form of the verbs •'B; 

e. g. fippix, p^plK Ps. 37: 24. 53: 3. 78: 13. Gen. 18: 16. 19: 28. Jon. 

Prov. 22: 7, and still another variety yppK Lev. 1: 1. Jon. In other 

places, the punctuation fluctuates between fi^pX and tnpa Deut. 11: 

4. Exod. 16: 18. Jon. Dan. 5: 19. The Participle is unusual as it ap¬ 

pears in JTOa Judg. 20: 33., fi^pfi Jer. 8: 6.; in the biblical Chaldee 

occurs once fi^pnp Dan. 2: 21. The Inf. Peal has sometimes the form 

filpfi or fiipfi Ps. 69: 3. Exod. 4: 21. Jon. 

2. In Ithpeal, the first radical is pronounced with - or - , and 

the in of the prefixed syllable is doubled,1 fippx , fippK. Occa¬ 

sionally, the principal syllable has -; e. g. tnppx Jer. 33: 22. Gen. 

38: 26. (T. H.) Dan. 4: 9. 

3. Pael and Ithpaal are formed as in tpp, npppx (tpppx), and 

are inflected regularly (l^ppa, pfi^pp? Num. 14: 38. Hab. 2: 4 ; 

on the contrary, prra^ppa Imp. ifi^ppa Ezek. 20: 25. Jer. 27: 17; 

comp, also rrfpp Exod. 6: 8). For these conjugations, however, 

many verbs employ the reduplicated form of the Po'el Efiip or 

Palpel fipfip with their Passives. The Ittaphal occurs only in 

the contracted form n^ppx (i. e. cnpxpx) or fipnx ; yet in printed 

texts, the Ithpeal and Ittajohal are often interchanged. 

4. The following verbs are inflected as ^: a) tnp , fih& , 

fii'D, tpt in Peal, where the Praet. is declined : n^fi, nn^p, rwo , 

MV’fi, nwo, inna etc. Gen. 27: 1. 35:19. Exod. 4: 19. Prov. 23: 

22. 1 Sam. 12: 2. The Imp. fi^d, ^d Ezra 4: 21. The Fat. 

tptp Deut. 15: 6. — b) pfi , in Ithpeal where it makes fully pfipx, 

or contracted ■npx Job 11: 12. 23: 5. 37: 14. Prov. 1: 2. 

Rem. Those verbs which have 1 movable for the middle radical, do 

not, of course belong here, but are regular in their inflection ; e. g. blp, 

pit, “nip, UOfi, nip, nix etc. Their number is greater in Chaldee 

than in Hebrew. Some verbs of this class exist at the same time with 

verbs 15> quiescent, and have then a different signification from the lat¬ 

ter ; e. g. ‘Iin to view, ‘lip to be white, nid to sink down, nid to sprout. 

1 Fiirst, p. 164, rejects this reduplication; but its reality seems to be confirmed 

by the fact, that the fi of the prefixed syllable in the Ithpeal of these verbs is 

never inserted after the sibilants ; see § 10, 5. Indeed, FOrst himself has dag- 

heshed these forms in his Concordance; comp, •pip’] p. 349. The repetition 

serves here to strengthen the syllable ; as in, p'-n• , p^ro , and the like. 
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Peal. Ithpeal. Pael. Ithpaal. 

Praet. 3. m. DpnN C;.R D-pnN 
3./ nap “I T napnx na*p na-pnx “ «P~ • • 
2. m. nap,nap • • 1 *r t • P -r • • • napns na»p na*pn» • • ”l“* • • 
2-/ nap naprix nasp na^pnN 
1. c. nap 

•*P T napnx • *|T • « na*p • • • P — ra’pPN 
Plur. 3.m. *®?T iapn;N TO la’pnx 

3 •/ xap t 1 t Napnx 
t It • • «a*p 

T • *P Na’^pnx -T “P— • • 
2. m. ' pnap, pnap pnapnx pnapp pnaspn« 

2-/ TO* inapnN TOP- ina^pnN 

1. c. soap, »:ap N3Dpri« Noa'^p X * •»l— toa>spn» 

Injin. (nipti) npa Napnx T 1 T • • aa’p -r t 1 ** Na»pnN 

Imp. 2. ?n. Dip DpnN q.?. D’pnN — 1 — • • 
2-/ ^aip rapnN *>a^p • #»|- “>a«pnN • “l~ • • 

Plur. 2. Ttt. iaip lapria TO TD’pnN 
2./ N3aip wapria 

-r y-r • • n 3a«p 
-r • *»|- N3a»pnN 

Fut. 3. m. apm 
P-r • • D’p*' D-F-n.1 

3. f. cipn Dpnn D’pri • •P — • D’p_nn 
2. m. nipn cpnn D»pn D»p_nn 

2 •/ paipn pto pto pa’p_nn 
1. c. D*lp» npnN D*pN ••P—: D^pnN -I- • v 

Plur. 3. m. P^f: PTO Via?-1: pa*prn 
3./ TO • TO: 1TO TO? 
2. ?7l. paipn papnn ]ia*p_n pa*pnn 

2-/ 
TO. TOP TO 1TOP 

1. c. CipD Dpin: D»p3 
• •P— « 

n»pna 

__ ( m. 
l.Par/. < ^ 

D'p, CNp 
••If* •*IT 

Dpna Dspa • »| - • n*pna 
“1 — • • • 

If xav 
▼ y-r 

Napna 
T1 T • • aa*pa «aspna 

T •!— • • • • 

2. Part. 
m. 

If 

0? 
V P • 

tnpa 
aa^pa 

T •»“* • 
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Aphel. Ittaphal. Poel. Ithpoal. 

n'pN D'priN caip naipria 
na'pN, na^pN na'pnN naaip naaipnN 
na^pN, na^pN plasma naaip -r • “ r 

naaipnN 
na^pN na'pnN naaip naaipnN 

na^pN, ra^N na^priN naaip naaipnN •• • p • • 
la^ps wpriN ;aaip paaipnN 
NavN T » • “5 Na'prN 

T ' • • • xaaip 
T • * 

NaaipnN 
T “ 1 ♦ » 

]tnapN ■pntppnN ■pnaaip ■pnaaipn.N 
IMP** ira-'ppN / •• • P • • • 

inaaip ■jnaaipnN 
ntqpn NW'pnN Nsaaip 

T * r 

NjaaipnN 

nbpn NapnN 
T f T • • Naaip *r t * NaaipnN 

-r t f • • 

1 . -• n'priN 
f • • • naip naipnN 

ra-iN *'a,'priN • / • • • 
raaip naaipnN 

WpN 
1 • -J . la'priN *iaaip laaipriN 

wapN T . . -• Nja'ppiN Naaaip NaaaipnN 

n^pir1 naip1' naipn1; 
n^pn 

* • • n^pnn naipn •• * • naipnn 
a"pn D'pnn nnipn* •• # • 

urnprin 

TO*! ■paaipn ■paaipnn 
d^pn 

' * “J 
nv,nx 

f • • V 
naipsi naipn n 

" 1 • V 

■p^pn; ■paaip^ ■jiaaipn; 

m: pPph: ■jaaipn; 
pa-'pn i^pnn ■jiaaipn ■paaipnn 

1TO P/ip.P jaaipn ■jaaipnn 
n^pni aaipa 

• •I « 
naipra 

— • • • 

n-'pa n^pna 
f • • • 

MlpB naipna 
Na^pa 

f 1 1 • 
Na^pria 

•r * • • • 
Naaipa Naaipna 

r • > • • • • 

apa 
' T • 

naipa 
sapa 

T * T • 
Naaipa 

T • • • 
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§ 23. 

Verbs ab (te). 

These comprehend the two classes of verbs which are distin¬ 

guished in Hebrew as rib and , the difference between which 

has disappeared here, as well as in Syriac. The stem termi¬ 

nates regularly, in biblical Chaldee, in a- , more rarely in fi- (Dan. 

2: 16. 4: 8. 6: 3); in the Targums, on the contrary, particularly 

the later of them, it terminates uniformly in or , so that with 

reference to their mode of inflection, these verbs might perhaps, 

with more propriety, be denominated te. 

It is very seldom that a i"i occurs in the Targums as the third stem- 

consonant of the ground-form; comp., however, nap Num. 5: 26. 

1. As now *1 has a tendency to take the place of K even in the 

ground-form, so in the inflection also of these verbs it maintains 

the decided ascendancy as final stem-consonant. As regards 

those forms which terminate in the third (quiescent) radical, it 

may be observed that ^ and i appear with equal frequency in 

the Inf. and Partic. Peal (fcnpa together with ‘npa , tfpp together 

with *np); on the contrary, in all the other formations * is pre¬ 

dominant ; e. g. tea?, tea, teas* etc. But ■> quiesces regularly in 

the Put., Imper., Inf., and Partic. act. of Peal in - ; in the other 

conjugations, in — . 

As less common may be mentioned, a) instead of 1,1 in Ithpeal 

Isa. 53: 2. Prov. 6: 6, in lthpaal Jer. 23: 25. Prov. 18: 9. — b) in the 

several conjugations except Peal; e. g. Ps. 78:11. 2 Kings 8: 8 (Uphel) 

— c) i_ in Imp. Peal occurs almost as often as the other form, Deut. 

31: 14. Dan. 5: 4. Ps. 45: 1. 1 Sam. 25: 25. 

2. In the personal inflection with sufformatives, a trace of the x 

appears but seldom; viz. the third sing. fern. Praet. Peal nba, 

the third pi. masc. Praet. and second pi. masc. Imper. ’tea , tea, the 

second fern. pi. Imper. atey, Ntear.N, h,ba, the forms of the Fut. in 

p- and p, as phan, pban, pba?, pba?, point to an absorbed (naba, 

“i’itea?, fcOatea), which is still written in the common form of the Imp. 

Peal natfba; on the contrary, the third pi. Praet. Peal fiitea and 

the Infin. iutea, nateas* etc., according to an analogy found else¬ 

where (wp, rwanp), come more probably from tea. 
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3. 11 is decidedly retained as third stem-consonant; a) As qui¬ 

escent before sufformative$ of the first and second sing, and plur. 

Praet., as well as in the third plur. masc. V'fca, iibax, p^bs , 

iiT'ia, — b) As movable before sufformatives of all 

the Futures in *]-, as ^biP, , ‘^brn, in the third fem. sing. 

Praet. , P^baa, and here even doubled P*banK, P*ba, in 

forms of the Infinitive ii^bax, in the other (more frequent) 

inflection of the second sing. Praet. Peal P?ba, p“>ba, finally in the 

second Participle of Peal and Apliel , ^ba^a. 

4. A double mode of formation is clearly apparent in several 

forms, namely in Peal in third plur. Praet. Vba and vba, p&tba and 

Pioba , and third plur. masc. Praet. of the other Conjug., vba and 

si&vba, vbai* and sifc^bax , which latter forms occur frequently even 

in Onkelos; the fluctuation between *>- and11- (see above) im¬ 

ports less in consequence of the present low condition of the 

punctuation. That difference may indeed have some connection 

with the original distinction between verbs xb and ib (as very 

many of the latter kind still exist in Arabic); but it is preserved 

here in scarcely a single verb throughout, and it must appear 

very fanciful to divide the verbs transmitted to us in Chaldee, 

with reference to their inflection, into verbs with final a and i 

sounds, as Fiirst has attempted to do, though not without some 

ingenuity (§ 164 sq.) 

As regards particular examples, the explanation of ivba, P*>ba, 

which Fiirst gives, in order to refer them back to a final a, is improba¬ 

ble. Why should the sufformative of the first person in these verbs 

have been P^- P In the regular verb P- exists already, and from this 

arises very easily Pxba , p^ba. And why in verbs whose final sound 

was did not the language produce such formations as ‘pptfba , ‘P^ba, 

which would so readily have presented themselves, and which occur 

in Hebrew ? It is far more simple in the forms 'pp^ba , “p^ba , to re¬ 

gard “i as the third stem-consonant. 

Verbs with P movable as third radical, as Pina, PPP, PEP etc. are 

of course entirely regular in their inflection ; e. g. !|pap Jer. 36: 16, 

Fat. Parv Job 37: 1, Ithpeal pnapp Eccl. 1: 12. (Hiph. PV3PP in the 

Talm.). 

ppb, from a verb pb with P movable as second stem-letter, forms 

its Aphel "’Pbx 2 Kings 3:34, Schaphel *\pbtt5 Job 16: 7. Isa. 44:12, Isch- 

tapk ■'PbPtf^ Ps. 102: L Job 4: 1 (p^pbpm Ps. 68: 10). 
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i *' 
• \ / 

Peal. Ithpael. 

Pr. 3. m. aba iao (iaD) (i—) ibana 
3./ nba nsac, nioab . (mi—angaria 

T • —* • * — • • X — / - • • • • 

2. m. rrba, niba niao nibanN 
2./ rrba, niba 

• » “ • • • • niao nibanN • • •• • • • 

1. c. niba, iniba iqiao irpbana 
P/. 3. m. ' aba raa, iNiao . (aai—) aibanx 

3. f nab a ' nioab t^baria 
2. 772. aan'ab aanabana 

! •• 1 • * 

2- J- iniba 
/ •• •• • aniao aniban’a 

1. c. suiba 
T •• • 

aaiab NDibanN 
Y • « y •• • # • 

/«/?«. (abaa, mbaa) abaa n^hana 
»/ « • ( ^ « • ' M • 1 T T « • ( • • * • 

Imp. m. iba,(»ba)-iba abana 
• • • • • 

f ■ iba; aba abana 
Plur. 77i. aba '“ibana 

f aba, rmba l T j x x ; aabana 
T T • • • 

Fat. 3. m. (i—) sbai (a—) ibani 
3. f (i—) Nbah (a—) ibann 
2. m. (i—) aban (a—) ibann 
2. f in ■pbann 1 • • • • 
1. c. (i—) abaa (a—) ibana 

PI. 3. m. 7'abani 
3. f. rbai rbani 1 -r • “ • • 
2. m. faban aabann J • • » 
2 -f ■p^n / T * • • a ibann f x • - • • 
1. c. (i—) xbaa (a—) ibana ' •• • • • 

iba, aba ibana 
i.P. . 

(f 

••x 7 •• r 

«iba ▼ :r 

• • • • • 
Nibana T • — • * 

H/ 
iba, aba # • • 

‘ Niba 
X J- 

t 
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Pael. Ithpaal. Aphel. Ittaphal. 

'Va (i—) ■'Vans 0^) iVax iVanx 
nioVa, n*Va rv’VanN niVax (nxi—) n^anx 

IT'l.l niVanx # ~ • • 
(ni—) niVax niVanx 

n'Va nhVanx (ni—) nVax niVanx 
rvVa, \-pVanx \-vVVx iniVanx 
ax^Va, *pVa(aso-a-)aiVanx Owo —) vVax pVanx 

x’Va n^Vsna 8*Va.nx 
■pniVa, ]iniVa 

9 • 

nn'Vanx 
1 • — • • pniVax ps-pVanx 

l^Va, in;Va irpVsntf ' • • • — • • i • • • • — •jn^na ; • • • • — • 
wVa, 40‘iVa T “ r • “ xaiVanx xrVax T * J “ w Van a T • * ” * 

nxVa ▼ T nxVanx r -r- ; • 'nxVax, !pVax ▼ T T • “ nxVanx T T • “ • 
■'Va, 'Va iVanx (p—) “'Vax iVanx 

xVa xVanx xVax xVanx 
nVa iVa.nx iVax iVanx 

4oVa ▼ T xaVarix tt “ r * ■ xnVax T •• • “ xaiVanx Y •* t — • 

(*K> ^41 (x—) ■'Van1' (x—) ■’Va1' (i—) stVani 
(x—) ■'Van (x—) iVanin (x—) ■'Van (i—) xVann 
(n-) ■'Van (x—) ■'Vann (x—) ■’Van 

y •• • - (i—) xVann 
■pVan ■pVann F • ~ • • r'm pVann 

(*K> "VaN (x—) ■’Vans (x—) iVax (i—) xVanx 
i^ai ■jiVann pVarp 

vVan1 f T • “ • • pVa'i pVani 1 -r • • — • 
liVan pVann ^Van pVann 
rVan 

1 T • “ • pVann 
It • -* • • 

■pbin pVann 
1 *r • • — • 

(a—) ■'Vaa 
' •• - • 

0—) "Van a (x—) 'Vaa (i—) xVana 

0-)'Vaa (»—) ■’Vana (x—) iVaa_ xVana 
x'Vaa 

T » “ • 
wvVaria 

T . 

srVaa 
T • • — 

xiVana 

■>Vaa iVaa 
joVaa xiVaa 
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Remarks. 

1. Praeter. The third pi. masc. in Praet. Peal terminates sometimes 

after the Hebrew mode in *1; e. g. *np Lam. 2: 3, ^ Num. 26: 64, 

Gen. 33:4. Jon. In Ithpeal, this person occurs with a doubled 

•YapppX Gen. 2: 4. 3: 7. Jon. The third fern. pi. Praet. makes in 

the later Targums ‘jX—’, as ‘jJOp Ruth 4: 17, or contracted Gen. 

4: 8. T. H., “J^pm Gen. 19: 32, 35. Jon. For second sing. Praet. 

in Peal rrO“i is once written Dan. 4: 19. From the first pi. the 

form , a compound of the Partic. act. with (§ 13. 1) must be 

distinguished. There are but few instances of Peal with a prosthetic; 

e. g. ‘pip!* Prov. 20: 12, Dan. 5: 4 (^pdx Joel 3: 3). 

2. Future. Instead of p the ending of the third Plur. is sometimes 

made regularly in p ; e. g. pTS1? Dan. 5: 2, pSUp Dan. 4:13, p&pp 

(from ‘’pi* ) Ezek. 47:11, or the ) is apocopated, as ittpp Isa. 53:8. Dan. 

5:10. 

3. Imperative. The second pers. fern. sing, in Peal ends sometimes 

in — Isa. 47: 2. Gen. 4: 8. T. H.; that of the pi. is formed as “pp Exod. 

2: 20, plp£< is at the same time prosthetic and apocopated Gen. 24:14; 

see below. 

4. Infinitive. The Infi. Peal has almost exclusively the form , 

where, united with a preposition, it serves as a Gerund, Prov. 25: 27. 

Esth. 5: 14. Ezra 5: 9. As Infi. abs. the form is in use Isa. 61: 

10. Amos 5: 5. Gen. 26: 28. — The Infinitives of the other conjuga¬ 

tions end in the later Targums sometimes (after the Talm. formation) 

in pp; e. g. Num. 12: 8. Jon., pl'sn Ps. 89: 16. The Infi. 

absol. in Aphel makes Gen. 3: 16. Jon. 

5. Participle. In the form ^5, Peil has a composite Sheva under 

the first consonant, even when it is not a guttural, Dan. 2: 19, 30 ‘fca, 

, Ezra 4:18 ‘pp. The passive Participles in Peal and Aphel end 

sometimes in !X- ; as, Gen 43: 19. On the declension of Par- 

ticiples from verbs £<V, see § 34 on Paradigm VII. 

Rem. 1. Apocopated Futures and Imperatives are less frequent in Chal¬ 

dee than in Hebrew, and this mode of formation has far less effect here 

upon the general form of the word; comp. e. g. Fut. apoc. plpn Hab. 2:16, 

W ( ^ Eccl. 11:3 as in Hebr. iinptip), , Kha Gen. 41:40. Jon. 

1 Sam. 14: 40. Exod. 22: 31 from fcpp (otherwise &npp, fcOpp) Gen. 

1: 29. 17:4. 24:14,18. Jon.; W, ‘pin, "'pin, , pttp, or 

from Deut. 4: 1. Prov. 15: 27. Gen. 20: 7. 2 Kings 1:2. 8:10 (the 

signification is mostly optative); Imp. apoc. nipK (with a prosthet.) Gen. 
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24:14, Ifcj (Pad) Gen. 44:1, in Gen. 37:16, *'hK (Aphel). — ifia is an 

apocopated Partic. Aphel instead of Deut. 32: 39. 

Rem. 2. In the biblical Chaldee, certain peculiar forms occur in the 

personal inflection of Kin, in connection with b prefixed, after the 

analogy of the Fut. : Kinb (hinb) Dan. 2: 20, 28, 41. 3: 18. Ezra 7: 23 

etc., *]inb Dan. 2: 43. 6: 2sq. 27. Ezra 6: 10. 7: 25 and h£inb Dan. 5: 

17. That they are to be regarded as Future admits of no doubt, 

whether we consider their form, or the context in which they are 

found (for in all instances only a pure Fut. or an optative or Imper. is 

required); their grammatical explanation is difficult. Formerly, b 
was considered as a conjunction (that), and the preformative ofthe Fut. 

was supposed to have been lost in this particular combination (Gesen. 

Thesaur. I. p. 370); but against this, lies the fact that this b does not oc¬ 

cur elsewhere in Chaldee, and also that the sense which arises in this 

way is not in every place appropriate. Hence Beer (Inscriptiones et 

papyri vett. Semitici in Aegypto reperti P. I. p. 18 sq.), who believed 

that he had found the form “11l"ib also upon the Carpentr. inscription, 

would take the b as a more unusual preform. Fut. (which has become 

frequent in the Talm.) instead of 1 ; for only the third Pers. sing. masc. 

or the plur. masc. and fern, is denoted by those forms, while the regu¬ 

lar Kinn occurs in immediate connection for the third sing. fern. This 

explanation suits also at all events Exod. 10: 28 T. H. Kbl niaab Kin 

Tjbab SGUj iliib, where indeed the Inf. would be more strictly 

antithetic, and Exod. 22: 24 “fibs’ fc'inb“i iibs> “jllUin Kb Jon., 

where the singular of the verb (according to § 49. 1) can occasion no 

surprise. Comp., besides, Dietrich de sermonis Chald. proprietate, 

p. 51 sq. 

§ 24. 

Verbs doubly anomalous. 

By this class of verbs are meant those in which two of the let¬ 

ters that are accustomed to occasion irregularities, occur together. 

In the inflection of such verbs, the peculiarities of both letters may 

be exhibited, or only those of one of them. They are the following : 

1. Verbs 'ja and Kb (nb); e. g. kgi , K03 , k$s , k£3 , mtfa. These 

leave the first radical, where it closes a syllable, unassimilated; 

e. g. Fut. Peal “ps?} Exod. 21: 22, ‘'ttiati Deut. 9: 7, ‘■’GiK (imofK Ps. 

78: 56), ‘’Gina Gen. 22: 1 T. H., ^aK Lam. 2: 6. 
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2. Verbs K5 and *6; e. g. K3K, XTK;, KSK, aSK, Praet. 

3. f. nna, 2. m. Kr^na, 7W. in** Deut. 29: 20, iry\? Gen. 33: 

14. Gen. 49: 10, Imp. Kina 2 Sam. 14: 32, 1BK Exod. 16: 23, pi. 

iriK Dan. 3: 26, per apliaeres. *nn Prov. 9: 5 (Lond. iinjs:), Infin. 

xn (spa) Dan. 13: 19, Dan. 3:2, Particip. act. nr**, 

Dan. 7: 13. Gen. 33: 1, pass. KTK (ktk) Dan. 3: 22.— Pael ‘tea, 

Part, sia 2 Kings 20: 5. Deut. 32: 39 (’’Sipa Job 13: 4). — Ithpeal 

i&ttK Lev. 13: 18, Part, ‘‘Bfittya Lev. 2: 4, Fat. 'rpin? Lev. 13: 2. 

— Ithpaal ^&rnK 2 Kings 5: 13. Isa. 51: 8. — Aphel WK Gen. 4: 

4 (iwfi Dan. 6: 17), Jer. 6: 7, sikwk 1 Chron. 22: 4, 

jFW. -'n^x, Imp. hKn?x Num. 23:5 or awn Dan. 5:2, ^in*^ 

Ps. 105: 31, Part. Gen. 6: 17. [The passive form of Aphel 

Dan. 3:13, 6:18 n?n^n, is altogether peculiar]. — Ittaph. 

njonimis; Gen. 33: 11, on the contrary, ‘jwtj? Ps. 45: 11. 

3. Verbs and ab; e. g. K'n? aw?-. Future Peal w 

Ps. 50: 16, Aphel Praet. Ps. 75: 2, hoik Exod. 13: 19, 

Gen. 19: 22, plur. siiiK Ps. 30: 5, ik^ik Ps. 33: 2, 1. pers. KSYiK 

Ps. 75: 2, 7W. Isa. 5: 19, 7^/m. nxrpK Exod. 12: 33, Part. 

I'nia Prov. 28: 13, Imp. iVik Judg. 5: 2 [Pae7 from ii^n with 1 as 

first radical ‘W Lev. 16: 21, p'rn 26: 40]. 

Rem. Verbs with middle 1, which have K as their third stem-let¬ 

ter, do not belong here, since 1 is pronounced as a consonant; e. g. 

kit, am. 
r : 7 t -• 

§ 25. 

Defective Verbs and Mixed Forms. 

1. There are only a few verbs, of which all or even most of the 

modes and tenses are in actual use. So far as this has its origin 

in the limited extent of the written remains of the Chaldee lan¬ 

guage, it is not surprising, and does not belong to the province of 

grammatical inquiry. But in some verbs of frequent occurrence, 

it will be found that certain forms are constantly avoided, and 

that certain others, derived from synonymous verbs, have been 

universally retained in their place. This species of deficiency is 

different from the other, and must be noticed by the grammarian. 
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The following may serve as examples of such defective verbs; 

1) an? and *jna to give. The former is used in the Praet. and Jra- 

per. Peal as well as in Ithpeal; the latter, chiefly in the Fut. and 

Inf. Peal. — 2) pbp and pea to ascend. The latter is used in the 

Inf. and Imper. Peal and in Aphel, Deut. 9: 9. 10: 1. 2 Kings 17: 

4 (also in Ithpaal Lev. 6: 22) ; the former in the Praet. Peal, in 

the Pa'el and the Passives of the first and second conjugations. — 

3) Knia and Npis to drink. The former occurs in Peal, the latter 

in Aphel. — 4) and Tpii to go. The latter is found in the Inf. 

and Fut. Peal, the former particularly in Pa'el. 

An example of a double inflection united in the same word occurs 

in Sf. The Fut. makes commonly Sft? § 20. 4, only the first person 

3HX (Ps. 39: 5. 101: 4) — yet also Spaa Dan. 2: 9. Comp, besides, 

§ 20. 3. Rem. and § 21. Rem. 

2) The examples which have been usually adduced as mixed 

forms, do not deserve this appellation ; for rppsrx Dan. 7:15 and 

ttainm Dan. 4: 16 are in fact the Syriac punctuation of the Praet. 

Ithpeal and the Ithpoal; and the first pers. Fut. spsrs: Judg. 15: 7 

(ed. Ven.) instead of ansm is not destitute of all analogy, comp. 

Hebr. ttj’n’nfit; Gesen. Lehrgeb. p. 312. — in Hos. 4: 2, is hardly 

to be considered as a compound of the Part, and Fut.; since the 

Fut.Peal of this verb has the form nop*, the third fem.plur. might 

be )n** after the analogy of *jisn Jer. 3: 19. 

§ 26. 

Irr egular Verbs with Suffixes. 

1. The forms of most irregular verbs before suffixes are the 

same essentially as those of the regular verb, and so far as respects 

the verbs *jb, SS, is, ‘’B, will be readily inferred from H6. The 

following examples may suffice for the purpose of illustration: 

a) IB; yispaa Judg. 20: 32, Ps. 91: 12, p^aan Ps. 28: 3, 

‘’finp 1 Sam. 20: 21. Jer. 36: 14, Aph. *p2ptts< Exod. 32:12, ‘'anpsx 

Job 10: 18, staJinp&x Num. 20: 5, *'P\*ipB$ Exod. 16: 32, b) ss; 

Jer. 20: 5, Aph. ttsppn Dan. 7: 23, Ps. 44: 20, *&sn 

Dan. 2: 24, ftpbsss Judg. 19: 3, c) IS; Gen. 50: 26, rrato 
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Ezra 5: 14, Dan. 7: 23, Pa. Ps. 105: 10, ■pna^p 

Ps. 30: 4, psp^pa Jer. 33: 7, Aph fna^pa Dan. 3: 2, jpsp^p? Hos. 

6: 2, Imp. ■pp^'ptf Ps. 41: 12, fcppnx Jer. 31: 18, Ezra 5: 

11, d) ‘’B; ^pp? Ezek. 28: 19, ttrppp Deut. 22: 2, Aph. ttSSpinx 

Dan. 5: 7, -'irmitt Dan. 2: 13, ‘isiwirfc Dan. 2: 26. Similar are 

the inflections of 2*B: Tnbsix Ezek. 16: 19. fcosbw Num. 11: 4, 

pspnin Prov. 1: 32, Imp. Prov. 25: 21. 

2. Less conformed to the regular type are the forms of verbs && 

before suffixes. The following cases may be noted: 

a) :* quiescent, at the end of the Praet. Peal, is but seldom re¬ 

tained with its vowel; e. g. ‘pitpp Prov. 8: 22, nxtp Gen. 38: 15; 

the suffix usually so connects itself with this verbal form, that is 

expelled: Judg. 19: 3, “’pin Ezra 5: 11, Nppp Jer. 36: 21, 

‘pibn Isa. 42: 5. 

b) *» quiescent, at the end of the Praet. and Fut., is apt to be re¬ 

jected with its vowel, while the suffixes assumed, particularly in 

the Fut., are those with 3 epenthetic; e. g. P2trn Lev. 13: 21, 

*p|tnp Exod. 33: 20, pS3ai< Ps. 139: 8, Pael 1 Kings 11: 34, 

‘pSW Dan. 5: 7, ‘pssa Josh. 9: 27, Aphel FPpm Gen. 2: 15, pspPJ* 

2 Sam. 8: 7, pppi* Judg. 18: 4, wrpx 1 Sam. 5: 1, ■jsispxK 5: 6, 

KSStriN Judg. 13: 23 ; i seldom occurs as movable ; e. g. FPpp 

Esth. 10: 2, Tpir Exod. 2: 14, Gen. 41: 51, Tpmi< Deut. 4: 

36. Ezek. 11: 25. Gen. 34: 2. Obad. 7. 

c) i quiescent is retained in the Imperatives of all the conju¬ 

gations ; e. g. wap Exod. 4: 3, iOpthtf Judg. 1: 24, ‘ppmx Exod. 

33: 18 (on the contrary appp Jer. 36: 15). 

d) The i of the third plur. Praet. Peal and of the Imper. is 

changed into *i, but the ending ip- into *n ; e. g. psiap Jon. 1: 12, 

apptn Lam. 1: 7, Isa. 3: 12, ^ipvpha Isa. 1: 8 (on the con¬ 

trary "'piap Jer. 38: 9, ‘psinp Josh. 9: 18, •jsiaiap Josh. 10: 27). 

e) The persons of the Praeters in and m- remain un¬ 

changed ; e. g. prppp Jon. 2: 4, frwm Gen. 44: 28, pr^pp Isa. 

42: 6, ‘Wap’* Ps. 71: 20. 

On the Injin. Peal and the Participles, see below § 34. The Infini¬ 

tives of the several conjug. with the exception of Peal (comp. § 16. 

2. c.) have the termination rP; e. g. pnnspibp Jer. 33: 5, ttn^p Gen. 

35: 17. 
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CHAPTER IY. 

The Noun. 

§ 27. 

The D eriv ation of Nouns. 
1. The Chaldee nouns are, like the Hebrew, partly primitive, 

partly derivative. Among the primitive, we are to reckon those 

nouns of one or two syllables which express simple ideas, i. e. 

nouns which are the names of such objects and conceptions 

as it must have been most necessary to mark in the first stage of 

the development of language, and which according to principles 

now admitted in Hebrew (Gesenius, Lehrgeb. p. 478 sq.) are con¬ 

sidered there also as underived ; e. g. dx, id, dx, ret, , 1?, 

"fin, sna, d^d, H*y, in, -pin (the simple Numerals generally). 

The derivatives, which constitute the great majority here, as in 

Hebrew, come chiefly from verbs, but some also from other nouns ; 

and hence they are subdivided into verbals and denominatives. 

To deny the existence of primitive nouns in the Semitic languages 

is unpsychological; and it must be viewed as a species of pedantry 

only to derive, e. g. “P from , “jd from iiid, or to insist on lost 

roots for PI?, 3)15$ (piit). Still the eastern languages, it is to be re¬ 

membered, were formed under the influence of that stronger view, 

that more vivid conception of nature and its phenomena, which was 

peculiar to the oriental; and it is undeniable that many nouns were 

derived from verbal ideas, which we might consider as primitive, and 

that the whole number of primitive nouns to be found here is in fact 

very small. Hence on the question of more or less, there will always 

be room for dispute. 

2. The derivation of nouns1 is effected, either, a) as in the 

inflection of verbs, merely by a varied punctuation of the stem 

(of two consonants or three); e. g. king, from TjVtt, iba com¬ 

mand, from lbs , -Pst small, from 1ST, part, from pbii, liiit 

1 A catalogue of the verbal nouns, arranged in classes, is given by Opitz, 

Chaldaism. p. 152 sq. 
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splendor, from (sometimes even this is omitted, and the noun 

coincides entirely with its stem-word ; e. g. “iSp from ^£p); or, 

b) by a reduplication of one (commonly the second), or of two of 

the stem-consonants (particularly in order to express intensity or 

augmentation); e. g. powerful, from “ipl, 3223 thief, from 322, 

wise, from dsn, migration, from bvj; or, c) by the 

use of formative letters, which are prefixed or annexed to the 

original word (sometimes both); e. g. yipa destruction, from ‘tax, 

“lionp want, from -idn, uinpp blow, from tiro, nspp from 

i-tsp, "rrcbnpupil,from “ipb, nnin inhabitant, from an?, ser- 

vitude, from *155. The formative letters assumed at the begin¬ 

ning are most frequently K, a, n, seldom n, *», IB ; those as¬ 

sumed at the end are chiefly ) and a, in the case of feminine 

nouns K and n, as fear, encampment. 

3. In the course of the inflection itself of the verb, two forms 

arise, the iw/i and Particip., in which the verbal idea takes the 

character of a noun; and, it will be found, that most substantives 

derived from verbs manifestly depend on one of these formations 

as their general model and basis. Thus abstract nouns are derived 

most directly from the Infinitive, and with various modifications 

represent also its form ; while concrete nouns correspond with a 

like diversity of signification and appearance to the Participles. In 

order to justify indeed this classification of nouns under Infin. and 

Particip., respect must be had to other Semitic dialects, particu¬ 

larly the Arabic; and it is not to be forgotten also, that some for¬ 

mations may occur in both classes; e. g. bpp. We shall, there¬ 

fore, in the sequel present all the principal forms of Chaldee 

nouns, in conformity with the three-fold division noticed above 

under No. 2, and so advance from the simple and earliest forma¬ 

tions to the later and more artificial. 
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§ 28. 

Nouns derived from the Regular Verb. 

a) Derivatives with the stem-consonant unchanged. 

1. bop (bap), bap, bap, biap (corresponding to the Hebr. Segho- 

lateforms),which denote usually abstract ideas; e. g. 'nap book, 

t)taste, 'r^d need, pipn strength; less frequently concrete ; e. g. 

pjbp king, aas man. — 2. bap (with long, unchangeable a between 

the last two stem-consonants); e. g. ana writing, aap war, abd 

peace. — 3. bap (dissyllabic) the form of the first Particip. Peal, em¬ 

ployed in a concrete sense, especially for the designation of pursuits 

or employments, ‘pa priest, pap vine-dresserKb a husbandman, then 

of inherent qualities : dap dry, bap foolish. — 4. biap (second 

Part. Peal), biap, b*iap, biap (with long i, o or u between the 

last two radicals), likewise in a concrete sense (especially as ad¬ 

jectives) ; e. g. bina fearful, ‘vna bitter, rpda anointed, mpt 

small, vppn strong, b*iax gate, piap suckling; as expressive of 

abstract ideas, e. g. bind planting, nana terror, pi ad remission, 

aiJiab raiment, 'nntax band. The dissyllabic form biap (Hebr.) is 

uncommon; e. g. aiap near.— 5. ba*ip, ba^p, baip (a long, un¬ 

changeable vowel after the first stem-consonant); the first, prin¬ 

cipally adjectives for the expression of inherent qualities, espe¬ 

cially of colors ; e. g. black, ppab red ; the second or con¬ 

crete terms, as aib*ia young man; the third (seldom) as abstract, 

but which are properly concrete, e. g. &nin seal, (pp. he or that 

which seals), aaix destruction. 

b) Intensive forms with a reduplication of one or more of the stem-consonants. 

6. bap, in part concrete, which express a permanent, accus¬ 

tomed action or performance, e. g. ass thief, naa cook, tbps horse¬ 

man, from a quadril. bias shepherd. — in part, but less frequently 

abstract, as ban destruction, 2*aai outcry. — 7. bap, e. g. aas strong, 

■jisfb tongue, ipa flax. — 8. bap, mostly adjectives which denote 

physical properties, especially defects ; e. g. aba dumb, dan deaf. 

■«— 9. b*iap, abstract (considerably frequent), a>ipa prescription, tp&a 
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oppression, ‘ptaS1 strength, WH longing, “rtbp mockery, “pSp north. 

— 10. Vipp and basip, which are employed mostly as adjectives, 

e. g. tijpip holy, "nan first fruits, tppp powerful, /air. Both 

forms are strengthened from ^pp and ^psip, and in some words 

they are found together; e. g. tpbp and fcpjsb, pp^G and pEto. 

— 11. Reduplicated forms like round, “iSpatt: dawn, 

tempest, taisil-nri thought, a somewhat extensive class (yet more 

numerous and varied still in the Rabbinic). 

c) With consonants added. 

12. bppp, bppb (bppp), e. g. bppa tower, tiippp examination, ‘taS’b 

action, Nbttinp thought, mourning; especially of the place 

where the act which the verb expresses is performed; e. g. rnpp 

altar (from rtp^ to sacrifice), '“ip'ib pasture (from “Qp to drive), 

Hi'ip east (from hip to go up), or the instrument, e. g. ppip bowl 

(from p'nt to sprinkle), ^ppp weight (from ^pp to weigh). — 13. 

^tipp, e.g. conflagration. — 14. ^pp>ib, e. g. tthpto sanctuary, 

all three Infinitive formations. — 15. biapp and ^ppa (Par tic. 

Pael and Aphel) as concrete; e. g. liippp servant, with the adjec¬ 

tive ending: , rhiibpttjp, •pirftb informer, — and ^ppp (Pual); 

e. g. “jawa preparation. — 16. With prefixed 5< (h) Kbppx, e«. g. 

possession, hiaph concealment (from Aphel). — 17. Viraps, 

e. g. Vriihi storm. — 18. teptfi and VMapti) (Schaphel), e. g. hsibipp 

servitude, glory. — 19. b^ppn, e. g. recompense, xp^pan 

arrangement, and ^pplh, e. g. fctaton recompense, NSpwn occasion, 

praise. — 20. The forms in *)-, which are derived from the 

stem without the intervention of another noun ($ 30), viz. “jbpp and 

*jbp*ip, e. g. h|h2i victory, ‘jhlps service, ■jbtfph reckoning, account. 

They rest indeed upon the form hsi (ithpa) and Khb>i5 (hVa) as 

their type, but in many cases have been derived directly from the 

verbal stem. — 21. Derivatives of the passives, as Nhbphh haste, 

KttSwnriK, rwashx, etc. 
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§ 29. 

Nouns derived from the irregular Verb. 

1. From verbs ‘jS: 12. mbn saw, z&v planting, amaa custom, ampa 

prison, mpa acquaintance. 13. bltsa burden. 15. p*pa demon 

(properly the injurious). 16. aminas war, n*nsia&$ illumination. 

20. With the annexed syllable )- : “jp3a departure. 

2. From verbs 5>5) : a) Monosyllabic forms: pp thin, ‘jttfavor, 

dh heat, fem. aba word; b) Polysyllabic: 4. d^dn loved, 10. p“>pp 

thin, 12. “(bsa entrance, and with reduplication (No. 11) baba wheel, 

b^iaba revolution, nbaba skull. 

3. From verbs X3 : bp'pfood, wa word, which forms resolve 

themselves into No. 12, and are properly Infinitive. 

4. From verbs is : H5>p knowing (Infill.). 4. fcW'ip? knowledge. 

10. costly, “mm* excellent; with prefixed formative letters: 

‘ib'ia birth, plain (Infin. Peal), dnia abode, dpia present, Nnain 

correction, dnim inhabitant, 5>pia acquaintance (from Aphel), maps 

association. 

5. From verbs 15) (“'a?): a) Monosyllabic forms as concrete and 

abstract (from Part, and Infin.), pd narrow, Kap pillar, Kaia sleep¬ 

ing, din, Kdin debt, p'pjoy, then dl^n return, p^p end; b) Dis¬ 

syllabic, ttpp treading to pieces, trituration; with a doubling of the 

second stem-letter; 6. “pp judge, *pp inhabitant, also abstr. pjs 

affliction. 9. pl^d distress, isms image, concr. ‘il'^a stranger; — c) 

with prefixed formative letters: 2. Trap punishment of death, dpa 

position (Lifin. Peal.). 4. tiiaa oppression, nsiira covering, pita 

food, from Aphel “jpiaa mocker, sxsan movement, motion. 

6. From verbs 2<b : a) Kdp, nap pure, physician, ">bn 

sweet (participial forms of Peal, for the expression of concrete 

ideas, comp. 3. and 4.), midp purity, miba captivity, nifcta emi¬ 

nence, purely abstract; b) Kipn joy, fcpbin sweetness, w? num¬ 

ber (&pa), K150 idol, with the third stem-consonant movable; — 

c‘) with a reduplication: guiltless, 'by (same as‘pbd), KSt 

whoremonger, comp. No. 6.; — d) with prefixed letters, e. g. 

paa number, Kp-pa winnowing-shovel, inpa reproof. 
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§30. 

D enominativ e Nouns. 

Here belong a) some mulct, especially of the form bpp, e. g. 

“jSG seaman (comp. Xi^SG ship), map archer, from xnrp bow; b) the 

most aucta in (^—), fem. nx- (rv’-), and in )-, chiefly adjec¬ 

tives (the former, ordinal numerals, or patronymics and gentiles), 

e. g. ‘GGG rebel, (from GGG), ■jGGX destruction, (from GGix), “jGG^G de¬ 

spised, “jGGGG clespiser, from gggg , “pGUp seller, ‘j)nbG*iG discerning, 

stranger, Egyptian, ‘vyis Tyrian, ‘'S’lbn foreigner, ■'halra 

oriental; c) many feminines in M and , e. g. n>OG goodness, 

from gg , nilGb?a kingdom, from qbp, n>ra^bx valor, from G^bx , nirabx 

dumbness, from Gbx, GliGbx widowhood, from ycbx widower, Mabs 

youth, from G^bto, rrtG^GG first-birth, seniority, from G^GG , n^rbG^G 

discernment, from ^rbsto, rGiGTG extirpation, from . 

Rem. Greek and Latin nouns which passed over into the Chaldee 

in great numbers (see p. 19), were either retained with their ending 

where the form allowed it, and inflected according to the Chaldee 

analogy, e. g. X3it G^GG fidc<ng, G^b^S nsXayog, ‘pG^p xoizwv, 

“pGlG dbjgov, “pp^X ely.wv, plur. ‘paip^x Gen. 4: 6. Jon., or they re¬ 

ceived a Chaldee termination instead of their foreign one ; e. g. XGpGlb} 

ylaxjooxopov Gen. 50: 26. Jon., X^GGp^iX odariones Exod. 14: 51, 

XGGiiG sudarium Exod. 34: 33. The other changes which such words 

underwent in pronunciation were but few, and confined almost exclu¬ 

sively to those points in which adaptation to the organs of the oriental 

required them ; e. g. XGGp XT^bSGX o-nrjlddiov, plGG^riX 

■&eazqov (§ 6. e.), TiGbpiGG speculator, GlSlGG^QX iniiqonoq. 

§ 31. 

Gender and Numb er of No uns. 

1. Nouns have two genders, Masc. and Fem. (the absence of 

the Neuter being common to all the Semitic languages); but the 

feminines were not in all cases either originally or constantly dis¬ 

tinguished by their form from the masculines. In addition to the 

concrete (animate) objects, which are feminine by nature, those 

also are treated as such according to the vivid, oriental mode of 
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conception, with which we associate the ideas of mildness, deli¬ 

cacy, weakness, dependence, care, nourishment, support. In 

this respect, the Chaldee agrees perfectly with the Hebrew. 

See Ewald, Krit. Grammatik, p. 299 sq. The necessity, how¬ 

ever, of forms or terminations for distinguishing the feminine 

gender, was early felt, and the final syllables N- (ft-), si, i-, 

i (n>!, fti), were created for this purpose. Yet with ref¬ 

erence to the first of these, great caution is necessary; since the 

masculines also in a certain formation (status emphaticus, see 

§32) terminate in X-. Our only safe rule, therefore, will be 

to consider those nouns merely as feminine, which are likewise 

such in other Semitic dialects, or which are clearly shown to be 

of this gender by the grammatical connection. 

The ending ft- is chiefly a Hebraizing form, and occurs for the 

most part in adjectives and participles (in Dan. and Ezra); in the Chal¬ 

dee itself, it appears regularly only in feminines which come from mas¬ 

culines in ; e. g. ftXE'ijs from . Besides, ft- is found in 

a few substantives, whose second radical is ; e. g. ftKO, ftBE, 

ftXS , or which are founded on an Infin. from e. g. JlSOiat, ftXft’lK; 

but in irka, , it co-exists with X-. 

The full ending mT occurs only in the absolute state of feminine 

adjectives (especially patronymics), which are derived from masculines 

in ; e. g. mnbn, rwiK, msoJirn. 

According to the above, the number of words in the Chaldee, which 

are feminine without a feminine ending, is not less than in Hebrew 

(and Syriac); and it may be added that to a very great extent they are the 

same; e. g. 'fix stone, ftftjt path, earth, ear, nnft sword. 

These must be learned individually from the lexicon ; though the stu¬ 

dent can hardly fail to remark in every instance an exemplification of 

the principle which has been mentioned, as leading to the usage in 

question. — Other nouns have the double gender {gen. commune), e. g. 

nx sign, fire, vine (so the numerals from twenty to a hun¬ 

dred inclusive.) 

2. There are also two numbers, singular and plural; for the 

few dual forms in use are borrowed from the Hebrew, and are 

found only in the biblical Chaldee (Dan. 2: 34. 7: 4, 7); on the 

contrary, in the Targums, objects which exist in pairs are ex¬ 

pressed by the plural (§ 55. 3), while that which is two-fold, or 
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the idea of duality, is denoted by the numeral ‘p'nn. The plural 

of masculines is characterized by the termination p_ ; that of 

feminines, by the termination )- ; since the ending , analogous 

to the Hebrew ni, is employed in Chaldee only for the stat. constr. 

0 32. 2.) 

In the case of most masculines which end with a radical, the above 

termination is merely appended to the form of the singular; e. g. “fid 

rock, PI. pG*id, yitb, pittil?; only those in or ^X have px—; while 

those in X- or *1— (derivatives from xb) form their plural in p—. 

Feminines in X- change this termination into *}- ; those in and 

h pronounce these consonants in the plural, and terminate, therefore, in 

V and p ; e. g. ntoba PI. paba, npnija PI. p“naa, jnhspi PI. pap; 

finally, those in fix— (from masculines in '-) receive the ending p— : 

e. g. HXapp PI. papp. It is a singular usage of the later Targums, 

that the ending *]— in feminines of the first kind, instead of being ap¬ 

pended directly to the stem, is sometimes added to the stat. constr., 

as “(Sibiira Esth. 2: 2, Ipa^a 2: 8. 4: 4. In the place of this, the 

London text has ‘Jplpna and . 

In the Talmudic Chaldee, of the masculine ending regularly 

falls away, and a shortened plural in is also in use, e. g. ppdX for 

ppdX Gen. 33: 20 and oftener in Jon., e. g. Gen. 1: 21. 8: 22. 12: 6. 

Yet other nouns take this form in stat. constr.; see § 56. 1. 

3. As in Hebrew, so here many masculine forms in the singu¬ 

lar have a feminine ending in the plural, and the reverse; e. g. 

snx PI. *jpix, nax PI. 'pax,' xba PI. pba, xan PL pan, xan 

PL ptan, xau3 Pl. paia. Comp. Fiirst, p. 214. 

In some nouns, both plural terminations are employed, even in the 

• the same Targum, e. g. XdX Pl. pax and pax, lfi5 PI. ppiT3 
and ppna (as if from the Sing. Mlti3), batx PL pbatx and pbatx, 
XM PL pi and pw Isa. 66: 17. 1: 29, nx PL pnx and pnx (pnx), 
bpna PL pbpna and pbpna, bpn field PL pbpn and *ibpn Jer. 

32: 43. Hos. 10: 4, dP day Pl. paP and *jaP Gen. 8:10. Ezra 4:15, 

Xpd blessing Pl. ‘Jdpa and papa Num. 32: 20. Deut. 28: 8, etc. In 

this case, a difference of signification sometimes distinguishes the two 

numbers. Thus pbp Pl. from bp signifies tropically tonitrua Exod. 

9: 23, on the contrary ^bp voces Ps. 93: 4. Epicene nouns also must 

be distinguished from the above examples; e. g. d*ld PL ptpd and 

ptpd 2 Kings 5: 9. 2: 11. 

Some nouns occur only in the plural; e. g. p’j'rt life, X^ap heaven, 

d*aa countenance, particularly such as denote periods of life, as: pab-13> 
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youth, *p&!irQ age of virginity, *p*i*l!M boyhood (yet several of these words 

are also singular in M).— Others are found only in the singular, as re¬ 

sults naturally from their signification; e. g. the names of the metals, 

as, snn gold, hvys iron, C)03 silver (PI. ‘pBOS argenta Gen. 42: 25, said 

of coined silver). 

§ 32. 

Different Relations (Status) of Nouns. 

1. The number of the states (status) so called, in which a noun 

may be placed, is greater in Chaldee than in Hebrew. In addi¬ 

tion to the absolute and construct state, we have here also the status 

emphaticus, or emphatic state, as it is termed, and which was de¬ 

signed originally to express the noun with the definite article. 

(Similar in Danish is Konungen from Konung.) Yet in practice 

this form has acquired extensively a weakened sense, and the 

status emphaticus has almost uniformly taken the place of the 

status absolutus. 

The indefinite article a, an, was denoted, when perspicuity required 

it, by the numeral 1ft placed after the substantive; e. g. Dan. 2: 31. 

6: 18. Ezra 4: 8. 2 Chron. 18: 7. 

2. The characteristic endings of the status constr. are the fol¬ 

lowing : a) The plural termination of masculines *p- is changed 

into (in the sing, of such nouns the st. constr. has no separate 

form distinct from that of the absol.). b) The singular termina¬ 

tion of feminines in K- (rt-) passes into in- ; in the plural, 

into n-. Feminines in *i and retain their original n in the 

st. constr. sing.; e. g. , in the Plur., agreeably to the above, 

“p and *p become m and n^. 
'r It r t 

The relation of the genitive can be expressed in the Aramaean in 

various ways, as well as by the form of the stat. constr. One mode 

is that of prefixing *1 to the second word ; e. g. KSpi&n the king 

of the land. See in respect to this, Syntax § 56. 

3. The status emphaticus is characterized in both genders and 

numbers by the termination (but in masculines in ‘1-, by ft-). 

In the singular, a) masculines, with the exception of such as ter¬ 

minate in K- or , merely assume this ending without change, 
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e. g. atwo from Oto; but masculines in it- and *- exchange 

these syllables, the first for *-, the second for it-, e. g. from 

abs, from wig. b) Feminines in it_ receive as the 

ending of the st. emphat. 'n-, e. g. KinsbE from xsbtt ; but 

those in nit- take rn-, e. g. snjaijs from nit^np; finally, those 

in *i and *T appear with the full termination M and n*-, e. g. 

itniDbp. — In the plural, a) the masculine ending p- is changed 

into it*-, e. g. it*ab^; but in nouns which have *- in the Sing., 

it is changed into *-, e. g. fc»ara,ij2 from pwa-ip, in the Bible it*- 

comp. Ezra 4: 9. 5: 1. 6: 7 etc. b) In feminines, the it- of the 

st. emphat. is added to the st. constr., e. g. atnp'pa, tttYDba, &tp*b5q 

those, however, which terminate in the Sing, in hit- resume their 

original *, e. g. atnwp from iiara'ig. 

4. Before suffixes (in statu suffixo) the final syllables of nouns 

undergo the following modifications: a) Masculine derivatives 

in *_ receive it—, e. g. fiXE'ip from ; those in it- (from verbs 

itb) change these letters, in the Sing., into * movable, e. g. Fpbs 

from itbii; — b) All Plur. masculines reject the ending p- (p-) 

and take in their place the suffixes of nouns plural; — c) Femi¬ 

nines in it- change these letters in the Sing, into h, e. g. 

from it^b^; those in *i and *- appear in the form of the st. constr., 

e. g. hivoba; those in it* [radio.) end in n*-, e. g. ttipbj, those 

in hit- (from masc. in *-) resume their original Yodh, e. g. hhWp; 

— d) In the plural of feminine nouns, the suffixes are always at¬ 

tached to the form of the st. constr., e. g. , pnwpia, pntvjaba. 

§ 33. 

Bed elision of Nouns. 

When nouns are inflected, i. e. when in accordance with what 

has been stated, they are changed into the different states (status) 

of the Sing, and Plur., or suffixes are attached to them, this takes 

place (the tone being moved forward more or less according to the 

nature of the form of the word) either without any further change, 

especially in the vowels required for pronunciation, or with some 

change in this respect. Hence nouns are naturally divided, with 
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reference to their inflection, into two great classes, which we may 

designate by the terms changeable and unchangeable. The first of 

these, since the vowel-changes depend on the peculiar forms of 

the noun and, accordingly, are very various, must be referred to 

several Paradigms, which occupy the place of declensions in the 

occidental languages. These Paradigms of masculine, as well 

as feminine nouns, are exhibited in the following Table. 

12 
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1. Declension of 

I. II. 

Singular. a. b. a. b. 

St. absol. 

rock 

■via 
murder 

Vro;? 

law 

rn 

hero 

“Dj} 

St. constr. iro Vropr n-i 

St. emphat. anitt aVrop am N")33 

With suffix. 
5 pr-nia piVitap pirn PP33 

* ]i3-na 
• • 

•• T * 

fl3H33 
• 

Plural. 

St. absol. I'nits vm 
St. constr. ■nro • • ■’prop • • lr ‘Ti'n • • T *naa 

St. emphat. x^rop Ns-)33 

With suffix. 
t ■'Pi'nia ‘'niVitajs 

i pnia ■pp^/raj? 

■'prim • T 

pp^rn 

*Tiil33 
• x • 

133’'1133 
1 •• T • 

V. VI. 

Singular. 

murderer 

a. 

back 

b. 

goat 

c. 

people 

St. absol. ^upna V ON 

St. constr. b'op’na 
«^ i na VJ • • DN 

St. emphat. a6iapn'a 
T t f *" t • 

NT? 
T • 

NSN 

With suffix. PiVopria • • 
PIT? M • 

T 

PR3N • • 

Plural. 

St. absol. ■p^Ljjpna raa Fas 

St. constr. ■^tipria 
• • # f — • • 

■'33 ■'T? ■>2N 
m m . — 

St. emphat. a^ripria N’33 
T *" “ N"T? 

t" • 

• 9 •• 

X “ ••• 
With suffix. pp^tijpria ]13‘l33 lip*1}? 

1 M *», 
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Masculine Nouns. 

III. IV. 
/ ■ ■— ~ 

a. b. a. b. c. 

age priest king time eye 

tb? 
~ -r 

T“3 
/ T i?p UPl rz 

tb? 
■“ -r KS ^p m r? 

azb? N3H3 i«3pa &taav wy, aaa? 
Pia*?? P13“3 naPa war fiaap nr? 

• • • ■“ 

■paa^y ]133“3 pasPa paaar 
• • 

paapy 

pab? 
' • ; it 

vnp r^_ TO TO 

'xhv ■'ana ■oPa ■aar av 
• IT 

ararra 
T — — * T 

xs3pa N^aaT aa^y, 
r “ •• 

aaa x — • — 

vriapy 
• • IT 

vrian3 
• *2 T 

■'rnsPa 
• • ““ “'niaav • t » 

vnaap 
• • • '7V)W • • 

■pa^apy 
J ; it 

paana pa^Pjq paaaT paapy, / •• ♦ * | •••• • 
pa" a 

VII. VIII. 

a. 

revealer 

b. 

first 

Np3 ■'Paa •TO 

Np3 -Pan. 
^■-r . 9 t * 

^P 
sf'Pa scbiz \ /'v ^ J 

r rmanp 
■r -r • f — 

nuzbp tpp’a 
.. ;-r 

srPaa 
M • * — 

• • 

- *»-l ^ 
• J? 

pPa 
' * ~ T vk>p- TOT- 

biz \sva“ip 
!K*Pa «»Paa atanp 

pa^.aa 
• \.: -i n: papxa^p 
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2. Declension of Feminine Nouns. 

A. 

Singular. a. b. c. 

province army kingdom 

St. absol waa •noa aa^a 
St. constr. na^aa 

— • • 
rvnoa nasVa 

St. emphat. ana^aa arvnffia Nnaaba 
c nra'H'a Fimnoa tanaa&a 

With suffix. 7 • • • • • 

( finnraa 
• • 

•• .♦ — 

fuarrn’ffia 
• • 

• • • 

rnnaa^a • • 

Plural. 

St. absol. p^aa 
/ -r • • 

raffia 
" r •; ~ ■jisVa 

St. constr. na^aa 
x • • rvnffia naaVa 

St. emphat. ana^aa 
• ; 

arraffia 
▼ x • • “ 

xmaaa 
T T • • “ 

With suffix. rnna^aa 
7 • T • J 

■pnrvnffia 
• f •• — • • • 

yinmsbB 
/ • T • * “ • • • 

B. c. 

Singular. 
r 

a. b. 

widow discoverer first 

St. absol. s6aaa naaap 
St. constr. nVaas rrba maap 
St. emphat. Nr^aaa jurVa arraap (Nn;aap) 

With suffix. ■ 

c ppi^aax 
l pnrVa-ux • • • 

nn^a iarraap 
f • • -r • • • x • f “ 

• m s 

(nraaapj 
• 

Plural. 

St. absol. aVa-iN 
' x ; • — 

^aap 
St. constr. rfcaaa n^a nxaap 
St. emphat. an^aa'a 

XX • • — 
vvrv'Pa 

. ‘rT, T 

xx y 

arraap 
XX x •' 

With suffix. yinnpaaa 
* • * 

■nnrraa 
’ :t : T 

■pnrraap 
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§34. 

R emarks on the Paradigms of the Nouns. 

1. Declension of Masculine Nouns. 

No. I. embraces all unchangeable nouns, i. e. all those which 

have , i, si before the last consonant. They may consist 

of only one or of several syllables ; e. g. p3 fish, di"’ day, head, 

didd abode, pna oven, d^d youth, tidd heraldd^np near. 

No. II. comprehends nouns in -, without respect to the num¬ 

ber of syllables, whether one or more ; as, bp voice, nat sign, “ind 

remainder, IS? time, tree, dominion, d3pd word, ‘jbdd as¬ 

cent. a) The - passes regularly in the stat. constr. into -, Gen. 

3: 22. Exod. 40: 39. Lev. 21: 17. Josh. 6: 19. Deut. 26: 14. Jon. 

Ezra 6: 19. 7: 18. Dan. 2: 18. Hos. 9: 11. Obad. 14. Esth. 1: 17; 

on the contrary, see Gen. 3: 10. Joel 2: 5 bp, Ps. 112: 2 dd, 110: 

1 ‘jfibsiK, Dan 6: 8 d^p. — b) Before suffixes which begin with a 

vowel, it remains unchanged; e. g. d'id'ib Ps. 45: 2, ^did Ps. 19:1, 

Isa. 22: 21, plur. ^iTnd} Exod. 15: 4, pi-idddJip Ps. 16: 4, 

Hos. 9: 4, ‘ps-'bad Joel 3: 10, pdddpid Lev. 23: 31, •jiddaipB Deut. 

1: 34 (comp. Exod. 12: 20. Lev. 1: 6. Deut. 28:12. Jer. 48: 7. Judg. 

7: 5). So also it remains in the stat. absol. and emphat. plur., and 

for the most partin stat. constr. plur. (comp. e. g. db^ Joel 1:12,19, 

•pips Jon. 2: 7, ^ddid Exod. 20: 13); only the form bpip rejects uni¬ 

formly the vowel; e. g. Joel 1: 17, ‘yixiia 2 Kings 16:8. 24: 

13. — c) Before suffixes which begin with consonants, the punc¬ 

tuation fluctuates between _ and - ; e. g. “pd^p Isa. 58: 4, “prndd 

Dan. 2: 11, pddbid Dan. 3: 31, firnawS Jer. 15: 9, pdnd Dan. 2: 9, 

prdttpb Ps. 5:10. Gen. 45:12, which is less surprising, since many 

of these nouns are already written with - in the stat. absol. sing. 

By an unusual mode of inflection, pm makes in the plur. *psm, 

(from a form pm in the sing.) Dan. 2: 27. 4: 4. 5: 7 etc. 

*J3> pad), the Hebr. “jsid, retains regularly its - before suffixes of 

every kind; e. g. ppd, add Gen. 30: 31. 31: 28. Exod. 10: 9, "jidjiS 

Exod. 12:32. Deut. 12:6. 1 Sam. 8:17. Isa. 61:5, pidp Jer. 3: 24. 34: 

28; though before suffixes of the second and third plur., — is also fre¬ 

quently written; as, pdid Exod. 10: 24, pidd Gen. 34:28. 50:8, *]idd 
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Exod. 2:17. On the contrary, Deut. 7:13 is probably an error of 

the press merely. 

No. III. comprehends nouns in - or —, which either consist 
merely of two consonants, e. g. ^ hand, *]t sort, kind, dd3 name 

(so also the prepos. £>?), or have two full syllables, e. g. , 
sma, dddd, ddttjd (Infin.Peal). These vowels are re¬ 

jected in all the forms, to which a suffix is attached beginning 

with a vowel; see Dan. 4: 1. Ps. 18: 7. Gen. 9: 24. Exod. 13: 8. 

19: 6. Deut. 17: 6. Isa. 61: 10. 1 Sam. 26: 20. 2 Kings 4:16. Ezek. 

33: 6. Judg. 9: 24 (yet comp. Tpa1? Ezek. 32: 6). 
The fact that the forms b'Jp (Partic. Benoni) have also the orthogra¬ 

phy “pi? S3 £ (with shortened —) Dan. 5: 25. Ezra 6: 9. Gen. 2:17. 49:10. 

3:5, is to be attributed to the variable vocalization of the Chaldee. Ac¬ 

cording to Hebrew analogy, it should be written p’blij?. 

Under this Paradigm belongs St. emph. Dan. 3: 34. 

Before pd and *]in, monosyllables in —, as in Hebrew, have — or 

- ; e. g. yiftdd Zeph. 1:17, ‘p’fTp Gen. 43:12. Josh. 9:11. Isa. 1:15, 

trtTp Ezra 5: 8 etc. (on the contrary, piTT’ Gen. 37: 22). ptt3d? from 

Idd^ Ezek. 27: 2 is peculiar. 

No. IV. Here are to be reckoned all forms which correspond 

to the Hebrew segholate nouns, whether they contain two vowels 

(of which the last is always vocalis furtiva), e. g. , dbn (almost 

exclusively in the bibl. Chaldee), rpd (tijd'p), or merely one, be¬ 

tween the last two consonants, e. g. ?jbd, ddd. Their inflection 

coincides almost entirely with that of similar nouns in Hebrew, 

except only that; a) in the st. abs.plur. of the form pbd and ddd, a 

contraction of the word takes place such as is usual in the other va¬ 

riations of inflection, dbd 13d . b) The form tthp sometimes leaves 

the Hholem unchanged or assumes T (*i), e. g. andia 1 Kings 13: 10 

(together with NpdN), Ezra 5: 8 (together with xbnid 1 Kings 

6: 6 and a&ftd 2 Kings 4: 10 etc.) ; Tin has always awn. — c) In 

the form of rpd, the quiescence of * is frequently omitted, e. g. 

Dan. 7: 8, Dan. 4: 13, Nn^d Ezra 5: 3, ftn^d Dan. 5: 23, 

ftp? Eccl. 4: 8. In the inflection of nouns which are pointed with 

-- , -- and the same vowel (-) , (-), or very rarely (-), 

usually maintains its place under the first radical, as in Hebrew. 

The vowel T appears, e.g. in ddd, ttidd, pat, nt, ddn, •jdn, ‘ina, 
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rndri, ‘ins, dsp, isntp, to, pns>, p'is, bdp, dpp, itoj; the vowel 

- in e. g. im, ^3, dbn, Dan. 4: 6. 5: 12. Gen. 32: 16. Isa. 

53: 2. A Pattahk is found in all nouns whose-first or second con¬ 

sonant is a guttural, agreeably to the nature of such words; e. g. 

ds-j tfdSd, eg? KS33>, ‘id?; 3Cid3>. In regard to rpd, see below § 35. 

The proper Chaldee form of nouns like dKp is ppK or ppK 

fcM'p&t, p'pit J°b 4: 12 pi. ‘pS'ptf Ps. 115: 6. 

nin, which also belongs under this Paradigm, has the form “pipin 

Cant. 5:10, along with the regular Plur. pppn (so likewise Fern. 

Isa. 66: 22 along with Nd'in). 

No. V. comprehends those nouns in which the vowel of the final 

syllable falls away in the course of inflection, and the third conso¬ 

nant from the end receives then the helping vowel - (in gutt. -). 

To this declension belong the Participles of Ithpeel. 

No. VI. embraces those nouns which double their final conso¬ 

nant on the accession of formative syllables and suffixes; as, 

d3> people, d^ sea. They are mostly monosyllabic, and derivatives 

from verbs The vowels -, i, and (yet not always, comp. 

Num. 25: 15. Ps. 117:1) *1 pass over into the corresponding short 

vowels; but in some nouns, - is employed instead of -, e. g. 

Nps from ns, aws from ^ Exod. 19: 23, pto} from to} Dan. 

7: 9. — In the bibl. Chaldee, bb has in the st. emphat. to (with 

tone on the penultimate) Dan. 2: 40, on the contrary, with suffix 

pito Dan. 2: 38. 7: 19, in the Targums, commonly *i instead of - , 

e. g. ftod, kA*i5, pfito Gen. 25: 25. Job 34: 13. Isa. 22:2. 13: 6, 

or T, as pito Mich. 2: 12, pdlbd Deut. 4: 22. 

No. VII. embraces the derivatives from verbs in (n-) or 

5 *i_, e. g. to, to, ^dd, p}d, tod, tohd. They consist 

of participles, infinitives, and nouns. It may be laid down as a 

general rule that *■> appears as the third radical, and throughout 

the singular attaches itself to the formative addition or the suffi, 

and is, therefore, movable. In the forms with final N-, the as¬ 

sumed x is consequently displaced, as to}, UTbd, and in such 

words as ‘■'dd, w, pm, a short vowel, in conformity with a well 

known law of the language, is pronounced under the first radical, 

e. £. at^bd, todd , amn, nw , mss from . The st. abs.pl. makes, 
O x ! * ' t : — ' T!—' t ; * ' •• i t "T; 
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according to $31.2 *)i^5, plbtto, but also contracted ‘je‘1, *japa Isa. 

42: 2. Jer. 23: 5. Isa. 1: 15. Ezek. 47: 8. Jon. 3: 10. Amos 6: 7. 

Joel 1: 16. Josh. 9: 20. Gen. 37: 13. 41:23. Exod. 2:13. Jon. (more 

rarely, according to Hebrew analogy, *p-7; e. g. Job 1: 13. Lam. 1: 

3); but in the st. constr. and emphat., every trace of the radical 

is lost; e. g. i^5, atyba. 

The following are peculiar forms of this declension: i*i3 Pl. with 

suff. Isa. 10:2 — i35> Pl. i»53> Lev. 19:10 (Onk.) — ip5 PL ‘pp? 

Deut. 6: 3. T. H. — 1*15, 50*15 has a double Plur., *p*i5 1 Sam. 10: 3 

and *p5535 Deut. 32:14. Jon. The stat. constr. of the first form makes 

ii*i5 Gen. 27: 9. 

The Injin. Peal of verbs 55^ are either inflected regularly according 

to this Paradigm, e. g. fpi32p Dan. 4:23, fiiTHE 2 Sam. 13: 6, fiiipp 

(st. emph.) Ezra 5: 9 — or 55 of the termination is entirely lost, e. g. 
p23p 1 Kings 18: 16, ptrra 2 Sam. 13: 5, pDifima Josh. 3:3, 13333 

Gen. 23: 2. 

No. VIII. Here belong those nouns which end in the forma¬ 

tive syllable i- (155-), see above, $ 30. They are mostly gentiles, 

patronymics, and ordinal numerals. They all have this common 

property, that i is changed in the course of inflection into a, and 

connects itself, as littera mobilis, with the following syllable, in 

consequence of which the - is lengthened into -. That the st. 

emjph. pl. terminates here in i-, and, therefore, agrees in form 

with the st. constr., has been already remarked above. The bibl. 

Chaldee, however, forms an exception to the last rule; comp. 

Dan. 2: 5 55i'"K2b, 3: 2 ionsn 3: 8. Ezra 4: 9 55ibs33 and 4: 12, 

13 50*1*11-11. 
•• T 2 

This Paradigm includes also certain derivatives from 55b>, which ter¬ 

minate in i—, without being passive Participles (see No. VII); e. g. 

i^5> PL 155^5* Gen. 1: 6. T. H. Ps. 104:13, i3t st. tmphat. J1553T Pl. 115521 

Jer. 19: 4. 

2. Paradigms of the Feminines. 

A. This Paradigm embraces all unchangeable feminines, i. e. 

those in 55-, 1 (i) and i-, when these final syllables begin with a 

single consonant, e. g. 55*93 height, 5522 counsel, 553135 strength, 

55pt3 sealing-ring, 55^53 roll, 133 goodness, 13i5p dross, »*i3t5 ordi- 
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nance, *yyn nurse, is'n myriad. Formative syllables and suffixes 

are appended to such nouns without change. 

Nouns of the form itbdp (itbidp) exhibit in some editions a varia¬ 

ble punctuation, inasmuch as —, when the last radical closes the syl¬ 

lable, is sometimes retained, sometimes shortened into -; e. g. Krn^t 

Num. 22:18. Judg. 15:2 (on the contrary ittWt Gen. 29:16), nnbsu3 

Josh. 9:1. 1 Kings 10:27, ftrpdn Esth. 2: 17. The word itbdi has in 

the Lond. text a double inflection : a) ttnbdi Jer. 36: 30. 1 Kings 

13:24, fipbdS Lev. 11:39, ’jjnbdi Deut. 28:26. 1 Kings 13:22, yiftnbdi 

Lev. 12:11. 24:36, nbdi Lev. 5:2. Jer. 16:18. ttnbdi Lev. 11:40, pSinbdS 

Isa. 26: 19. Deut. 14:8, even ttpbd3 Josh. 8:29 ; b) itribda 1 Kings 13: 

29. Jer. 7:33, ttdbd? Deut. 21:22, ‘pfinbd? Lev. 11:28 (the Hebr. fibd3 

appears likewise with — purum and impurum, inbna, dpbd3, on 

the contrary, ■’nbdi Isa. 26:19) ; itdbw, also, in the Lond. text, regularly 

shortens its -, e. g. fctirabw Gen. 24:43. Isa. 7:14. Prov. 30:19, 

Exod. 2: 5 (Jahn has itpndb^). 

B. To this Paradigm belong all those feminines, the final syl¬ 

lable of which begins with two consonants ; e. g. a) fiitd (a measure 

of grain), x&to lip, itfidirn praise; — b) ^bdSit gtoXij, purity, 

Jibs prayer; — c) ipbaa, ipbpa. Since in the Sing, of nouns like 

those under a, two vowelless consonants are brought together in 

one syllable on the accession of the st. emphat., and of the suffixes; 

e. g. ttnfito, itnnn^n, a short vowel - or - (more rarely -) must 

be inserted under the first of these consonants, e.g. itnsto, itdit itndit, 

itrtd itnnd, itnnduin, itndn from itori; but if this consonant be it 

(in nouns which terminate in fiit-:), the vowel - is assumed, and 

it quiesces in it; e. g. ititd, atnitd, Hits, itnits. The forms under 

b are inflected regularly in the Sing.; but in the Plur. the same 

necessity arises, and the supplied vowel is also here -7 or -, e.g. 

*Dt PL TOT constr. mat Deut. 33: 21. Ps. 84: 10. 
2 't :- t 

The form itdbb3> from itbbs) is peculiar. Nouns like fiitO form 

their Plur. (and Dual) with quiescent it, as *)ditd (pnitd) or (as if 

from Jiitd) pitd comp. Ezra 6: 17. Gen. 18: 6. 2 Kings 7: 1. 

The forms under c are feminines in ip (derivatives from itb), as 

ipbi (pp*&pbs), ipbid, ipbid. In the stat. emphat. Sing, and before 

suffixes of the Sing., they receive a furtive vowel, as in the instance 

just remarked and for the same reason. This vowel is the homoge¬ 

neous -, so that 1 quiesces in it. 

13 
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C. Here belong feminines in ns-, which are derived from mas¬ 

culines in (No. VIII.). Inthe, stat. emphat. Sing, and Plur., and 

before suffixes, the a is changed into *i mobile, yet perhaps oftener 

into *■’— or e. g. KPdpdd, jxnwp, sxn^bdd Lev. 19: 24. 25: 21, 

22. Deut. 15: 9 (on the contrary iXP^dd Dan. 7:19). In the Plur. 

absol. and constr., the form ‘jXddjT*, nxdd'fs is the usual one, yet there 

is also found pdd^ Gen. 31: 15. 

Rem. 1. An affinity exists here, as in Hebrew, between the several 

declensions of feminine nouns, and their forms are sometimes inter¬ 

mixed with each other; e. g. Kbd PL (as if from sfcd), PL 

'jlSttJ; has in the PL Exod. 28: 10, but also Lam. 

4: 1. — Nouns in Pi-— are not numerous in Chaldee, and are inflected 

as in Hebrew, e. g. Pdax stat. emphat. 

Rem. 2. When a feminine is to be formed from a masculine noun (ad¬ 

jective or substantive) by adding the terminations K- or *1 and h|— (motio 

nominis),, the vowels which are affected by this removal of the tone, 

are treated after the manner of the above Masc. Paradigms in the stat. 

emphat. Sing., e. g. JXdibsidfrom dib^d, from d^dP according to No. 

I.; JXdftS; from dteN: according to No. II.; SXdlp’O and pildbd from T|^ 

according to No. III.; from *’'7:2 , from W (Jer. 46: 20) 

according to No. VII. 

§35. 

Anomalous and Defective Nouns. 

Some nouns, precisely those as a class which were in most 

common use, deviate more or less in their inflection from the pre¬ 

ceding Paradigms; inasmuch as two different ground-forms may 

be united in one word, or, the same ground-form being retained 

for all relations, it may not subject itself perfectly to the general 

laws which regulate the declension of nouns. We give the fol¬ 

lowing alphabetical catalogue of such words. 

hr, father, St. emph. ixdix, before Suff. sidK, e. g. Tpd;x, 

■'irPdsx (*Pdx, ‘Pdtf Gen. 22: 7. 34: 6. Jon.), &»*idK, *)diidix, 

on the contrary, (Dan. 5: 13), Plur. h,PdX, constr. PPdx, emph. 

JXPPdix, with Suff. “ipPdK my fathers (also ‘’PPd?* Gen. 47:30), ^pndx, 

roppdx, Exod. 3: 13, on the contrary, ppph^ Exod. 4: 5. 
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nx brother, St. emph. xnx, with Stiff. ‘irtx,panx, “irphx (isinx 

Gen. 4: 8. T. H.), ; Plur. pnx, with Stiff, Tpnx thy 

brothers, ps^nx. 

fcx mother, St. emph. xax, PZ. ■jnax, with Stiff, pranpax Jer. 

16: 3. but also pmax Lam. 4: 3. 

xax maid-servant, St. emph. xrax, with Stiff. tjhax Gen. 21: 

12, •wax Job 31: 13; PI. paax, with ttnpax Gen. 12: 16. 

20: 17. 

ttjax (contracted aia) man, *S7. emph. xuaax; PZ. puiax , contracted 

ptiSa Ps. 62: 10, constr. ‘’pax. 

*’px physician, Sfc. emph. x^px; PI. pox, emph. xnapx Gen. 50: 2. 

pix lion, St. emph. xpax; PI. ppax, emph. xpppx Judg. 14: 5. 

2 Kings 17: 25. 

xnnx (raprpx Job 25: 4) in pause amx Gen. 12: 19. Exod. 6: 20 

(rvifix) woman, St. constr. Mnx, with Stiff. Wix, pjpfix; PL ptija, 

emph. x*paa, constr. ‘’pja. 

rpp house, St. emph. xipp (xpp), St. constr. sro (‘'p Exod. 7:28. 

Jon.); PI. pw, St. emph. xpa, St. constr. ^np, with Suff. ppp, 

xann, po^m. 

op son, St. emph. xop, with Suff. pop, sipip; Pl. pap (from ‘jp), 

<SZ. emph. x*ap, constr. pap, with Suff. ^rtaap, prpap etc. With this 

exists also a Syriac form with xprosthet. xapx Prov. 23: 27. 

np daughter, St. emph. xnpp, constr. npp (Syr. 2^), with Stiff. 

pppp, fippp; Pl. lap (from xap), St. emph. xpap, with Suff.^nap, 

pa^nap. 

15 the middle, St. constr. aft (xaft), with Suff. Wft, fpft. 

dtp father-indaw, with Suff. naan, plan. 

‘’bp boy, St. emph. X^bta; Pl. pbd, pabo, emph. x*bia (‘’xbd Prov. 

1: 4) with Suff. ■'"‘nba Gen. 22: 3. Jon. 

hand, St. emph. XT>, with & prosthet. xo^x, with Suff. ^, TjpP, 

npy, but pnpL pdp^ Isa. 1: 15. Ezra 5: 8; PL pp? (with Suff 

^T^X Prov. 21: 1). 

x^pa prophet, St. emph. x*pa; PZ. pfippa, constr. ppa 1 Kings 18: 

19, emph. x*ippa, with Suff. p*pa, ‘Wpa 1 Kings 22: 22 sq. 

dp people, PL paap (as in Syr.), emph. x*aap. 
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'TP fruit, PL *p*nB Gen. 1:11 or nine, but with Suff. *^pB Prov. 

8:19. 

“>pp city, St. emph. x^pp Prov. 8: 3, xnpp Gen. 49:11. xn?pp Ezra 

4: 15, xrnp, 5o^p (in T. H.), (with yifinpp Gen. 34: 20), 

Pl. pipp (with Suff.\n'npp, “prmp Isa. 1: 27. Josh. 9: 17), St. 

absol. x^pp Jer. 36: 6, also pvyip, fpsip, St. emph. xnfP^P • 

head, <S5f. x^p; P/. , once after the Hebr. forma¬ 

tion d’*ii"Ptt3x‘n Ezra 5: 10. 
•• T 

dti, tjsitt) name, St. emph. Xdu3, with Suff. yisrawS Ps. 16:4; Pl. 

•jHBti?, constr. nrraip, with Suff. pnntTaia Gen. 2: 20. 25: 16. 

§ 36. 

Adje dives and Numer a Is. 

1. Adjectives are treated in their inflection, not as a distinct 

class of words, but according to their form; and hence, as there 

is no adjective form which does not belong also to substantives, 

it follows that their mode of declension has been already illus¬ 

trated in the table of the nouns. But though the characteristics 

of adjectives are the same as those of substantives, the reverse 

is not true, that there are no substantive forms which are not 

found at the same time among adjectives. The most frequent 

forms of the latter are: ^pp, b^pp, b^pp, less common ^p.^ip; 

many also, which are formed from other nouns, end in and *}- . 

The Chaldee, like the Hebrew, has no separate forms for compari¬ 

son ; the manner in which the degrees of comparison are expressed by 

the use of other words and circumlocution, is explained in § 58. of the 

Syntax. 

2. The Numerals are divided into cardinal and ordinal; for the 

distributive and multiplicative numbers are denoted by circum¬ 

locution ($ 59). The Cardinals have the same peculiarity as in 

Hebrew, viz. that from 3 to 10 the feminines have a masculine 

ending, while the masculines have a feminine ending. From 20 

to 100 inclusive, only one form is constantly employed for both 

genders. The cardinal numerals from 1 to 10 are, in both gen¬ 

ders and states, as follows. 
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St. constr. ■ St. absol. 

Fem. Masc. Fem. Masc. 

1. nnn nn ann ▼ *: nn 

2. ifinn pn pnnn 

3. inbn •• t : nnbn - ▼ : nbn 
t : xrf>n t t : 

4. wans naans* (naans<) aans* 
y T : 5 r 

5. ■'naan •• t : - naan aan &taan t : - 

6. *>nna •• ▼ • nna (na) n^a ana T • 

7. wsa naaa aaa s*aaa (XS21B) 

(Gen. 3: 14. Jon. naj 

8. waan npan pan s^aan t: - : 

9. wan •• t : • n?an a>an na>an T S • 

10. nnoa> no? anw t : - (rrito) 

With "inn , suffixes are frequently connected; and this numeral as- 

sumes then the form pin, e. g. pnpnn they both Gen. 2: 52, plppn ye 

both Gen. 27: 45. Gen. 4: 8. pp*in we both. In the case of other nu¬ 

merals, this takes place more rarely, e. g. Ezek. 1:8 pnnaanx. 

The tens from 30—90 are denoted, as in Hebr., by the plurals 

of the cardinals 3—9, e.g. pnbn 30, paana 40, paan 50, pna 60, 

psna 70, paan, paan 80 (pan i. e. paan Exod. 7:7. Num. 4: 48 or 

pan Josh. 14: 10. 1 Sam. 22: 18. Jer. 41: 5 etc.), parcSn 90. The 

number 20 is expressed by the plural of the number 10, namely 

pno$, pnw (Gen. 18: 31. Num. 3: 30. Dan. 6: 1). All these Plu¬ 

rals are Gen. comm. 

The expression for 100 is nxa, for 200 pnxa or *jn&<a, for 300 

nbn nxa, for 400 nxa sa-ia, for 800 nata “aan etc. (i. e. with units 

prefixed in the masculine form). The expression for 1000 is 

masc., for 2000 psb» p^n, for 3000 pfibat Knbn etc. (i.e. with units 

prefixed in the feminine form); for 10,000 ian fern., for 120,000 

ppp ptas xnnn (Jon. 4: 11) comp. Ezek. 48: 35. 

The intermediate numbers 11—19 are formed by a union of the 

units with nbs Masc. and pM Fern., in reference to which, how¬ 

ever, it is to be remarked : 1) That the units do not all retain in 

this connection their appropriate form; 2) That in the later Tar- 
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gums (especially of Pseudo-Jon. and T. H.) the units with *ip3j 

(anpp) and pip? are sometimes contracted into one word. The 

following table exhibits a complete view of both these combi¬ 

nations. 

Fern. Masc. 

11. 

--A-- 

(I'wn) 

12. pip? anpn, ^ppp (^awn) 

13. pip? nbp (pip^p) 

14. ■nw (pippm) 

15. pip? ttSpn (pippan) 

16. pip? rap or r^d (pippr?) 

17. pip? 5>pip (pipppj) 

18. pip? pian or papn (^ip^ain) 

j pippi? ) 

(‘’iGJntti 1 1 rtaai »ytt5n 
19. ■nos anain 

rp? *!p 
rp? pip 

^tas? r^n or srbn) 

j -ip? asppi* ) 
( ai&s nsnnx S 

t : - r ; : - 

—: t s - 

^02 KWlS 
—: t • 

( naian ) 
^9? ] ': • f 

( awap J 

(nppn) 

(■®-nn) 

rp^bp ) 

“np^nbp ) 

warn ) 

^pppx ) 

(-ip^pn) 

(rppiip) 

(rpppj) 

(rpppn) 

The unit stands sometimes in the stat. constr., e. g. Lev. 23: 6 

fcpto nprpn: Num. 28: 17 anp? rippp; Exod. 12: 6 iOp? r?ppx. 

The intermediate numbers 21—29, 31—39 etc. are denoted by 

a union of the tens ppp?, ppbn with the units, in which case the 

latter stand last and are connected with the tens by 1, e. g. 

21 *>99 ppp? Masc. and S'lrn ppp? Fem.; 28 apappii ppp? Masc. and 

pappi *,pip? Fem,.; 35 Masc. aippni ppbp Num. 1: 37. Comp. Gen. 

12: 11. 5: 15. Num. 2: 11. 3: 46. Exod. 38: 28. Jer. 52: 28. For 

examples of the greater numbers, compounded of tens and units 

(as 365, 3023, 45650), see Gen. 5: 23. Jer. 52: 28. Num. 1: 25. 

Exod. 38: 28 etc. 

3. The ordinals 3—10 (comp. 1 Chron. 24: 7 sq. 27: 4 sq.) are 

formed from the above cardinals by adding to them the termina¬ 

tion (*^-) Masc. and hi*- (ip-) cmphat. ap or (an*’-) Fern.; 

but for primus and sccundus, a special word is employed, namely 

for the former ‘’ppp, for the latter pap (derived most directly from 

paia). Yet the cardinals stand also in certain cases for the ordi¬ 

nals ; see $ 59. 3. 
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Fem. • Masc. 
absol. emphat. absol. emphat. 

3. 
t • : Kir’fpbn 

t : •• • : 
irnbn 

(*’nbn Dan. 5: 7j (atnbri Ezra 6:4) 

4. 
t t • : (Kniw) 

^qq. 
t t • : \ t t • : / 

5. fiKdran 
t t • ■: arndwi 

t • * *: ^on. nxd*van 
t t • 

6. — ar^mnd T .. . j (■^d Gen. 30:19) ‘wnd 
T T *2 

7 arwnd 
t •• • ; ^psd nst^nd r t • : (am^nd) 

8. — atroian 
t : • : — • • tt • : 

9. — arwdn 
t •• • : *^dn •widn 

t t • : 
10. — 

T •• • “2 
njoi&S’ 

t t • *: 

The ordinals from 20 and onward are expressed as in Hebrew, 

by the corresponding cardinals; comp. Num. 7: 72. Jer. 39: 2. 

Esth. 9: 17. 1 Kings 16: 23 and elsewhere. 

But the intermediate numbers 11—19 etc. may be formed by 

uniting the ordinal 10 with the cardinal units, in which case the 

latter stand first, and ^'qt being contracted, coalesces with them 

so as to make one word; e. g. eleventh, Num. 25:8. Jon., 

(wo^n) twelfth, thirteenth 1 Chron. 24: 13, Fern. 

n-npbn or Gen. 2: 21. Jon., fourteenth <ix'l'oqqx, ff- 

teenth'n^yt^nn, sixteenth na'ib'ViS, seventeenth , eighteenth 

fiRWiEn, nineteenth hawdn (1 Chron. 24:14 sq.). Yet in desig¬ 

nations of time (the eleventh year, month, etc.) the compound 

cardinals above enumerated are usually selected; comp. $ 59, 3. 

On the mode of expressing distributives and numeral adverbs, see 

Syntax § 59. 4, 5. 
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CHAPTER V. 

The Particles. 

The Chaldee particles divide themselves into two classes, one 

of which embraces those that were originally employed for this 

purpose; the other, those that were transferred to this use from 

other parts of speech in the progress of the language. The latter 

compose by far the greater number, inasmuch as the relations 

which are expressed by particles, were viewed by the orientals, 

for the most part, not abstractly, but with concrete vividness (i. e. 

as substantive and verbal ideas). The former, again, are of two 

kinds, either 'primitive and, therefore, their own stems, e. g. 1, , 

^or derived from a stem-word (without, however, so far as 

we can trace the language, having ever performed any other of¬ 

fice than that of particles), e. g. b?, , dip. 

& 37. 

Adverbs. 

1. The following may be considered as primitive: *]K where ? 

•’rra when ? not, pa also. 

2. Derivative (from nouns) with a characteristic ending are: 

dd^ by day, to-day, K3"iSdi< anxiously, rmdrtidd in haste, 

again. 

3. Transferred adverbs (i. e. from other parts of speech which 

still exist as such) are : a) Verbal forms (Infinitives or Partici¬ 

ples), e. g. d^n again (revertendo), diSd backwards, b) Pronouns 

and nouns, sometimes with prepositions, e. g. “pid so, Kihb much, 

very, Kins at the same time, (comp, at one, together), w im¬ 

mediately, (off hand) ; sometimes without addition or change, 

as Id {firm) certain, right, Kdtfjp rightly, bbd entirely, xnirp now 

(xrduirt this hour). 

Expressions like pipnd violently, “rt^pd shortly, S^lSd every mo- 
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merit, Kdtippd sincerely, or even ttidp *]d (ig aXrj&dag), Kdpdib in 

vain (1 Sam. 25: 21) do not, according to oriental feeling, present 

merely a single idea, but the substantive and the preposition retain 

still their separate force, as in our language, in truth, with violence, etc. 

This can be denominated only a periphrasis of the adverb; and in 

this manner its place may be supplied by forms of the verb. The 

consideration of this usage belongs to the Syntax, comp. § 52. 

Compound adverbs are: ‘ppdPs how ? ecquando ? i<dd 

hence (from ip and Xd), Nd^pd whence ? dpd thence. The Adv. rPX 
and the compound mb (from nb and mfit) express, united with 

pronouns, the verb to be, not to be, see above, § 8. Rem. 2. 

Iii reference to the interrogative adverbs, it is to be remarked, 

that the simple question is indicated by the prefix p (but before a 

vowelless consonant and before N, p), e. g. fctbp, bdpdp, ddbp 

Gen. 17: 17. Dan. 3: 24. Jer. 26: 19. Exod. 3: 7. Jon. (V’tKp). — 

When pronouns or adverbs are to receive an interrogative signifi¬ 

cation, ^ is prefixed to them, e. g. *]Sp whence ? sfex who ? 

,p,id how ? — Before interrogative adverbs, possesses merely 

an intensive force, e. g: ^ when then ? 

§ 38. 

Prepositions. 

1. Original prepositions are, a) the inseparables d, d, b, which 

are always united with a noun or a pronoun. They are pointed 

with -7 before a consonant which has a vowel, but in other cases 

with —, or before Sheva compos, with the short vowel which cor¬ 

responds to such Sheva; e. g. dSdd, ttiaad, ^apb. In the latter 

case, contraction sometimes takes place, e. g. fipb&q Dan. 6: 24. 

Npbab Dan. 5: 23 (on the contrary, ttbxb Ezra 6: 9). See above 

§ 24. — b) The monosyllabic separabiles bp, "jp, dp, nib , Wad, mid. 

— As transferred prepositions occur: plbp instead of ninn under, 

*ipd after (i. e. ‘“ipNd in the place), Nbd without. 

d is sometimes written as an independent word *>d Cant. 1: 9, 13, 

from which, however, it could not be inferred, that this preposition is 

a contraction from md or *pd. Single prefixed letters could be em- 

14 
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ployed for such simple relations as a, a etc. express, as well as for the 

cases of nouns; besides, it is with violence only, that a can be referred 

to a separate word; while 1 is entirely opposed to such an artificial 

view). 

2. Of prepositions that were originally nouns, or, though derived 

from verbs, assume the forms of nouns, some appear before suf¬ 

fixes : a) as feminine forms, e. g. ir&siBax, asnbiiaa Job 3: 23. 

Ps. 115: 1 (but before p'ln and pa, piab^Da Ps. 106: 26. 58: 8); 

— b) others as plurals, 1) always: ba, e. g. Tpba Dan. 3: 12, 

1 Kings 13: 3, pmba Exod. 6: 9, pa^ba Ezra 5:1; aafa4? e. g. 

“’aaja Dan. 2: 9, pa'-.aaja Josh. 9: 24, pia^aaja Jer. 36:15, Npiaap Dan. 

7: 13; airtKa, e. g. ‘’ryrn laxa 2 Sam. 10: 9, atitairwa Ezek. 2: 10; 

— 2) frequently: pa, e. g. iapa, vns^a (spa f°r inter 

me Gen. 31: 44. Jon. 1 Sam. 24: 16); ana, e. g. pna, wana 

Gen. 24: 5. 17: 19; a2 (^aa), e. g. ^a3 and ^3 Job 19: 4. 10: 

17, tpbn, e. g. fi&sibn and stlna^ri Judg. 15: 2. Job 28:15, ttSpbn 

and 1 Kings 21: 2. 2: 35; rn inn, e. g. ‘'ninn and lanirn 

2 Sam. 22: 37. Gen. 2: 21. 

The Prepos. *]a either stands as a separate word (Ktnaaa T^)) or is 

pronounced in immediate connection with the nouns which it accom¬ 

panies. Before such words as begin with an ordinary consonant, 3 is 

assimilated to the following letter; e. g. baa, paa; before gutturals 

it is pronounced a, as in Hebrew, e. g. Kaaxa, tiiaiaa. Before suf¬ 

fixes, this preposition is constantly pointed 2a, e. g. 73a, papa, plasa. 

Compound prepositions are bapb, najab, dap ‘ja (paba), ba, the 

latter before infinitives (Isa. 1: 6 i<tf3i<as<ba , 1 Sam. 1:6 bajaaba), pan 

and bpa on account ofi, *)ab , baa, ainxa , and the like. 

§ 39. 

Con junctions and Interjections. 

1. Original conjunctions are: ) and, a as, when, ‘jfa if, aa since, 

iIt or; derivative are : aaa but, 'fib therefore, p that; compound: 

3<b “'1 or, Kaba in order not, *’1 aa until that, a abn and a b^aa on 
• • • • 

this account, pa ba, aa ba because that, a ‘pa after, inasmuch. 

2. The conjunctions inseparables, a and a, are prefixed accord- 
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ing to the same laws, as the praepositiones inseparabiles ($38. 1); 

but *1 takes the vowel sound *i (as in Hebr.) before a consonant 

with simple Sheva and before t|, s, a (Dan. 4: 12. 7: 22). 

3. The interjections are for the most part onomatopo'etica, e. g. 

Kin behold! , ^Kib ivouldthat (iutinarn) ! ^ wo ! alas ! (vae). On 

the other hand, derived from other parts of speech, are : sism (i. e. 

on request) quaeso, biain alas ! (comp, peril!), lain come on, 

(agite, imp. from am^). 

With Kin behold, the personal pronoun of the first Pers. sing, is some¬ 

times united into one word K5K!n behold I (here am I) Gen. 22:11. Jon. 

(Onk. KiK Kin); on the contrary, the other pronouns, even in the later 

Targums, are used with it separately, e. g. Gen. 20: 3 FI5K Kin, 47: 

1 *)mhn Kin, Josh. 9: 25 K3H3K Kin. Comp, further the contraction 

Deut. 1:10 ‘jiaWKin ecce vos estis. 



PART III. 

SYNTAX. 

CHAPTER I. 

The Pronoun. 

§ 40. 

Use of the Personal and Possessive Pronoun. 
1. The separate personal pronouns, when they form the subject 

of a sentence, include the substantive verb, e. g. 1 Sam. 9: 21 

uox “jwsa “Q a son of the tribe of Benjamin (am) I, Gen. 42: 

14. Jon. ‘jiitna spies (are) ye Gen. 34: 23. Jon. 

tnmwnAo (are) they not ours ? Num. 14:40 ionix we 

are going up (we go up), Gen. 6:2. Jon. ‘pSH ^5^3 (for ■pan) they 

are fair. So also paK ilia signifies what are they ? Ezra 5: 4. Zach. 

1: 9. 1 Sam. 25:10. The pronouns of the third Pers., where the 

subject of the sentence is the first or second Pers., sometimes sup¬ 

ply the place of the copula, e. g. Ezra 5: 11 nbx ^ sonsx 

we are servants, etc. Dan. 2: 38, annn ^ W!3K“i awn nnsx thou art the 

head, etc. 

2. Separate pronouns as well as suffixes are often used incor¬ 

rectly in respect to gender, e. g. Ruth 1: 8, 9 •pass (said of the 

daughters-in-law of Naomi), or are constructed according to the 

sense, e. g. Jon. 1: 3 fifiES which refers to the seamen, the idea 

being already implied in . The plural forms also (in many 

editions) are frequently employed instead of the Sing., from which 

they distinguish themselves for the most part only by the scriptio 

plena, e. g. 'psv'aba Ps. 149: 2 instead of yihaba, Num. 

24: 7. Exod. 31: 4. Jon. 
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There is no enallage of number Gen. 3: 18. Jon. and T. H. 

‘'T? • The suffix my (not our) is selected with reference to the fact, 

that labor belongs more immediately to the man as head and sup¬ 

porter of the family. 

3. The suffixes are often used pleonastically (though not so fre¬ 

quently, as in Syriac, comp. Hoffmann, p. 316), namely, in the 

following three cases : a) In connection with a noun which go¬ 

verns a Genitive, e. g. Gen. 7: 10. Jon. nbwnai shw, Gen. 19: 

38. Onk. •jto 752 *17 pi-^nx, Dan. 3: 8. x^rn ^7 ■jihwg, 3: 9. 

MiWW ^ ^» 3: 25. Xj^in , Dan. 2: 20. 3: 26. Prov. 16: 

13. 12: 3. 13: 24. Jer. 23: 26. Jon. 2: 4. Gen. 3: 15. Jon. (comp, in 

English the rich their pride, etc.) ;—h) In connection with a pre¬ 

position which follows immediately with the noun itself, e. g. Ezra 

4: 11. xmitiirtMx Dan. 5: 12. bx^s fi2.—c) Less fre- 
t : - : - : - - • •: 1 * t i •• / 

quently in dependence on a verb, where the object-noun likewise 

follows (Hos. 13: 1. x'roasfc fifib ‘rnx xrmn.) 

4. The repetition of the pronoun in cases like "h £)X ■7272 Gen. 

27: 34, is not an instance of pleonasm. For this is more empha¬ 

tically expressed, than simply to have said ^272 , comp, further 

Gen. 20: 5. A similar emphasis is intended, where the separate 

pronoun is repeated after the suffix, Ezra 7: 21. iin&ttjnwnx sox ^ 

daw Dan. 7: 15. The latter idiom occurs when a substantive 

precedes, e. g. Gen. 4: 26. Jon. x^ifi fjx . 

5. The suffix of the noun denotes often the object, as 

his fear, i. e. fear on account of him, Exod. 20: 20, itfiax its (the 

ship’s) hire, i. e. the money to be paid for the ship, for convey¬ 

ance in it;—the verbal suffix expresses commonly the Accusa¬ 

tive. To this, however, there are some exceptions, e. g. Dan. 5: 

6 ■'friittS ‘’rwt his form was changed in him (v. 9, \7te2). 

6. The possessive pronouns my, thine, etc. are expressed in 

Chaldee not only by means of the noun-suffixes ($ 8, 3), but by 

separate forms, derived from ^7 and the suffixes of the verb, as 

^‘■>7 my, ftb*>7 his, *0^7 our, etc., see $ 8, 3. Rem. 1. It is to be re¬ 

marked further as a peculiarity here, that instead of my father, it 

is customary to say merely the father (as often at present in Ger¬ 

man, and in the older English), e. g. Gen. 31: 42 5*2x7 xnbx the 
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God of the (my) father, 19: 34. 20: 12. 27: 12. Ex. 18: 4. Judges 

6: 15 etc. So also in the Vocative father, not my father, Gen. 22: 

7. 27: 34. 

7. Two words, standing in the relation of Genitive to each 

other, are regarded as one idea; hence the suffix attaches itself 

to the second, e. g. Lev. 26: 38 70^77 ^byn your foes, Is. 56: 7 

^tyibsfc rvo my house of prayer, Joel 2: 28. ‘niTrtp nsn my holy mount. 

§ 41. 

of the Relative Pronoun. 

1. The form of the relative pronoun ^7 or 7 expresses directly 

of itself only the Nominative or Accusative, (e. g. Exod. 32: 34. 

Num. 20: 12. Gen. 3: 9. Jon. Joel 3: 2) ; yet the latter is also de¬ 

signated, especially where an ambiguity is to be avoided, by add¬ 

ing the personal suffix to the verb, e. g. Ps. 1: 4 MSfiptijn ^7 guem 

dispellit. The Dative cui appears in its simplest form in fib7 

Deut. 4: 8 ; yet the Dative and Genitive of the relative are usu¬ 

ally expressed by means of the personal pronoun, placed after 17 

or 7 , which serves then merely to give a relative signification to 

the pronoun, e. g. Deut. 28: 49. Mi^b yairn ab ^7 &<ay whose lan¬ 

guage thou wilt not understand, Ps. 144: 8. bbaa ■pi-ras® "l7 whose 

mouth speaketh, Deut. 8: 8. Here 17, 7 is manifestly a mere sign 

of relation, precisely as when it occurs in connection with prepo¬ 

sitions which are prefixed to a pronoun, and which may be joined 

immediately to the relative; as, Obad. 8 Fip7 in which, or, which 

is more common, may follow at a distance in the sentence, Exod. 

6: 4 MS sDniM&tM six land in which, Isa. 43: 7 1 pM^by 

from ivhich, 1 Kings 18: 15 fcttttSsattte ^7 before whom I serve, 

Deut. 1: 22 iMM^b b*isa ^ K**np cities to which we, etc., Jer. 1: 2 

May Mfcttsa aariS aim with whom, etc. In the last case, however, 

the personal pronoun with its preposition is sometimes wanting, 

especially when the preposition has occurred already in connec¬ 

tion with the antecedent to which the relative belongs. Gen. 3: 

5pb^n7 aa'MS on the day on ivhich, Gen. 35: 13. Jon. May b*’ba7 

KMM&p in the place in which (we), 1 Sam. 25: 15 sq. But, as de- 
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signations of place and time in general are expressed ($ 57. 1) 

without a preposition, the relative stands in this case alone, e. g. 

Joel 2: 25 aippp papi wpp t)bn anpp pah tbtix in¬ 

stead of the years which {in which) they 'plundered you, etc. Exod. 5: 

11. 
2. When the relative is connected with adverbs, it gives them a 

relative sense ; e. g. Gen. 13: 3 pan ftpppp where, also Exod. 20: 

21 ‘ftpp, Gen. 3: 22 •jatna ipppap unde (e terra) creatum est (v. 19 

Rsai). 
3. It is frequently necessary to supply the pronoun he, that, etc. 

before the relative, especially when a preposition or a sign of the 

case is connected with the relative, e. g. Mich. 2: 1 tfjipp ‘ipstob to do 

that which is evil, Num. 22: 6 ppan ip rp [he) whom thou hlessest, 

Exod. 15: 7 *iappb Xpppr, those who had lifted themselves up, Gen. 

43: 16 asppibb Kpss to him who, Gen. 31: 1 sop ipp from 

that which (belongs) to our father, etc., Gen. 4: 8. Jon. ppipp *pptt 

better than those who, etc. Gen. 43: 11. 1 Sam. 25: 8. So also in 

designations of time and place, e. g. Num. 21:19 npippP^pp since 

he had been born, Gen. 3: 24. Jon. nrpanp *ipi ipipxp ip. 

4. The relative is sometimes omitted, when it would regularly 

be repeated (though less frequently in Chaldee than among the 

Hebrews), e.g. Isa. 43:7 pspipp ‘■pip^ •pjrrijs i»tt5 ippnxp “panpax 

et (quos) creavi (but Dan. 7: 27 does not belong under this rule as 

Lengerke supposes; it is to be translated—his kingdom is an ever¬ 

lasting kingdom. 

Where in Hebrew “itUS* is omitted after a slat, constr., e. g. Exod. 

4: 13 hblpn "lip, the Targums are accustomed to place not only the 

relative, but more fully p ‘jp, e. g. *jp ‘lip fibuipb “ittfop by the hand of 

him who is expert, etc. Lam. 1: 14 ‘iJfi bipi ni^p *jp ‘’pip. 

5. The relative is employed, in not a few instances, with a sort 

of redundancy, where it might be omitted; e. g. abip^ip ip &6ai«p 

the temple which is in Jerusalem Dan. 5: 2, ippp ip xrpip the cita¬ 

del which is in Media Ezra 6: 2. 
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§ 42. 

Use of the Demonstrative and Interrogative 

Pronoun. 

1. When the demonstrative occurs twice in succession, con¬ 

nected by the copula 1, it is to be translated this and that (similar 

in Latin is hie et hie for hie et ille), Dan. 4: 6. 7: 3. 

2. The feminine of the demonstrative supplies sometimes the 

place of the neuter, Joel 1: 2 a1? n^iin ■ ~ jsh watt) hear this—whether 

etc. 3: 9. 2 Chron. 25:16. Nah. 19: 14 ; an bb all this Gen. 41: 

39. Jon. Therefore is commonly expressed by by, and thus 

(secundum hoc) by ‘p'is. 

3. The interrogative pronoun is to be taken as Genitive, when 

a noun in the form of the stat. constr. immediately precedes; 

e. g. Gen. 24:23 ns ‘ja ns the daughter of whom [art) thou ? 1 Sam. 

12: 3 mbsg ^a from the hand of whom etc. 

§43. 

Expression of the Pronominal Forms which 

are w anting in Chaldee. 

1. The reflexive pronoun self selves, as already stated ($ 10. 5), 

is contained in the passive conjugations ; comp. Jon. 3: 6 

he covered himself with sackcloth, 2 Sam. 16: 6 ‘■nsr.&N: take heed to 

thyself Judg. 13: 4; — but it is usually expressed by the suffix of 

the third person, e. g. Gen. 22: 3 ■'flings ‘pnn " rn w M2 he took 

with himself, 1 Kings 18: 23 anih pub sniw they may choose far 

themselves (sibi), Esth. 6: 1 "'niE'ijs fiarnad? nass he commanded to 

bring before himself Judges 20: 40 ‘jimnna •pajaa nw sia^asna* 

behind themselves, Exod. 5: 29. Sometimes terms are employed, 

which describe the reflexive pronoun in a periphrastic way ; as, 

Gen. 18: 12 itn25as srnia rd?in laughed with herself This takes 

place particularly when the pronoun which is made reflexive, is 

the first and second person, e. g. Deut. 4: 9 113 custodi ani- 
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mamtuam (te) ; Jer. 37: 9 pidipibss 56; Isa. 26: 9 iu5ei3 

ttxbxb xppnp I desire, I bug. Comp. Dan. 1: 15. 

Those passages do not properly belong here, in which i*ipia is ap¬ 

plied to God in a reciprocal sense; as, Gen. 17: 2. Jon. “pin ipip 

ippip pSid*] between me and thee, Gen. 9:12. Onk. “‘pd dpi X3X ip dip nK 

pdipdl ippip, Exod. 31: 13. Lev. 26: 46. On the expression 

word of God as equivalent to God, in the Targums, see Paulus, Com¬ 

ment. iiber das N. T. IV. 1. p. 8 sq. Winer, Dissert, de Onkoloso p. 44 sq. 

comp, also de Jonathanis paraphrasi Chald. Spec. 1. (Erlang. 1823. 4.) 

p. 25 sq. 

2. The pronoun he that, is regularly omitted before the relative 

($ 41. 3); sometimes it is denoted by *]p, e. g. Dan. 3: 6 ip “'pa 

bfii 5<b he ivho does not fall down, 4: 14. Exod. 32: 33 dp ip )q he 

who sins; yet the latter corresponds more to the general, indefi¬ 

nite expression os av, quisquis. 

3. Every, each is expressed: a) When it stands substantively, 

by dd3, e. g. Joel 2: 8. Exod. 15: 3. Isa. 53: 6. Jon. 3: 8. 1 Sam. 

25: 13, or ttSaifc Judg. 9: 55, also repeated Exod. 36: 4, dd3“-;inx 

ttppidSpa dda they came—every one (man by man) from his busi¬ 

ness ; b) When used adjectively, by a repetition of the substan¬ 

tive, e. g. £<pd every nation, 2 Kings 17: 29. Esth. 1: 22, or by 

bd. — Quicunque, quodcunque is 'jp “ bd, rra ~ bd Joel 2: 14. Gen. 

3: 19. Jon. 

4. Some one, any one, is Tbsx Lev. 1: 2. 4: 2. 5: 1. Something, 

anything, is expressed by Kpaps (Hebr. ddp) rGen. 18:14 K&drpip 

xp3rd i dpp “ ip can anything be concealed from God ? So also ad¬ 

jectively of a person, some one, any one, with a preceding stat. 

constr. of a nom. abstr. d3pd npidd Deut. 24: 1. — In expressing 

distribution, the idea somewhat, somethmg, is contained in the parti¬ 

tive preposition “jp, e. g. Dan. 2: 33 btps ip *ph3p ipibrn his feet— 

from them (was somewhat, a part) of iron.—No one, where it stands 

opposed to the idea of every, is denoted, as in Hebrew, by bd - - ab 

or Kb--bd, e. g. Gen. 3:1 *,bix bbp pbdin 3<b , Exod. 12:16 xpipy“bd 

npdpi “ xb, Lev. 3: 17 pbdip Kb Kdpn~bd (the not eating is 

intended to apply to every fat thing, i. e. no fat, no sort of fat shall 

ye eat) ; but, besides, it is expressed as in Latin, by the simple Kb 

15 
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Gen. 15: 3 lb? ridh? xb ib to me thou hast given no child, Deut. 15: 

3. Nothing, as substantive, is denoted by dyia — , e. g. Gen. 

39: 6 dyia nay yi^ Kb, Deut. 8: 9 or ii*a""Kb Job 6: 6 : in-~Kb 

signifies number (also, even) not one, 2 Sam. 13:30 in •jirtsa iKnm Kb 

no single one is left. 

5. The one, the other, alter, alter is denoted; a) By a repetition 

of the Pron. demonstr.; e. g. Isa. 6: 3 *pl *ja ‘pi ‘pbdjya one called 

to the other, Dan. 5: 6 inipd Kib ki ttdddiK his knees smote one 

against the other, or of the numeral in Exod. 17:12. 1 Sam. 14: 

40 ; — b) By id} with fiK , e. g. Gen. 13: 11 ‘'ffins rviba id} liljisriK 

they separated one from the other, Deut. 1: 16, or Ida withidti, 

e. g. Judg. 6: 29, the latter even of inanimate objects, Ezek. 37: 

7 npan nib Kai} K^di} idpp the bones approached, one to the 

other, Dan. 7: 20, also in with inn Esth. 1: 17 ‘jiwnibban 

nninn ay Kin. 
t : v • t 

6. The same, or that very, is expressed; a) By the Pronom. 

person, or demonstr. with the Hebr. article, e. g. Lev. 20:4 Kld.i a Ida, 

see above. — b) By the pronoun, placed before the substantive, 

Dan. 3: 6, 15 nn in the same moment (Gen. 22: 10. T. H. 

Kdym nn), Dan. 3: 7,8 Kiat nn at the same time, for which, Cant. 

1: 13 Wat son ^d. So frequently in Syriac, see Hoffmann, p. 330. 

CHAPTER II. 

Syntax of the Verb. 

§ 44. 

Use of the two leading Tenses. 

1. The existing Tense-forms are employed in Chaldee with 

far less variety of signification, than in Hebrew. The Praeter 

denotes the past in all its relations, and is, therefore, also the 

usual historical tense; since the Chaldeans have no Vav conversive, 

e. g. Gen. 9: 1 fib n? ‘rpidsi, instead of the Hebr. ?|id?i. In 

subordinate clauses, it is used as Pluperfect, e. g. Gen. 2: 2 bsa 
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W vn FPrnp2 quod fecerat, Jon. 1: 10; and in indirect or hypo¬ 

thetical discourse, it is to be taken as this tense with its modifica¬ 

tions in the Subjunctive; e. g. Num. 14: 2 *Wb would that 

we had died, Isa. 11: 9 rnias ‘lanja that we had perished 

as the inhabitants of Gomorrah, Judg. 14: 18 ‘pnp'ip 

‘pnnsm nb if ye had not searched it out, ye would not have 

found it, Job 3: 13. Gen. 20: 16. 31: 27. Jon. Esth. 7: 4. 

2. The Present is denoted by the form of the Praeter, especially 

in verbs which express an existence or a condition, or an act which 

is not limited to a definite time ; e. g. Ps. 10: 3 KS'W nsnm 

WtfBi Mim bs, 14; 2 ^ b$ ^; see further 

§ 74. 

The Praet. propheticum is not used in Chaldee ; the Targums have 

employed always the Future, e. g. Exod. 17: 4. Isa. 1: 31 ; and where 

in Hebrew, the Praeter expresses the Imperative according to the de¬ 

mands of the context, they choose regularly the Future, e. g. Gen. 6: 

21. 27: 44. 33: 10. 

3. The Future expresses usually and far more constantly than 

in Hebrew the future time; but it is employed also to denote kin¬ 

dred relations of tense and mode, namely; a) The Optative, 

e. g. 1 Kings 17: 21 sw*? oh—that it might return, 

Job 3: 3 WFP pereat dies; — b) The Imperative, some¬ 

times after another Imperative, Gen. 27: 4. Esth. 6: 5, sometimes 

and principally in warnings and prohibitions, Exod. 20: 13 xb 

UiBi ViDpn, 14 Cjwin xb, Joel 2:17 bx nedes, Jon. 3: 7. Gen. 

46: 3 Hence the command which the Imperative ex¬ 

presses, occasionally connects itself with a prohibitory Future, 

Ruth 1: 20--Yip ‘plph && etc. — c) The idea ought, 

should, can, may, e. g. Gen. 2:16 thou maijest, canst eat, Gen. 

3: 2 we may eat, Judg. 14: 16 “ppstf Tp? 

how should Ishow it to thee ? Jon. 4: 11 JWi 32 xb should 
v: • - t t 

I not spare Nineveh ? 

On the contrary, the Future wherever it denotes the past in He¬ 

brew, is constantly exchanged in the Targums for the Praeter or Par¬ 

ticiple, comp. Isa. 10:12. 1 Kings 3: 16. Gen. 2: 6, etc. They have 

also employed the Participle (in questions) for the Future in the sense 
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of the Present, Job 1: 7. Gen. 3: 15. Judg. 15: 9. Jon. 1: 8 [Does the 

Praeter occur Josh. 9:8 in the sense—whence are ye come ?] 

4. Further,within the scope of theFuture falls also the expression 

of that which is hypothetical; Job 10:18 wherefore hast thou brought 

me forth from the ivomb? ^aszon Nb ataman '"naanx I should have died 

and no eye had, etc., as well as that which is merely intentional 

or designed; hence the Future stands regularly after the particles 

that, in order that, e. g. Gen. 11: 7 pSEb? xbp that they may not 

hear, Lev. 10: 7 pnsran X'sbp that ye may not die, Ezek. 20: 26. 

Dan. 2: 16, 23. So frequently after a that, e. g. Exod. 5: 1 nbb 

‘■parpi *<05-rip send away my people and they shall observe a feast, 

i. e. that they may observe, Exod. 2: 7. Jon. Judg. 14: 15. Gen. 27: 

4. Jon. 1: 11. 

§ 45. 

Modes of e xp r e s si ng cert a in Finite Te ns e s. 

1. In the later Targums, the Praeter of a verb stands sometimes 

connected with the Praeter of the substantive verb in the same 

person, particularly in subordinate (relative) clauses, and is then 

to be taken as Pluperfect or Imperfect, e. g. Gen. 4: 1. Jon. 

aoxb^b rmanKW n^n _nx spp who desired (had desired), Cant. 

1: 12 finwp psa sin nap nxppEp had gone out, etc. 

2. The Future is sometimes described by kV'n§ {ready) prefixed 

to an Infin. with b or a finite verb with p, e. g. Nah. 1: 2 •ws 

a-'psrxb ^ Jehovah iviU punish, puniturus est, Gen. 3: 15. Jon. 

‘issnab pp^ns> (also v. 20). Joel 1:15. 2: 31. Gen. 21: 7 tvvw 

npb p^a'anp pon paritura estfilios, Dan. 3:15 pa>»bn ^p ppw 

audituri estis. Similar to this is the construction of ion, fol- 

lowed by an Inf. with b, except only that by means of the in¬ 

flection of this verb all the forms of the Latin Fut. may be peri- 

phrastically expressed, e. g. Gen. 15:12 b$»b xbab rqrn the sun was 

on the point of going down, i. e. would go down. In both constructions, 

the Infin. act. is sometimes to be taken passively, e. g. Dent. 31: 

17 baa^ab yirni they shall be consumed, Eccl. 11: 7 x'nnaxb n^na? 

they shall be enlightened (they stand ready to be, etc.). 
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Both expressions are in a certain measure united, Deut. 32:29. Jon. 

"•lSrgb W MB» where it could be written either nb !“ra or 

•'irrab w rra. 
- v; v : : “ 

§46. 

Use of the Imp er ative and Infinitiv e. 
1. When two Imperatives are connected by 1, the second in 

animated or sententious discourse sometimes declares a conse¬ 

quence of the first, and hence is essentially a Future, as in the 

well known phrase “ divide et impera,” e. g. Isa. 45: 22 ^“rab is&nx 

^ip^Bnxi turn to me and be ye happy, for — and ye shall be happy, 

8: 9 (comp. Grammat. N. T. 288). 

2. The Infin. united with prepositions (especially p or p), must 

often be resolved, particularly in historical discourse, into the finite 

verb and a conjunction; yet this construction occurs more rarely 

than in Hebrew, and the writers of the Targums have generally 

changed such Hebr. Infinitives into the finite verb with “is as, 'i pbn 

that, etc., according to the requirement of the context, e. g. Gen. 2:4. 

12:14. 39:18. Exod. 16:7. Deut. 7: 8. Isa. 60:15. Yet comp. Gen. 

33: 18 tnx vnirop at his coming, i. e. as he came, 44: 30 

?Vib when I come to thy servant, Exod. 11: 1 snnsinbttto when 

he shall release (here in Hebr. stands the finite verb) Isa. 29: 23, 

Judg. 6:18 ‘iJKn'ro 15 until I come, Joel 3: 19 pi'jrra on 

account of the oppression, because they oppressed, and negatively 

Gen. 27:1 ‘\tirflba that he could not see, Gen. 11:8 ‘'ssoba that 

they could not build, 38: 9. The Infin. has also sometimes, in such 

cases, an object in the accusative, TjPfipt ‘’Bbrap Ps. 119: 7. Isa. 

29: 23 yniQ} when he beholds the glory. 

3. When the Infin. depends on a preceding verb which ex¬ 

presses design, command, or ability, or upon a noun, it is generally 

to be connected with the same (and indeed oftener than in Hebr.) 

by b (to), e. g. Exod. 2: 15 bpppb x>‘p he sought to kill, 1 Kings 3: 

7 psnb 31^ X3X r^b I cannot so out, etc., Gen.41:1. Jon. iiiiSP’nx 

*ra“rab they conspired to throve, Dan. 3: 20 iirfirb “rax he commanded 

to bind, Gen. 29: 7 xb it is not time to collect, Esth. 6: 
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1. 2: 9. Yet this b is also omitted, especially when the Injin. de¬ 

pends on nouns, e. g. Josh. 10: 27 b$'i2 . 

When the Infin. with b follows in^iS;, t<b or rSb, Tvq, it is to be 

translated—it is permitted, is not permitted, it may, may not, etc. Dan. 6: 

9 FP2tt3nb nb ip xpp:? a ivriting which may not he changed, Gen. 4: 

8. T. H. Sta 'nis* ‘jFipV ^) Jer. 8. Eccl. 4: 1. comp. Ewald, 622. 

4. The Injin. is often placed with its finite verb, in order to ren¬ 

der the verbal idea in some way more intensive, e. g. Gen. 2:17. 

3: 4 moriendo morieris, thou shalt surely, inevitably die, 

Gen. 26: 11 biaprv Gen. 2: 16 b^'n thou mayest 

freely eat, Gen. 43: 3 NSp Kpipp!* he has earnestly, solemnly 

declared, 1 Sam. 20: 6 bfctMlSit he earnestly asked, Gen. 43: 

7 2paft •pw coidd we then know, 1 Sam. 6: 12 Vpa ‘pbt&t they 

ivent straight onward. Comp. Exod. 5: 23. 18:18. Joel 1: 7. Gen. 

40: 15. Deut. 3: 26. Esth. 6: 13. Judg. 15: 2. 

A special form for this Injin. absol. has not been developed in the 

Chaldee. A tendency to it is observable Gen. 49: 6 Vltap sibsap, Ps. 

40: 2 rvnab fc^Sba, Ps. 132: 15 att^oa and in verbs nb: K^na 

Isa. 61:20, fcO^tn Ktna Gen. 26: 28, i"ii<ba Exod. 18:18. 

Yet these forms are by no means constantly employed for the Injin. 

absol. 

Where the Injin. stood or seemed to stand directly for the finite 

verb in Hebr., the writers of the Targums have always changed it into 

the proper tense, e. g. Ezek. 1: 14. Jer. 14: 5. 2 Sam. 3:18, etc. 

5. The personal suffix attached to the Infin. is not always to be 

understood of the subject of the action; as, Gen. 33:18 ‘iryirV’ain on 

my coming, i. e. as I came, 2 Kings 2: 42 ppsa dV'p on the day of 

thy going out, i. e. when thou goest out, (see above No. 2), but 

also of the object, and in the last case is to be resolved conse¬ 

quently by the Accus., as Dan. 6: 20 to deliver thee. 

§ 47. 

Use of the Participle. 

1. The use of the Participle, a) with the substantive verb, 

for the purpose of representing the finite tenses, is in Chaldee 
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(Syr. and Talm.) far more frequent than in Hebrew, and is em¬ 

ployed principally in those cases in which a continued action is 

to be described, e. g. Exod. 15: 14 “pprp hlh they inhabit, 

1 Sam. 25: 15 pitti fcO'vin US where we dwelt, Dan. 2: 31 rw run thou 

sawest, Joel 3: 18 p&i w it shall go forth and water, Esth. 

6: 1 ■pnpna un they were read, Dan. 7: 2 iin ‘pp^t Eccl. 

5: 6. Zach. 10: 9 ■ppw iin they remember, [Ruth 1: 20 ab 

pinn ye shall not call, Hos. 7: 13 ; 6) With the personal pro¬ 

noun or with (= tip) and rub, the Participle serves likewise 

to supply the place of the finite tenses, commonly of the Present, 

more rarely and only where the reference of the context to the past 

and future is clear, that of the Praeter and Future, Gen. 32: 11 

utsjs: b^nu I fear, Joel 1: 19 ‘’baa I pray, Jon. 1: 12 ioa I 

know, Gen. 23: 29 ‘’atiib btfia rutf thou askest after my name, Gen. 

19: 13 pbppa we will destroy, 15: 14 iiOtt I will judge, 

Hos. 7: 13. Hag. 1: 9. Eccl. 4: 16. Dent. 32: 52. Judg. 14: 3. In 

sentences which contain a wish or exclamation, this construction 

is also sometimes to be explained as optative, Ruth 3: 10 iiS'pip 

pitf blessed{be)thou, 1 Sam. 25: 32. With rux and rub, see Judg. 

6: 36 pus Tjiua sk if thou wilt deliver, Isa. 36: 5 bu^> X3X ntab I am 

not able, Jon. 2: 9 pp7^ pSK rub, Deut. 4: 22. Gen. 42: 13. Jon. 

The Participle seldom stands alone for the finite verb, e. g. Job 1: 
13 pptiil pbpK ‘’lip, Dan. 2: 5, 7, 38. 

2. If the Participles govern a noun, they are, a) either treated 

as nouns, i. e. they stand in the stat. constr., or the accompanying 

noun has u Genit., e. g. Joel 1: 5 Tap ‘’ius the wine-drinkers, 1: 2 

“oru inhabitants of the land, 1 Kings 2: 7 Tpnns ‘’bpN who eat 

at thy table, 1 Kings 18: 19. Gen. 34: 24. Jon. snp ‘’pSi bs all that 

go through the gate, Deut. 32: 24 JpS ‘’bUK devoured by birds, Ps. 

24: 4 up pure of hands; on the contrary, Gen. 22: 12 abrp 

up fearing God, Gen. 49: 26 UUHap separated from his 

brethren; — b) Or they are treated as parts of the verb and take 

the noun as direct object in the Accus., e. g. Exod. 25: 20 

pfUBpa spreading out their wings, Isa. 53: 2 Jib aoua desiring him, 

1 Kings 22: 10 ptiiub ptiiub clothed in robes, comp, § 50. 2. 
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3. The Participle, where it occurs as adjunctive, expresses regu¬ 

larly the Present, or in narration the Praeter; the latter, e. g. Gen. 

19: 14 '’ddi who took his daughters. Where in Hebrew, on the 

contrary, the Participle stands for the Future in a sentence which 

refers to future time, the writers of the Targums have generally 

resolved it into “iW, e. g. Exod. 11: 5. Ps. 22: 32. 

§ 48. 

Th e Op tativ e . 

For the expression of a desire or wish, the Future is employed 

in Chaldee ($ 44. 3), especially in the following applications: 

a) In the form of a question, Judg. 9: 29 xas> rn n&a? pa would 

that this people were committed to me, 2 Sam. 15: 4 xpn p23a? I5? 

would that I were appointed judge. Deserving of special remark is 

the use of fa, an imitation of the Hebrew, in expressions like 

Deut. 28: 67 xnss “ja ivould it were evening. — b) With pb 

preceding, e. g. Gen. 17: 18 panjd d^rp pb would that he might live 

before thee. If the wish has respect to the past, the Praeter is 

naturally employed ; as, Num. 20: 3 X|nan pi? would we had died. 

§ 49. 

Number and Person of the Verb. 

1. In the use of the Persons of the verb with reference to their 

subject, irregularities sometimes occur: a) In respect to the gen¬ 

der, Exod. 12: 16 niasm *6 Ruth 1: 8 pnnd9 ^ for 

PpidS, Esth. 1: 20 patp for pip, Jer. 7:20 '’nan, Exod. 

2:18. Jon. pn-pix for ppnix. (Comp, nxnx at the beginning 

of the verse). b) In respect to the number: a) Collec¬ 

tive nouns often have their verb in the Plur., Jer. 28:4 nn>iim rvfca, 

six^bsnxn Gen. 33: 13 X3S> bs pn*np, Gen. 35: 11 ndDp d2> 

pip pddid, Isa. 52:14. 53: 8. 1 Sam. 14: 41, 45. Num. 10: 3, or 

a verb in the Plur. refers to a preceding collective noun, Exod. 5: 

1 panp laspn? n|u3 release my people and they shall, etc., 2 Chron. 
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25: 15. ft) The verb when placed first, may be in the Sing., while 

its subject follows in the Plur.; e. g. 1 Sam. 1: 2 *paa itsu&b awi, 

Isa. 1: 7. Joel 1: 13 In this case either the 

subject was not yet distinctly present to the mind of the writer, or 

was viewed as a unity, as a complete whole. See below § 6. 

Gen. 4: 26. Jon. is not to be considered as a case of enallage in the 

gender—to Seth was born a son, ttjiiSS; fTOtti “ rp PHp*i and she called him, 

(i. e. the mother called him, who in other instances also gives the 

name). So perhaps Deut. 14: 7. Some of these discrepancies are 

probably errors in writing or printing; as, Lev. 8:15, atniw for . 

2. The third pers. Sing, is often used impersonally in both gen¬ 

ders, 1 Sam. 30: 6 *i)db npy David was afraid, Gen. 21: 31 *b pin 

iiliipb it serves for a witness. 

3. The indefinite one, they, is expressed in Chaldee ; a) By the 

third pers. Sing., Gen. 11: 9 sop they called the name of it, 

48:1 tjbPb nEK one told, it was told to Joseph. b) By the third person 

plural, Isa. 47:1 p'nppi pB^bin xb they shall no longer call thee, Isa. 52: 

15. Joel 2:17; so likewise with plural Particip. Dan. 3: 4 psb 

ppEN.—This construction (especially the latter phraseology) is very 

frequent in Chaldee and must be rendered directly by the Passive, 

e. g. Dan. 2: 30 pspirn aobbb Npipp p that the interpretation be 

made known, 4:13 pSttp rnpb his heart shall be changed; c) By the 

second person Sing., Isa. 41: 12. 

4. In Chaldee far more frequently than in Hebrew (Ewald, 

p. 596 sq., Winer’s Simonis Lexic. p. 103), a noun is put with Pas¬ 

sives in the Accusative, which we should expect rather as sub¬ 

ject in the Nominative, e. g. Gen. 21: 8 pnsp-rn b^pnnis; Isaac was 

weaned, 17: 5 fcppx ppip - rp ipprp xb thy name shall no more be 

called Abram. It is said in this case that rp is sign of the Nomi¬ 

native [nota nominativi); but probably the writers originally re¬ 

garded the preceding verb as impersonal: one, they weaned Isaac, 

(comp, ablactandum fait filiam), let not one any more call thy name, 

etc. By degrees, however, the original sense of the construction 

was forgotten, and it was applied in practice indiscriminately to 

cases, where its subject preceded or followed the Passive. Addi¬ 

tional examples are found: Exod. 3: 7 i*D3piB“rn wp ^, 

16 
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Gen. 31: 42. Jon. 'i t^p ^ 21: 5 pns*'- r\' fib ^byntf, 

Exod. 10: 8. Jon. nttSa-rp asnifi&tb TpS Gen. 34: 5. Onk., Josh. 9: 

24 ^ ^ip&n •msb nwn, Deut. 1: 34. So also with neu- 

ter verbs, Exod. 6: 5. Jon. ‘OB p*^!* n'1 ^‘ip bs> bKBfcj'', Deut. 30: 1. 

Jon. atTOSinB b^ rn yo^bia . 

5. The plural of the first person stands sometimes as pluralis 

majestaticus in cases where a king or important personage is intro¬ 

duced as speaking, e. g. Ezra 7: 24 ‘jwiirTB dbb we make known to 

you, Dan. 2: 36 BpiO WnttJB , comp. Ezra 4: 18. 

6. In connection with several subjects, the verb stands some¬ 

times in the singular, e. g. Exod. 21: 4 ft Kppx, Esth. 7: 

1 ysni xsbp bxp, sometimes and more frequently in the plural 

Ps. 85: 11. Gen. 41: 1. Jon. The singular is used particularly when 

the nouns which form the subject, stand after the verb, Gen. 8: 16. 

Num. 20: 11. 1 Sam. 14: 41, or when if the verb follows, a 

special prominence is designed to be given to some one of the 

subjects over the others, as Exod. 21: 4. 

§ 50. 

Construction of Verbs ivith Dative and Ac¬ 

cusative. 

1. The external distinction between the Dative and Accusative 

is not so clearly defined in Chaldee as in Hebrew; since even the 

latter case is sometimes denoted by b praefixum, e. g. Dan. 2: 

24 sq. 5: 4. Gen. 40: 1. Jon. Taking as a guide, however, those 

passages where the Accusative is denoted by ry? and the analogy 

also of Hebrew usage, we may lay it down as a general rule, that 

the following verbs, which are intransitive in Latin and German 

syntax,* are treated in Chaldee as transitive, and accordingly take 

their object in the Accusative: 1) An Accusative of the person, 

to answer Judg. 8: 8, nnj they answered him 1 Sam. 

25: 10, sn* to meet (accidere), befall, Gen. 42: 29 ■jinni snip bb all 

which had happened to them 1 Sam. 25: 20. Josh. 2: 23, BpB command, 

* For the most part also in English syntax, though not, as the student will 

perceive, in all the examples adduced.—Tr. 
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Gen. 7: 9, H3 ip '*1 “Ppsn Nd3p as Jehovah had commanded Noah, 

Deut. 1: 16,18 sq. to trust Judg. 11:20 b^nbp-rp prrd xb 

he trusted not Israel, ibdUj to serve Gen. 49:4. Ezek. 44: 12 etc., 

*idd to announce 2 Sam. 18: 19 (on the contrary, wn is con* 

nected with Dat. Pers. — 2) Verbs also which signify to be satis¬ 

fied and to satisfy, to be full and to fill, to be wanting and to fail, 

are connected with the Accusative of the object, with, from or 

on which one is satisfied, filled, etc.; e. g. Eccl. 4: 8 b*idn ab 

3dddb, Jer. 31:14 ip Sdtox Twill satisfy my people with 

my goodness, Joel 2: 19 ttip psdbn ye shall be satisfied therewith, 

Job 20: 11 siarbana, Gen. 6: 13 pasiun aspa nipbdrps, Joel 

2: 24. Gen. 1: 20 NibSS tiiW pttjJTp the waters shall swarm with, 

etc., Jer. 9: 18 pSd1? N3p2 pyibp that our eyes overflow ivith tears, 

Lam. 3: 48. Deut. 2: 7 ds-ra thou hast had need of nothing, 

Gen. 18: 28 N’ddH pNdt pupafi p^idip d^Kd if perhaps there lack five 

of the fifty righteous. Yet verbs of filling and satisfying (being satis¬ 

fied) are also construed with n (2 Kings 9: 24, etc.); see $ 51. 4. 

On the Accusative with Passives, see § 49. 4. 

2. Some verbs are followed by two Accusatives: a) The Con¬ 

jugations Pael and Aphel, when they have a causative significa¬ 

tion, e. g. 2 Kings 20: 13 rpd bs ip psms< he let them see his 

treasures, Job 39: 19 KBjpn snpjsis uPdbn thou clothest his neck with 

power, Gen. 37: 23. Jon. t)bYi-ip sinbiax they drew off 

from Joseph his raiment*), 1 Sam. 14: 12 Nd3ns parp spins toe will 

teach it to you, Gen. 41: 39. Jon. bb ip ’p spix, Exod. 15: 25 

N2S ^ WiBba. Exod. 29: 9 ps^dp pfirp tptn; b) Verbs in Peal, 

which signify to cover, and clothe, Exod. 36: 34 fiOSTi KSH ip; 

to sow, Lev. 19: 19 yqsiw sntn Kb Kbpp; to show, requite (good or 

evil, noieiv nvd n) 1 Sam. 24: 18 Kndd pnbd}, Gen. 30: 29 p ip 

pnnbs; to request (rogare aliquem aliquid) and answer, Deut. 14: 26 

^B_3 qsbiubn p, 1 Kings 18: 21 dsns nsp »a$ *idpK ab; to com¬ 

mission, 2 Sam. 11: 22 daP npbrn bb Deut. 1:18 ; to make one thing 

into another, Exod. 30: 25 mbd or Lev. 24: 5 pp 

*]spa nip bake it to a cake. 

* But instead of the Accns. of the thing, a is also sometimes employed in this 

construction, e. g. Jer. 6:26 adtapd pdpp SSilh. 
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When in these verbs the construction is applied passively, the Ac¬ 

cusative of the thing remains of course unchanged (Gesen. Lehrgeb. 

821). 1 Kings 22: 10. The writers of the Targums, however, have 

generally adopted easier constructions in the place of this, e. g. Mich. 

2:10. The passage adduced here by Gesenius, Isa. 1: 20 S'nH 

stands in the Targums thus: pibpppp njSip • 

4. The Dative, in addition to the usual cases, stands, a) after 

Mnp to call, Gen. 3: 9. Judg. 16: 25 etc., after pttSs to kiss, Gen. 27: 

26. Exod. 4: 27, after considere, Job 8: 8; —b) after Passives, 

in order to denote the cause from which the effect proceeds, e. g. 

Ezek. 14: 3 pnb b&tniBK I was asked by them, Exod. 12: 16. 

Rem. A noun which depends on a verb, is usually placed after the 

verb. To this simple construction which characterizes the Semitic 

languages generally, there are some exceptions, e. g. Dan. 2: 16 

r^innb &ou55, 18 *p»m, 4:15 nina&o nss* rvurt &wbn 

‘■raK; 1 Kings 18: 23 Esth. 1: 19. This inversion 

takes place sometimes for the sake of contrast, sometimes because the 

noun is to be made more prominent. 

§ 51. 

Verbs with Prepositions. 

1. With n (in, on), are construed verbs, which signify taking, 

holding upon Prov. 4:13 prnna , Num. 11:17 bsirsaa pnpib? 

(on the contrary, with Acc.pers. seize as an enemy [xgazsiv ziva] 

1 Sam. 23: 26. Judg. 7: 25) ;—acknowledging or denying, Gen. 

25: 34 Sn^nnp “iQp (T. H.) he denied the resurrection of the dead, 

Gen. 25: 29. Jon. KB^pr* atbrna Deut. 32: 15. T. H. Jer. 2: 27. 

Ps. 12: 5. (comp, the expression, which is an imitation of this, 

opoXoyeiv sv zm Gr. N. T. p. 178);—seeing, hearing, smelling, etc., 

when the accessory idea of earnestness and perseverance is in¬ 

volved, to witness, to gaze, to smell at, hearken, e. g. Gen. 21: 16 

KW? pma xb I cannot witness the death of the lad, Exod. 30: 

38 ini to smell thereat, Deut. 26: 14. Jon. '*'1 RWa bps Rsssattj 

we listened to the word, Jon. 1: 14 bsp hear our prayer; 

—aversion, disgust (towards a person or thing), 1 Sam. 25:14 p nn pp; 

invoking (inprayer), Gen.4:26 Ram rmisb;—ruling over any one, 
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Joel 2: 17 abirab “jins in order to rule over them; — treating, Jem. 

(to do to any one thus or so), Dan. 4: 32 K*atti b^na comp. Gesen. 

Monum. Phoen. p. 229. 

As a of the object, we are to consider also such cases as Gen. 4: 2 

KSHKS hba he cultivated the land, and 2 Sam. 23: 10 ‘'Kntibsa bap he 

slew [among) the Philistines. 

As in Hebrew, so here a is prefixed to a noun denoting the vessel 

out of which one eats or drinks, e. g. Gen. 44:5 ftp ‘aiap ‘’intth pP Kbn, 

Dan. 5:2. This mode of speaking is founded on the same conception 

that appears in English in such phrases as to eat on silver, or in Latin 

auro bibere, Seneca Thyest. 453 etc. Gr. N. T. p. 372. Rem. 

2. With b (slg) are connected, verbs which denote becoming 

something, a making into sometldng, Jer. 9: 11 pppb abtipp sp “jpk, 

Exod. 4:16 •jaapiinab p|b w» Joel 1* 7 >mb *^9 ppfi , comp, 

also Gen. 17: 4. 1 Sam. 4: 9. Joel 3: 19. Dan. 4. 27 ; see Len- 

gerke on the passage (yet comp. $ 50. 2); more rarely those which 

express being accounted as something, 1 Kings 10:21 Kb a^nntt 

fcapab (Xoyl&o&cu eig Rom. 2: 26. 9: 8 etc.). 

3. Verbs which denote affections of the mind, are followed by 

ba; viz. compassion, anger, Deut. 28: 50. Joel 2: 17 sq. Jon. 3: 9. 

4: 9,10. Isa. 11:1 t'bs> arnn—joy and sorrow, Jon. 4: 6 yPj^p ba iph, 

Zeph. 3: 17 ^ba psrn, Joel 1: 11 pan ba siV'ba (yet the former 

are also construed with a, Isa. 25: 9. Gen. 34:19. Hab. 3:18); 

contempt, 2 Sam. 6:16 ‘’fyiba rrpa, 12: forbearance, Joel 2: 18 

napK bs 1,1 DP Jon. 4:11, then, in another application, covering and 

protecting, Num. 16: 33 K2PK pn^ba man, Ezek. 37: 6. 2 Kings 20: 

6 Knaja ba psa (hence also asa ba in the sense to expiate, Exod. 29: 

36. Lev. 1: 4. 4: 20, etc.);—pressing upon, i. e. being burdensome, 

2 Sam. 13: 25 qba fcjgini Kb; — charging, transfer ring, as, 2 Chron. 

36: 23 pah *ba P^ps he charged me to build. 

4. With •ja are construed verbs ; a) Which denote fearing, taking 

care, fleeing, abstaining [before, from something) Ps. 40: 12 aspn Kb 

p&a ^arn, Deut. 1: 21 pnsa pbnpn Kb, Ps. 119: 64. — b) Frequently 

verbs, which signify being full, filling, wanting [in, with something) 

Prov. 1: 31 paatp pmabaa, Eccl. 4: 8 KMa^isa ^£>3 rp p&na. 

The *ja in this case refers to the mass, from which or out of which 

(partatively) something is filled (yet comp. $ 50. 1); — c) The 
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verb bap in the sense to hearken, to obey, Gen. 21: 12 n|p bap 

hearken to her, 37: 27 etc. (properly to receive from any one the 

direction which he gives us); on the contrary, the command, the 

order which one obeys, is expressed in the Dative, Gen. 3: 17 

Tjnnx wpb apbap, 16: 2. Deut. 11: 13. 

5. With inn are connected verbs which signify to follow {to pur¬ 

sue, to persecute), Gen. 44: 4 aonaa 'inn pip. 

§ 52. 

Use of Verbs in the Place of Adverbs. 

Two verbs are often connected together in such a manner, that 

one of them must be taken as equivalent to an adverb. Here be¬ 

long particularly the words p">pix to add, for again, further, n^pix 

to make good, for good, excellently, nip to come before, to anticipate, 

for first, before, ain to return, for again, "nix to hasten, for quickly, 

‘ppx to multiply, for much, e. g. Gen. 4: 12 nb*>n ']ppb rppin xb Gen. 

8: 10. Gen. 3: 24. Jon. ib^pb na^pix Jon. 2: 5. nfn rp nbp3 tppix 

Ps. 33: 3. xnanib sD^aix Gen. 49: 8. bxpjpb "ppipp 'jimi Gen. 26: 

18 xi^n rp ism nn comp. Jer. 36: 15, 28. miTix xnbsp i^b np nin 

take to thee again, etc. 2 Chron. 17: 6. Gen. 22: 9. Jon. Gen. 27: 20 

xnninxb nrnnix, Exod. 2: 18. Jon. wpb “pmnix *pi np ivhy come 

ye so early, Esth. 6: 10 iamb m ap mix, Gen. 31: 28. isppb xnbapx 

thou hast acted foolishly, Joel 2: 20 “piinp isppb ^px he has done 

much evil (evil in abundance). 

§ 53. 

Constructio pr aegnans, Br achy logy and El¬ 
lipsis of the Verb. 

1. A noun is sometimes connected with a verb by a preposition, 

which must be referred in the mind of the reader to some other 

verbal idea, that has been omitted (constructio praegnans), e. g. 

Num. 14: 24 mbni ‘inn cb'px perfecte sectatus est reverentiam mei 

Isa. 21: 9 xaixb “ppipm xnnipp ipbp-bp to the earth were they 

(thrown and) dashed in pieces, Dan. 4:13 psilp xtsax-'jp iisnb , (see 
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Lengerke on the passage), Deut. 1: 16. In a different manner, 

two sentences may be brachyologically combined in one, 1 Sam. 

10: 9 fcwnm&t xab ^ ‘’Stth Jehovah changed to him another heart, 

i. e. changed him and gave to him, etc. 

2. Sometimes the verb of the sentence is entirely omitted, and 

must then be supplied from the parts of the predicate, which are 

expressed, e. g. 1 Kings 22: 36 Pisnxb Piryigl? ^ every one 

(betook himself) to his city, every one to his country. 

CHAPTER III. 

Syntax of the Noun. 

§ 54. 

Use of Nouns for Adjectives, and Expression 
of Concrete Substantives. 

1. The Chaldee language has comparatively but few adjectives; 

and instead of employing them, it was more in consonance with 

the oriental style of thought to make use of nouns for this purpose. 

Nouns when so employed follow the nomens regens in the Geni¬ 

tive, e. g. Dan. 3: 5 Karri sbx image of gold, i. e. golden image, Ps. 

2: 9 Kbnsi anosin iron rod, Gen. 3: 14. Jon. Kirrap KG-piK deadly 

poison (comp. 40: 1), Gen. 3: 21. Onk. “pitob costly garments, 

(Exod. 29: 29) Gen. 17: 8 aby nipHK eternal possession. 

When the word that expresses the adjective quality stands as the 

nomen regens, it has the effect of giving a special prominence to this 

idea, e. g. Exod. 13:3 "P pipro with strength of hand, Lev. 7:21 FGK/iO 

KttjjK uncleanness of a man (in the sequel, fcOXba So evei'y one 

[all) is constantly expressed by bb (universitas). 

2. Concrete, particularly personal qualities, whether they are 

denoted by adjectives or substantives, are described by certain 

concrete substantives, viz. by b^a, ‘■OS, ^a, "in, e. g. Exod. 4: 10 

aa} man of discourse, i. e. eloquent, Gen. 37: 19 K*abn ■na 

dreamers, 2 Kings 1: 8 7150 bs>a hairy, Gen. 29: 1 Knpia "oa in- 
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habitants of the east, Exod. 12: 5 ‘"Q owe year old. Specially 

frequent is ans1? foe, hostile, Exod. 15: 9. 

§ 55. 

Numb er s, awd the Repetition of Nouns. 

1. The plural is sometimes used in an indefinite manner, when, 

in strict propriety of speech, the thought should have been ex¬ 

pressed in the singular, e. g. Judg, 12: 7 ‘isba ‘'Vnpn ‘lapna, he was 

buried in the cities {in one of the cities) of Gilead, (as in Liv. 1. 4. 

in silvis natus); on the contrary, Gen. 8:4 sft'ig 'ppii by nna 

upon the Carducian mountains, is rather to be taken collectively— 

upon the Carducian range, comp, also Job 21: 32. 

2. The nouns and •paian, are employed as Plur. excellentiae 

(of a person), yet, on the whole, not with great frequency, Gen. 

40:1 itsbab viimaia^, Isa. 1: 3 *trvan an^n a>Ti. On 

the contrary, the Plur. •pnbat denotes always a plurality, 1 Sam. 6: 

2 ; ‘pa’*nba> the Most High, as applied to God, is found only in the 

bibl. Chaldee, Dan. 7: 18. 

3. The plural is also used for the designation of things which 

exist in pairs, where in Hebr. the dual is employed, e. g. Amos 4: 

6 pstt3, Exod. 11: 5 atw , Num. 19:36 ijataMa. But where the He¬ 

brew dual stood for objects which are two-fold in their nature, 

and expresses the numeral two, the writers of the Targums have 

added ypin to the plural, e. g. Exod. 16: 29 *p»!P p'nn biduum. 

4. A noun is doubled, stands twice in succession: a) Without 

a copula, in order to denote multitude, abundance, Gen. 14: 10 

•p^na p^a (Vulg. puteos multos), Joel 3: 14 ■p’nttta hosts on 

hosts, or to describe a distribution, or the idea of every, Gen. 32: 

16 &^y atn'ia every herd singly, herd by herd, Num. 14: 2 anon 
anun, 2 Kings 17:29 ara? at)|9 nation by nation, Num. 9: 10 naa 

“laa man by man. b) With the copula a between them, in order 

to express a diversity or & progress, Deut. 25:13 'bprpp diverse 

(two kinds of) weights, Esth 3: 4 auaip day by day, daily. 

Of a different nature from this is the repetition of a word in the ani- 
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mation of discourse. Deut. 16: 20. Jer. 4: 10. comp. Isa. 52: 11. Cant. 

6:12. This belongs to the province of rhetoric, not of grammar. 

§56. 

Be situation of the Cases. 

1. The relation of Genitive is expressed either, as in Hebrew, 

by the stat. constr. ($ 32. 2), or, which is more common, by the 

(praefixum) or ^ before the second word; examples of both 

methods are: ioba ‘iba , Nsnjn ioba KfibK rvo , Ezra 5: 

16, fcoba *1*1 Dan. 2: 15. xay 1 Sam. 17: 14, K'nos 

-pTrn aahb*! bpa^p 25: 18. In specifications of time b also occurs 

as nota Genitivi, e. g. Gen. 8: 5 Kfi^b “inp, 2 Kings 12: 1 3Dtt$ rom 

x^rrb in the seven years of Jehu, Ezek.T: 5. The b auctoris 

has also been retained in the titles of the Psalms. Further, the 

signification of the Genitive is sometimes objective, e. g. Gen. 7: 

10. Jon. nb'd^n^H ttbi'X the mourning for Meth. Job 3: 26. Isa. 53: 

18 ‘liQsd subjection of the nations, i. e. subjection which they 

effect, Gen. 3: 24 b,b^ rnix way to the tree; the Genitive of the 

material, out of which anything is made, is likewise frequent 

in Chaldee, Dan. 5: 7 xah/i ‘D fcoaain comp, k 54. 1. 

In the later Targums, this mode of representing the relation of the 

Genitive sometimes fails, e. g. Esth. 1: 9 H'ng'O Gen. 6: 17. 36: 

21. Jon. In other places, on the contrary, it is expressed doubly: 

|Jiat is, , ‘■'7 is employed, although the stat. constr. precedes, e. g. 

Dan. 7: 10 “IW 17 ‘“ifii, Gen. 2: 7 rratttt 4: 11. Jon. 

The form of the stat. constr., especially in the plural, stands often in 

the Targums for the stat. absol., e. g. Gen. 1: 10 Gen. 39: 20 

ms, Prov. 12: 24 Ksab yift? ''Kan Prov. 1: 22. 10: 26. 12: 24. 

Gen. 37: 32. Job 3: 26. 1 Chron. 22: 15. Exod. 5: 11. See above 

§ 31. 2. 

2. The characteristic sign of the Dative is b, that of the Accu¬ 

sative b (almost always in the Targum of the Proverbs), or more 

commonly : yet the latter is often without any designation at 

all, and its relation as the object-case must be deduced from the 

simple structure of the sentence. The Vocative is generally ex- 

17 
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pressed by the form of the stat. emph., e. g. Jer. 22: 29 fctddit 

§ 57. 

The Noun in the Designation of subordinate 
Relations. 

1. In addition to the office of the noun, when governed directly 

by another noun or a verb, it occurs in sentences as co-ordinate, 

in order to denote* certain dependent relations, or qualifying cir¬ 

cumstances. These are, a) most frequently designations,of time 

and measure, more rarely of place (in answer to thequestionw/tere?) 

Gen. 8: 12 ‘pdf'n K2dd5 dis> 'rpdiit he waited still seven days, Jon. 2: 1. 

Judg. 14: 12 nrdd ^ da will ye declare it to 

me the seven [in the course of the seven) days of the feast, 1 Sam. 15: 

15. Exod. 12: 30 iisns cp Pharaoh rose up by night, Gen. 

7: 20 a&s&a ‘I’ntos iddtt the ivater rose ffteen cubits, 

Gen. 38: 11 ?pd!s; ddd xbadis ‘’d'n remain ... in the house of thy fa¬ 

ther. 

Motion to a place is usually denoted by b, 1 Kings 11: 40. Gen. 27: 

3. 18:22. Obad.3; residence in a place by d, Gen. 18:1. In desig¬ 

nations of -time, d stands often also in answer to the question when, 

e. g. Gen. 19: 5 fcO^bd in the night. 

2. In other instances, b) such a qualifying noun is designed 

to limit a single, comprehensive idea, and can then be translated 

by in respect to, e.g. Gen. 41:40 'rjsa d^ ddi* Nn>idbd i&d>D 

respect to the throne willlbe more honored, Lam. 4: 7 “d dW *ith ^dp 

ynirn redder of countenance than, etc. Esth. 2: 2. This con¬ 

struction is, however, less common than in Hebrew, and the 

writers of the Targums have often employed for it the preposi¬ 

tion d, 2 Sam. 21: 20. 1 Kings 15: 23, or some other expression, 

Deut. 33: 11. 

3. More rarely, c) we find it used to express adverbial modi- 

* The Greeks employ here commonly the Accusative; but in a language 

where the idea of case was so imperfectly apprehended, we should hardly be au¬ 

thorized to speak of an Accusative as casus adverbialis. The Hebrews and Ara¬ 

maeans used the noun directly in such cases, without having any thought about 

its particular government in the sentence. 
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fications in general, e. g. Josh. 9: 2 xmp xmxb snasanx x*in xs^b 

they* assembled themselves together to fight, a multitude, i. e. iunctim 

comp. $ 37. 3. But where this phraseology occurred in the He¬ 

brew, the Targumists have more frequently selected another mode 

of expression, 1 Sam. 15:32. Ezek. 11: 13. 

§ 58. 

Exp r ession of the Co mp ar at i v e and S up er la- 
tiv e. 

1. The comparative of adjectives is expressed, as in Hebrew, 

by prefixing the preposition “jp to the object with which the com¬ 

parison is made, e.g. Gen. 3:1 inn nin bap tnpn more subtle than all 

animals (separating himself in respect to subtillyfrom all animals, 

leaving them behind himself), Ezek. 28: 3 bx^p px tnpn xii , 

Gen. 4: 8. Jon. tjwa ‘pnn better than thine, 3: 24. Jon. Deut. 7: 14. 

Jon. 4: 8 'msnn rvraiO nn it is better that I die, than that I live. 

Sometimes nw or nnn is added for the purpose of rendering the 

comparison still stronger (multo), Eccl. 7:2 xrrppp “Pirn xnp xpu3 ap, 

Ps. dl9: 103 xppn *)p np? ipna, Amos 6: 2. Both 1: 3 ^b *vnp 

•jisap nnn. The latter example must be viewed at the same time 

as brachylogical: it is more bitter for me than for you (yuam vobis), 

comp, ‘jiabp; a construction which occurs oftener in comparative 

sentences, e. g. Joel 1: 6 ‘jinx aaa nin*p for x “a , Isa. 5: 

29 x‘nxa ttb mns for xnxa. See also Deut. 1: 17. 
t : - : . t : - : 

2. The superlative is indicated by modes of expression similar 

to those in Hebrew, e. g. Ps. 94: 8 xppa ‘jnp the stupid among the 

people, i. e. the most stupid, Dan. 4: 14 anpx bsia the lowest, Isa. 53: 

7 x*ppa •. Lev. 24: 9 X*pp5 h|ptt3 the highest heaven, Exod. 26: 

33 bnp the most holy place, Dan. 2: 37 X*abp ybp the mightiest 

king. 

On the contrary, phrases like ap ap or X'lpb ppp Gen. 1: 31, de¬ 

note merely a very high degree ; they do not, therefore, belong here. 
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§ 59. 
♦ 

Construction of the Nu mer als. 

1. The Numerals from 2—10, when they are used adjectively 

(in stat. absol..), can stand either before or after the substantive, 

a) Gen. 8:10 pip asaia, Lev. 27: 6 pbp ttian Gen. 6:10 pip xrbr\ 

Judg. 14: 17 ; — b) Dan. 3: 24 ssPn pppa 3: 25 nppp!* a comp. 

Ezra 6: 4. Dan. 6: 3. 7: 7. 1 Sam. 1: 24. If the Numeral is used 

in the stat. constr., as is often the case in Hebrew, and hence 

substantively (a threeness of men for three men), it then naturally 

precedes the noun, e. g. Num. 2: 3. Jon. plpp “WppN, Num. 34: 

13. Onk. ppptti F.irpn, 1 Sam. 24: 8. 2 Sam. 9: 10. Gen. 29: 29. 

Jon. 

2. The Numerals from 11—19 and 20—100 stand before the 

substantive Plur., 2 Sam. 9:10 'pa “IDS’ ndpn, Exod. 26: 25 “lias stfrip 

pppp, Num. 1:44 pins pin, 2 Kings 13: 10 pitt5 pip$> , 

Lev. 27: 7 pi&p ttipn, Exod. 26: 19 pppp psppa, Judg. 11: 

33 ppp ppia?, Gen. 7: 4 pppVpppx. The tens, however, are 

also placed after the noun in giving total numbers, e. g. Gen. 32: 

14 sq. pips pip pi "ppps fcpttPtp pp etc., somewhat as we say— 

goats 200, bucks 20, rams 20, etc. 

A half is expressed in a similar manner to that in Hebrew, viz. ; 

three halves by two and, a half Exod. 25:10 ppK prpin, nine and 

a half Josh. 14: 2 Kpp'p ppplp n nine tribes and the half of 

a tribe. The fractional numbers { , T\j, |, etc. are formed either by 

separate substantives, as Xipain a fifth part, or described by the parti¬ 

tive “(P, e. g. Ezek. 4: 11 Npnp fctlpp "jp “ip one sixth of a hin, Exod. 

16: 36 pStp nbnp Xpps p nn insw an omer is T\j of three seahs. 

In designations of measure and weight, the word denoting these ideas, 

is sometimes omitted, Gen. 37: 28 ppp pppsp for 20 (shekels pslbp) of 

silver. But in most of the passages, where this ellipsis occurs in He¬ 

brew, the Targumists have supplied the substantive, comp. Gen. 20:16. 

24: 22. Ruth 3:15. In designations of time, the word is more fre¬ 

quently wanting, Gen. 8:13. Lev. 23: 32. 

3. Instead of the ordinal numbers, so far as such exist, viz. 

1—10 and 11—19, the Cardinals may be employed in designations 
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of time, as occasionally in English, 2 Kings 12: 1 ^dui Mttjd 

in the year seven of Jehu, Num. 7: 22 ‘ltog nn atoPa on the day 

eleven, Jer. 39:2; so also (with the ellipsis above mentioned), Gen. 

8: 13 ‘inn on the first (day) of the month, Lev. 23: 32. 

4. The Distributives are expressed by repeating the Cardinals 

(without the copula 1), Gen. 7:2 N|dtt3 a$dtt3 seven seven, by sevens, 

Gen. 7:9 pdn pdn bini,inpairs, Gen. 18: 29 sq. Jon. fcora antos deni. 

5. The numeral adverbs, a) which denote fold, are represented by 

the Cardinals with "in prefixed, e. g. Dan. 3:19 tt^did “in sevenfold 

(another mode of designation, see 2 Sam. 12: 6 ppanx by dkP); 

— b) those which denote times, by the addition of , Josh. 6: 

3 afnn onetime, once, Gen. 27: 36 pjot prpin twice, Exod. 34: 

23 papj n^n three times, 2 Kings 6: 10 piat dto Zew times, Gen. 

31: 7. however, is also omitted, e. g. Gen. 3: 14. Jon. ann 

pati diab once in seven years. 

§ 60.. 

Construction of Adjectives. 

1. The adjective, as predicate of a sentence, may stand before 

or after the subject, the latter, e. g. Gen. 19: 20 atdpip apii atndp, 

Prov. 15: 15 pi*5 p apapap TgP-ba. The adjective is placed first, 

when an emphasis is intended to be expressed, e. g. Gen. 4: 13 

^din , Ps. 33:4 ^ pjrr\, Eccl. 7:2 Nd-j dd 2 Chron. 

24: 11. 

2. The principal (yet only apparent) exception to the rule, that 

the adjective must agree with its noun, is that collectives in the 

Sing., take a predicate in the JPlur. (comp, above § 49.1), 2 Sam. 

3: 1 plpptp pbtN w np, 1 Sam. 6: 13 p'lSh uidtj np Joel 2: 8. 

Exod. 20: 18. In this construction, the Fern. Sing, (as abstract) 

is commonly connected with the Masc. of the predicate. 

3. If the adjective denote an attribute, it stands regularly after 

its substantive, Gen. 1: 16 pd'idd p*yirp, Dan. 2: 9 haps Dan. 

2: 10, 48 ‘jddd'i ppp Prov. 17: 1. Ps. 141: 2. Gen. 6: 3, — though 

sometimes separated from it by several words (where the idea of 
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the adjective is to be more strongly presented) Joel 2: 6 xft? 

tppn w? bs p^bp 2: 31. 

4. If a substantive be subjoined to an adjective for the purpose 

of limiting more exactly its application, the former stands in the 

stat. constr. {in respect to) Prov. 16: 19 m“i bpip, Ps. 24: 4 wa 

xsiw, Isa. 53: 9 x^&Si ‘nw, Job 34: 34 xab wan, Deut. 28: 50. 

Esth. 1: 11 n'T'pttj. The preposition p is sometimes prefixed 

to the substantive, Gen. 39: 6 XMnp ixj; more rarely, the limiting 

substantive is joined to the adjective without any construction to 

mark the closeness of the relation, comp. $ 57. 2. 

5. The neuter of adjectives (and numerals) is ordinarily ex¬ 

pressed by the Femin., Gen. 42: 30 *]p23p dura, Isa. 53: 8. Joel 2: 

26 ■jWB mirabilia, Deut. TO: 21. Ps. 27:4 wsp xpn unumpetii. 

§ 61. 

No minativ e Absolute, 

The noun is sometimes placed as subject before a sentence 

grammatically complete, without any dependence upon it for gov¬ 

ernment {nominativus absolutus), e. g. Dan. 5: 6 xsb’a *pnx 

ns>ibnp? so then the king, his cobr changed 

and his thoughts terrified him, 2 Chron.l3:10 Xi'nppp bp Xppp XirtiX}. 

This takes place particularly in sentences of more than ordinary 

length. In this case, the subject, sometimes for the sake of 

greater simplicity of construction, sometimes in order to direct at¬ 

tention more strongly to the principal word, is placed as expo- 

nendum at the head of the sentence. Comp. Dan. 2: 30 

^ nil xn - - xixi 7: 28 ^sbnn^ wsn x^ato bx^ nix, 

Exod. 32: 1 n^b xirt sro xasnn xb — nisa, Num. 14: 24 

nsbs>xi - - nbs Jer. 18: 23. 23: 17. Lev. 10: 19. T. H. 

Gen. 4: 24. Jon. 
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CHAPTER IY. 

Syntax of the Particles. 

§ 62. 

Adverbs and Prepositions. 

1. Adverbs repeated denote, a) a very high degree (§ 58. 2. 

Rem.), Gen. 7:19 iOrib aonb simym very much, extraordinarily; 

b) a progress or augmentation, Exod. 23: 30 mst •list (of time) 

a little, a little, i. e. and by, paulatim, Deut. 28: 43. (Ewald, 

Krit. Gramm, p. 638). 

For the manner in which certain adverbs are expressed by verbs, 

see § 52. 

2. The prepositions which stand before a noun, are often not re¬ 

peated before a word in apposition, Jon. 3: 2 atrim amp nmab btx, 

1 Sam. 25: 14 baaa nm b^mmb, 14: 39 ms ‘inrhs, Gen. 23: 18. 
tt - • * • : t tt : 7 

32: 18; on the contrary, 1 Sam. 25: 8 smb ?jssb, 2 Chron. 31: 4. 

Gen. 40:1. Jon. In like manner, the preposition is sometimes 

written once in the case of several words connected by and; as, 

Gen. 18:27. Jon. dap>i sssb b^na am, Esth.l:ll.; sometimes it is re- 

peated before each, e.g. Gen. 19: 24. Jon. bm tamp ba> “ppma mm 

rhias, 40:1 sq. 

§ 63. 

Use of the Negatives. 

1. The two negative particles mb and atb are in their use as 

distinct from each other, as in Hebrew and a<b. The former, 

as derived from mat if*, includes always necessarily the verb of 

existence, e. g. Gen. 38: 29 asm pp'n mb, and hence stands often 

with pronouns or participles, Exod. 5: 10 mm am mb I give not, 

see $ 47. 1. 

2. In oaths “]K or taa< is constantly to be taken in sense as nega¬ 

tive, because an ellipsis of the apodosis occurs in such phrases, 
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e. g. Isa. 62: 8 dit I will not give, pp. if I give, I will not 

live (Ezek. 5: 11); Gen. 14: 23 dbK di< I will not receive. On 

the other hand, djs; is affirmative, Josh. 14: 9. Isa. 5: 9. 

3. That not is frequently denoted by bd before the Infinitive, 

e. g. Lev. 26: 19 xddd annxbd rp pnat that they pour 

not down rain (pp. from pouring down), 2 Chron. 25: 13. 

§ 64. 

The Particles of Interrogation. 

1. The simple question is denoted either by the praefix or 

not at all, and in the latter case must be discovered solely from 

the context, comp. Gen. 27: 24. 2 Sam. 18: 29. 

2. The double question is generally expressed by dx - n, 

Num. 13: 20 Kd^d da Kddh, l Kings 22: 15 dtf “ “ V-nri. 

3. The question with (nonne) is often employed in such 

a manner as to serve merely to awaken attention, and tfbft can 

be translated—behold, Deut. 11: 30 inddd •jsiafij: abp behold, 

they lie on the other side of the Jordan, 1 Sam. 20: 37 Xdp ft&rt 

2 Kings 15: 21 pd^ro psa xbh, Isa. 5: 20. 
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t 

BY THE TRANSLATOR. 

NO. 1. TARGUMS OF THE OLD TESTAMENT. 

See Gr. p.9. 

The reference which is made here to the Targums, and which oc¬ 

curs so constantly in the subsequent pages of the Grammar, may ren¬ 

der it convenient for the student to have before him some informa¬ 

tion respecting their origin and character. The following are the 

principal facts in relation to them, as stated by the best authorities 

on the subject, 

1. Their origin. 

The term Targum is a Chaldee word QsiJhtn, translation, 

from dintn (quadrilit.) to translate. See Buxtorf, pp. 26,42. The ori¬ 

ental Jews applied it at first to any translation from one language into an¬ 

other ; but in process of time they came to employ it by way of eminence 

of those translations of the Hebrew Scriptures into Chaldee or the 

popular dialect of Palestine, which were made for the benefit of the 

common people and which the change of their language during the 

Babylonish captivity had rendered necessary. The more immediate 

occasion which led to these translations was the establishment of the 

synagogue-worship, so generally practised after the reign of the Se- 

leucidae. Even as early, however, as the time of Ezra (Neh. 8: 8), 

the law was read publicly with an accompanying oral translation into 

Chaldee ; and the practice, thus introduced, undoubtedly perpetuated 

itself with various modifications and changes in the mode, till the 

wants of the nation produced our present written translations or the 

Targums so called. These translations in the first instance were 

confined, most probably, to those books or parts of books of the Old 

Testament, which were read in the synagogues; but by degrees they 

extended themselves, as was natural, to the remaining portions. 

18 
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2. The Targum of OnJcelos. 

This embraces the whole of the Pentateuch; and of all the Chaldee 

translations none was held by the Jews in higher estimation than this. 

The purity of its language and its general fidelity to the original were 

among the principal causes which gave it this pre-eminence. Of the 

person and history of Onkelos we possess only very scanty and uncer¬ 

tain information. The writers of the Babylonian Talmud allude to 

him occasionally; but not with much fulness, or even indeed with 

entire consistency in their accounts. The best supported opinion 

perhaps is that he flourished a short time before the birth of Christ, 

that he was a pupil of the celebrated Hillel, the grandfather of Gama¬ 

liel the teacher of Paul, and that residing himself at Jerusalem, he 

translated the Pentateuch for the use of the Palestine Jews. The 

tradition (which is not, however, a uniform one, but appears only in 

some of the Jewish writings),that he was a Roman by birth and be¬ 

came a proselyte to Judaism, arose probably from his being confounded 

with another translator of the Old Testament, of whom this was true. 

Eichhorn and Bertholdt dissent from this view in part; they maintain 

that he was a native, not of Palestine, but of Babylon, and appeal in 

evidence of this to the character of his Chaldee, and the fact that 

neither the Jerusalem Gemara nor the church fathers, Origen and 

Jerome, make any mention of him. But to this those who support the 

other opinion reply, in the first place, that we have no contemporary 

monuments of the Chaldee dialect as spoken in Palestine in the age 

of Onkelos, and hence that it is impossible for us to judge whether he 

has employed a language more or less pure than that which existed 

among the Palestine Jews at that period. In the second place, the 

mere silence of the Jerusalem Gemara deserves but little weight, be¬ 

cause it cannot be shown that the writers of it had any necessary occa¬ 

sion for speaking of Onkelos, and because it stands opposed to posi¬ 

tive testimony from other sources, asserting explicitly his Palestine 

origin. Finally, as to the fathers referred to, it is allowed that they 

have left us no record of their opinion on this subject; and consider¬ 

ing how limited an acquaintance they had with the literature of the 

Old Testament, that they appear to have confined themselves in their 

inquiries respecting it to the Hebrew text and the Greek translations 

made from it, it is not surprising that they have said nothing in respect 

to the authorship of the Targum in question. 

The view of the linguistic character of this Targum, expressed by 

Winer in the body of the Grammar, is that which scholars generally 
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entertain. Havernick remarks, somewhat more in detail, that the 

language of Onkelos, while it exhibits a Hebrew coloring, is still less 

Hebraistic than the biblical Chaldee; that it avoids numerous Ara- 

maeisms, which prevailed at a later period (such as the contraction 

of nouns); that it contains comparatively few words of Greek origin, 

and none at all from the Latin; while, on the other hand, it is not 

free from a number of obsolete or obscure expressions which even the 

Talmudists were unable to explain. His style of translation is in 

general remarkably literal; and the term paraphrase, which has been 

so extensively applied to this class of writings, is by no means just in 

its application here. The occasional deviations from this method 

which present themselves, consist for the most part of a change in the 

words or construction for the sake of greater clearness, for the expla¬ 

nation of tropical terms, for the sake of euphemism, or for the purpose 

of avoiding expressions which were supposed to savor in any way of 

heathenism, or to be wanting in a proper reverence for the Deity. To 

this uniform character of the translation, only occasional exceptions 

occur. One of the most remarkable of these is furnished in the man¬ 

ner in which Onkelos has translated or rather paraphrased the forty- 

ninth chapter of Genesis. His freedom here is so great that it is almost 

impossible to identify it with the original. 

3. The Tar gum of Jonathan on the Prophets. 

The Jonathan to whom this Targum is attributed, is usually termed 

Jonathan ben Usiel. The Jews show the estimation in which they 

held him by the high antiquity which they ascribe to him, and by the 

source from which they say he received his version. Some of their 

writers make him a contemporary of the prophets Haggai, Zechariah 

and Malachi, and affirm that he was aided by their special co-operation 

in the performance of his labor. His translation embraces the prophets 

of the Old Testament according to the Jewish application of this term ; 

that is, the books of Joshua, Judges, 2 Samuel, 2 Kings, Isaiah, 

Jeremiah, Ezekiel and the twelve minor prophets. The Jewish fic¬ 

tion as to the time when he lived is of course worthless ; but critics 

are far from being agreed in respect to the period to which he really 

belongs. Not a few of them suppose that he is older somewhat than 

Onkelos, on the ground partly of intimations which seem to imply this 

in the Talmud. But the evidence from this source is by no means 

uniform, and is too slight to establish an opinion either way. The 

probability is, that there was no very great interval between them; 
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but it is impossible to say certainly to which of them the higher anti¬ 

quity belongs. It has been said that the Targum of Onkelos shows 

an acquaintance with that of Jonathan, and must have been therefore, 

subsequent to it; but the resemblance between them, which is alleged 

to exist in certain passages, is not great, and could be explained 

equally well by the contrary supposition, that Onkelos wrote first, and 

that Jonathan borrowed from him. 

The view of Eichhorn and some other critics that the writer of this 

Targum must have lived as late certainly as the second or third cen¬ 

tury after Christ, is now almost universally discarded. They attribute 

a character to the Targum in affirming this, which it does not possess. 

It was said by them that the writer of it discovers an evident anxiety 

to explain away the Messiah from those passages which Christians are 

accustomed to refer to him, and that he must have lived consequently 

after Judaism and Christianity had come into collision with each other. 

But Gesenius denies altogether the correctness of this representation. 

He pronounces it entirely at variance with the facts in the case—an 

assertion which no one would make who had carefully read this ver¬ 

sion for himself. He affirms, on the contrary, that the most important 

passages which Christians regard as Messianic are recognized as hav¬ 

ing this character here; and, in general, that the Hebrew prophecies 

are explained here in remarkable coincidence with the manner in 

which they are applied in the New Testament. The writer ac¬ 

knowledges, for instance, the doctrine of a suffering and atoning 

Messiah as taught in the prophets, and explains, in accordance with 

this idea, the memorable declarations relating to this subject in the 

fifty-third chapter of Isaiah. 

In his style of translation, this author is much more free than On¬ 

kelos, so that his work may be termed a paraphrase rather than a ver¬ 

sion. He carries this characteristic so far as frequently to sacrifice the 

sense of the sacred writers. He gives us in many instances the tra¬ 

ditions and dogmatic views of his time, or, possibly, his own indi¬ 

vidual fancies, instead of the meaning of the Hebrew. He has taken 

this license more especially in the prophetical books ; in the historical, 

he has shown himself much more true to the original. His language 

resembles very much that of Onkelos. According to Eichhorn, and 

Bertholdt, he is said to be full of foreign words; but, this multitude 

of foreign words, says Gesenius, I confess myself unable to discover, 

and find the judgment of Carpzov fully confirmed, who ascribes to him 

nitorem sermonis Chaldaei ct dictionispuritatem, ad Onlcelosum prozime 

accedentcm et parum dejlectentem a puro tersoque Chaldaismo biblico. 
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4. The Targurn of Pseudo-Jonathan on the Pentateuch. 

The Targum so designated was also attributed by some of the Jews 

to the Jonathan ben Usiel, who wrote the one last described. But the 

grounds which disprove such an authorship of it are perfectly decisive. 

Some of these are: first, the barbarian and heterogeneous character 

of the dialect, which contains a multitude of foreign words, particu¬ 

larly from the Persian, Greek and Latin languages; second, the evi¬ 

dent use which the author, whoever he was, has made of the Targurn 

of Onkelos ;* third, the numerous allusions which occur in it to sub¬ 

jects several centuries later than the time of the true Jonathan ; as, 

for example, the mentioning of Constantinople (Num. 24: 19), Lom¬ 

bardy (ib. v. 24), of the Mishna, which originated as late at least as 

the middle of the second century ; and finally, the circumstance that 

among all the Jewish writers of the middle ages no one discovers any 

knowledge of any Targum on the books of Moses, except that of On¬ 

kelos. Most critics would bring down its origin as late as the ninth 

century ; some few, by assuming the interpolation of such passages as 

treat of more modern subjects, suppose it possible that the bulk of it 

may have been produced as early as the fourth or third century; but 

all admit that the author is unknown. His object as inferred from the 

production itself, seems to have been, not so much to promote a cor¬ 

rect knowledge of the Pentateuch, as to advance his own particular 

opinions; or, more probably in most cases, those of his cotemporaries 

on various topics which he has forced upon the sacred text rather 

than found in it. He has paraphrased the original with even greater 

freedom than either of the Targumists already mentioned. With this 

professed translation he has intermixed numberless tales and fictions, 

the absurdity of which is exceeded by nothing except the similar nar¬ 

rations in the collections of the Talmud. 

5. The Jerusalem Targum on the Pentateuch. 

The work which bears this title, is not so much an original work 

as a fragmentary recension of the Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan on the 

Pentateuch. It does not extend over the whole five books of Moses, 

but omits extensive portions of them, sometimes entire chapters, and 

still more frequently several successive verses. It consists of transla¬ 

tions and remarks gathered from various writers, especially from the 

* This argument, it is obvious, is valid only in case itj be allowed that the 

age of Jonathan is earlier than that of Onkelos. As has been stated, this is a 

disputed point. 
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Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan. The greater part of these, it has been 

conjectured, may have been collected at first by some student for his 

own private use; and these, afterwards passing into other hands, may 

have been gradually increased to their present size. The manifest want 

of unity, which characterizes them, renders it impossible that they 

should be from a single writer. The Chaldee of this Targum is very 

impure. It abounds in Latin, Greek, and Persian words, and shows 

decidedly the reflection of a comparatively modern age. It cannot be 

referred, possibly, to a higher antiquity than the sixth century, and may 

have been composed much more recently still. The decision of this 

question would depend in part, obviously, on the date which we as¬ 

sign to the Targum of Pseudo-Jonathan, upon which it shows so close 

a dependence. 

6. The remaining Tar gums. 

There are still other Chaldee translations of parts of the Old Testa¬ 

ment ; but either from the age in which they were produced, or from 

their inferiority in respect to language or exegetical value, they have 

acquired much less importance than those which have been noticed. 

These are a Targum on Proverbs, Job and the Psalms, one on the 

five Megilloth as they are called, viz. Ruth, Esther, Lamentations, 

Ecclesiastes and Canticles, and one on the Chronicles. These are 

usually cited, for the sake of convenience, as the Targum on the Ha- 

giographa, though they do not coincide precisely with the division 

which the Jews were accustomed to designate by this term. The book 

of Esther, on account of its peculiar historical interest, was a favorite 

one with the later Jews, and exists in two other Targums besides that 

mentioned above. No one holds any longer to the Jewish tradition, 

which attributes the Targums to a single translator; for it is incon¬ 

sistent with the undeniable diversity of style and character which they 

exhibit. The five Megilloth, says Zunz (p. 65), may have proceeded 

possibly from the same hand; both their association as a class and a 

certain resemblance of language renders this not improbable. On this 

latter ground particularly, it has been supposed that the version of Job, 

the Psalms and Proverbs may have been the work of the same indi¬ 

vidual. Still less foundation is there for the opinion of some of the 

later Jews, that these translations were made by Joseph the Blind, as 

he is called, who lived in the first part of the fourth century and pre¬ 

sided over a school at Sora in Babylonia. Such an early production of 

them is not consistent with their contents, and is disproved by the ar- 
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guments and testimony of Jewish writers of the thirteenth century. 

They are, in all probability, the most recent of all the Chaldee ver¬ 

sions. It is one proof of this that they betray, in their formation, un¬ 

deniable evidence of the use of Pseudo-Jonathan and the Jerusalem 

Targum on the part of their authors. 

The Targums here in question exhibit very different degrees of fidel¬ 

ity to the original, and possess consequently very different degrees of 

value for the interpreter. That on the Proverbs is distinguished above 

the others for its adherence to the text, the deviations from it being few 

and unimportant. Next to this in point of accuracy stands the version 

of Job and Psalms. All these three books exhibit, as compared with the 

others, a striking agreement with the Syriac translation; but yet not 

greater in the opinion of many critics,than might naturally have resulted 

from the similarity of the dialects in which they are written, and from 

their common conformity to the Hebrew text. The supposition that 

these portions were translated from the Syriac rather than the Plebrew, 

cannot be established by any sufficient evidence, drawn from this cir¬ 

cumstance. 

In addition to the Targums which have now been mentioned, the 

writers of the Talmud refer also to others, of which no trace can any 

longer be found. From the nature of the case, it cannot well be sup¬ 

posed that the Chaldee versions which have come down to us or which 

are known to us (for some may still exist that have not been brought 

to light), are the only ones which were ever made. On the contrary, 

considering how widely dispersed the Jews were, and for how long a 

time and how extensively they employed some form of this dialect, we 

can readily imagine that such translations may have been multiplied 

to almost any extent. 

7. Sources of Information. 

Among the writers that may be consulted in relation to the Targums, 

are—Gesenius, Comm, fiber Jesaia, Einl. p. 65 sq. Zunz, Gottes- 

dienstliche Vortrage der Juden, p. 65 sq. Havernick, Einl. in das 

A. Test, zweite Abh. p. 73 sq. Winer, De Onkeloso ejusque para- 

phrasi Chald. Eichhorn, Einl. in das A. Test. erst. B. p. 430 sq. De 

Wette, Einl., etc., p. 89 sq.; Mr. Parker’s Translation of the same, Vol.^j 

I. p. 210 sq. Herbst, Einl. in das A. T. erst. Th. p.173 sq. Rosenmfil- 

ler, Handbuch fur d. Literat. III. 3 sq. Danz, Universal-Worterbuch, 

etc., art. Targumim. Jahn, Intr. to the O. Test. p. 64 sq. Horne, Tntr. 

V. II. p. 157 sq., etc. 
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8. Editions of the Targums. 

The Targums have been frequently printed both separately and in 
connection with other works. The following very full, if not complete, 
list of these publications, is taken from Dr. Petermann’s recent Chal¬ 
dee Grammar.* The Rabbinic Bibles, as they are called, and which 
contain these Targums either entirely or in part, I omit for the sake 

of brevity. 

1. Targum Onkelosi in Pentateuchum. 

Pentateuchus Hebr. et Chald. c. commentar. Raschii. Bononiae 1482. 
fol. editio princeps.. 

Pentateuchus Hebr. et Chald. sine punctis, cum commentar. Raschii. 
Venet. Bombergr 1523. fol. 

Idem Hebr. et Chald. cum quinque Megilloth Hebr. ibid. 1527. 8. 
Idem. Hebr. et Chald. cum 5 Megilloth. ibid. 1543. 8. 
Targum Onkelosi Latine versum ab Alphonso de Zamora (e bibl. 

Polyglottis Compl. deinde ab Aria Montano recogn et emend.) se- 
orsim editum. Antwerp. 1835. 8. et cum versione bibliorum Latina 
Yulgata. Venet. 1609. fol. et Antwerp. 1616. fol. 

Pauli Fagii expositio dictionum Hebraic, literalis et simplex in IV. 
priora capita Geneseos. Isnae 1542. 4. 
(In calce adjecta est Paraphrasis Chald. Onkelosi in eadem capita 
cum. vers. Lat.) 

Targum h. e. Paraphrasis Onkeli Chald. in sacra biblia, ex Chald. in 
Lat. fidelissime versa, additis in singula fere capita succinctis anno- 
tationibus. Autore Paulo Fagio. Pentateuchus. Tomus I. (et 
unicus). Argentorati 1546. fol. 

Pentateuchus c. Targ. Onkelosi, vers. arab. Saadiae, vers. persicaTa- 
wus et commentario Raschii. Constantinop. 1546. fol. 

Pentateuchus Hebr. et Chald. cum Megilloth (Hebr.) et Haphtharoth. 
Venet. apud M. A. Justinianum. 1547. 8. 

Idem Hebr. et Chald. cum commentariis Rabbin, et 5 Megilloth Hebr. 
et Chald. cum commentar. Raschii. Venet. per Dan. Bomberg. 
1548. fol. 

Pentateuchus Hebr. et Chald. cum comment. Rabbin., item 5 Megil¬ 
loth Hebr. et Chald. Cracov. apud Isaac ben Aaron Prostitz. 
1587. fol. 

Pentateuchus Hebr. et Chald. cum comment. Rabbin. . item 5 Megil¬ 
loth cum Targum et Raschi, ac denique Haphtharoth c. comm. 
Kimchi. Basil. 1606. fol. ap. Conr. Waldkirch. 

Pentateuchus cum comment. Rabb.; item 5 Megilloth cum Targum 
et Raschi, et Haphtharoth. Prag apud Mosen ben Jos. ben Beza- 
lel. 1618. 2 Voll. 4. 

* A notice of this Grammar will be found in the Christian Review, June,1845, 

p. 313 sq. 
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Pentateuchus Hebr. et Chald. et 5 Megilloth Hebr. Amstelod. Henr. 
Laurentii. 1631. 4. 

Idem Hebr. et Chald. per Menasse ben Israel. Amsterold. 1631. 4. 
Pentateuchus cum Targum et Raschi, item 5 Megilloth et Haphtha- 

roth. Venet. per Joh. Martinelli. 1642 4. 
Pentateuchus cum 5 Megilloth Hebr. et Chald. Venet. 1671. 8. 

etc. etc. 
Cf. Le Long. Biblioth. sacra ed. Masch. Tom. I. p. 95. sqq. et 
Wolfii Biblioth. Hebr. T. H. p. 385 sqq. 
Wilh. Fr. Hezel, Geneseos ex Onkelosi Paraphrasi Chald. quatuor 

priora capita, una cum Danielis cap. II. Chaldaice. Lemgov.1788. 8. 

II. Targum Pseudo-Jonathanis et Hierosolymitanum in Pentateuchum. 

Pentateuchus Hebr. cum triplici Targum et comment. Raschi et 5 
Megilloth, cum ejusdem comment, et duplici Targum in Esther, 
cum praef. It. Aschir Phorins. Venet. de Gara. 1591. 8. 

Pentateuchus cum Targum triplici, per quatuor columnas, itemque 
Raschii commentario contextui substrato. Venet. apud Jo. de Ga¬ 
ra. 1594. 3 Voll. 
Vol. tertio 5 Megilloth cum Targum et comm. Raschi item super 
Esther Targum Scheni (i. e. alterum) continentur. 

Targum Pseudo-Jonathanis in Pentateuchum cum duplici Paraphrasi 
in Esther. Basil, apud Waldkirchium. 1697. fob 

Pentateuchus Hebr. cum triplici Targum, 5 Megilloth Hebr. et Chald. 
cum comment. Raschi, item Haphtharoth. Hanov. apud. Hans 
Jacob Hene. 1614. 8. 

Expositio vocum difficiliorum in Targum Onkelosi, Jonathanis et Hie- 
rosolymitano obviarum, cum triplici isto Targum. Hanov. 1614. 8. 
et Amstelod. 1646. 4. per R. Pheibel ben David. 

Pentatecchus Hebr. cum triplici Targum itemque 5 Megilloth Hebr. 
et Chald. Amstelod. per Menasse ben Israel. 1640. 4. 
(Insunt praeterea comment. Raschi et Targum secundum super 
Esther, item Haphtharoth.) 
Pentateuchus cum triplici Targum. Prag. 1646. 8. 

Targum Hierosolymitanum in Pentateuchum Latineversum cum notis 
marginalibus ad illustranda loca difficiliora opera Franc. Taiteri. 
Londini 1649. 4. 

Pentateuchus cum Targum Pseudo-Jonathanis et Hierosolymitano, 
item cum commentario rabb. Amst. Jos. Athias. 1671. fob 

Pentateuchus cum triplici Targum comment. Raschi, excerptis ex 
Baal Turim, 5 Megilloth cum Targum scheni (secundo) super 
Esther et Haphtharoth. Amstelod. apud Uri Veibs 1670. 4. et ibid, 
apud David ben Uri Veibs. 1674. 4. 

Pentateuchus cum triplici versione Chald. tribusque commentariis Ra¬ 
schii, Raschbam et Aben Esrae, cura et typis Dan. Era. Jublunsky. 
Berob 1705. 5 tomb 4 min. 

Pentateuchus Hebr, cum paraphr. Chald. Onkelos et Jonathan, etc, 
Metz 1766. 4. 

19 
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III. Targum Jonathanis fil. Uzielis in prophetas priores et posteriores. 

Targum Jonathanis in Prophetas cum textu Hebr. et comment. Kim¬ 
chii et Levi hen Gerson. Editio princeps. Leiriae (in Lusitan.) 

1494. fol. 
Chaldae Jonathae Uzielis filii interpretatio per Joh. Mercerum. Paris 

ex offic. Car. Steph. 1557. 4. 
Prophetae posteriores cum Targum, item commentariis Raschii, Aben 

Esrae et Kimchii, variis item lectionibus ex multorum exemplarium 
diligenti collatione in margine adscriptis. Parisiis per Rob. Ste- 
phanum. 1556. 4. 

Jonathanis Targum in XII. Prophetas minores cum vers. Lat. Joh. 
Merceri. Paris 1559. 4. 

Targum Jonathanis in XII. Prophetas minores Latine versum ab hu¬ 
man. Trrjnellio. Heidelb. 1567. 8. 

Hoseas Hebr. etChald. cum verss. Lat., commentariis Hebraicis Ra- 
schi, Aben Esrae et Dav. Kimchi, Masora item parva, ejusque et 
commentariorum Latina quoque a Jo. Mercero facta versione. Acce- 
dunt in fine succinctae sed necessariae annotationes Guil. Coddaei. 
Leidae 1621. 4. 

Targum Jonathanis in Hoseam cum versione Lat. Alph. de Zamora. 
Leidae 1621. 4. 

Idem sine versione Lat. Plelmst. 1703. 4. 
Targum Jonathanis in Jonam. Utraj. 1657, et 1692. 8. 
Idem in Joelem et Abdiam. ibid. 1657. 8. 
Idem in Joelem et Micham. Witteb. 1565. fol. 
Idem in Abdiam. Bremae 1673. 4. 
Hoseas Hebr. cum Targum Jonathanis et comment. Raschii, Aben 

Esrae et Kimchii cura Herm. von dcr Hardi. Helmst. 1702. 4. 
Ed. II. cura J. D. Michaelis. Gott. 1775. 4. 
Hoseas, Joel, Amos, Abdias et Jonas, Hebr. et Chald. cum comment. 

Rabbinorum et Masora. Paris, apud Rob. Stephanum 1556. 4. 
Targum Jonathanis in Hoseam, Joelem et Amosum, ut et Anonymi 

Paraphrastae in Ruth et ThrenosLat. vers, a Quinquarboreo cum 
notis ejusdem Paris 1556. 4. 

Targum Jonathanis in Joelem Lat. versum a Gilb. Gencbrardo. Pa¬ 
ris 1563. 4. 

Joel et Micha. Hebr. Chald. Gr. Lat. et Germ, studio Jo. Draconitis. 
Witteb. 1565. fol. 

Joel et Abdias Hebr. Chald. et Lat. c. comment. Rabbinorum, et 
notis philologicis (eodem ordine ut Jonas) auctore Joh. Leusden. 
Traj. ad Rh. 1657. 8. 

Amos, Obadia et Jonas Chald. per J. Mercerum. Paris, ex officina 
Car. Stephani. 1557. 4. 

Targum Jonathanis in Abdiam et Jonam Lat. vertit. Joh. Mercerus. 
Paris 1550. 4. 

Targum Jonathanis in Abdiam, Jonam et Sophoniam Lat. versum ab 
Arnoldo Pontaco. Paris 1566. 4. 

Obadiae prophetia Hebr. Chald. Syr. et Arab, speciminis loco edita 
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per Ludov. Mich. Crocium. Brem. 1623. 4. (cum vers. Lat. et com- 
mentariis Rabb.) 

Obadias Hebr. et Chald. cum Masora utraque et tribus Rabbinis Jar- 
chi, Aben Esra et Kimchi, studio Matt/iaei Wasmuthi. Jenae 1678. 
12. 

Jonas Hebr. et Chald. cum Masora utraque, comment. Raschii, Aben 
Esrae, Kimchii et Abarbanelis, cura Frederici Alberti Christiani, 
Ex-Judaei, cujus Lexicon succinctum vocum Hebr. accedit. Lips. 
1683. 8. 

Jonas illustratus Hebr. et Chald. et Latine, per paraphrasin Chaldai- 
cam, Masoram magnam et parvam, et per trium Rabbinorum tex- 
tum Rabbinicum punctatum, nec non per verias notas philologicas, 
auctoreJoh. Leusden. Traj. ad Rh. 1656. 8. ed. II. 1692. 8. 

Jonas Yates expositus cum Targum Jonathanis, Masora utraque, Ra- 
schi, Esra, Kimchi, ben Melech et Abarbanel, cura M. Georg. 
Christiani Burcklini. Francof. a. M. 1697. 4. 

Micha, Nahum, Habacuc, Sophonia, Hagg., Zachar. Malach., Chald. 
Paris 1552. 4. 

Targum Jonathanis in Haggaeum Lat. vertit Mercerus. Paris 1551. 4. 
Malachias, Hebr. Chald. Gr. Lat. et Germ., studio Eliae Uutteri. 

Norimb. 1601. 4. 

IV. Josepiii Coeci Targum in Hagiographa. 

Psalmi Davidici Chaldaice. Rom. 1510. 4. 
Augustin. Justinianus: Psalterium Hebraeum, Graec. Arab, et Chald. 

cum tribus Lat. interprett. et glossiss. Genuae 1516. fol. 
Psalterium Hebr. Gr. Chald. et Lat. Colon. 1518. fol. 
Psalterium Hebr. Chald. Gr. Lat. et Germ, studio Jo. Draconitis. 

Witteb. 1565. fol. 
Duodecas Aureorum Psalmorum Davidicorum, eorum, qui sunt prae- 

cipui prophetici de Jesu Christo, nempe II, VIII, XVI, XXII, XL, 
XLV, LXVIII, LXIX, LXXII, XCVII, CX et CXVIII. Hebr. 
Chald. cum Lat. versione, et Graec. Brem. 1614. 8. 

Psalterium Hebr. Chald. Syr. Arab. Gr. et Lat.. cum interpretatione 
Jac. Gerschovii. Rostoch. 1643. fol. 

Psalmus CXIX. Hebr. Chald. Syr. et Arab, cum commentariis Rabb., 
e regione posita versione textuum istorum Latina et notarum Ma- 
sorethicarum. Argentorati. 1700. 4. 

Targum in Proverbia, editum opera Jo. Merceri. Paris 1561. 4. 
Proverbia Salomonis Hebr. Chald. Gr. Lat. et Germ., studio Jo. Dra¬ 

conitis. Witteb. 1565. fol. 
Targum in Jobum Latine versum opera VictoriiScialac. Rom.1618.8. 
Liber Ijobi Chaldaice et Latine cum notis, item Graece 6zi%r]Qcas cum 

variantibus Lectionibus, ed. Jo. Tereiitius. Franekerae 1663. 4. 
Canticum Canticorum Hebr. et Chald. addita versione Hispanica cum 

commentario R. Abraham Laniado. Venet. 1619. 4. 
Canticum Canticorum Chald. cum versione Italica. Venet. 1672. 8. 

per Christoph. Ambrosini. 
Canticum Canticorum et Ecclesiastes Chaldaice et Latine per Oswal- 

dum Schreckenfuchsium. Basil. 1553. 8. 
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Targum Koheleth h. e. Chaldaica Paraphrasis Ecclesiastis Latina facta 
auctore Pet. Costo, cui Salomonis Ecclesiasten ex translatione 
Yulgata adversum posaimus. Lugduni 1554. 4. apud Matthiam 
Bonhomme. 

Targum in Ecclesiasten, emendatum per Jo. Merctrum. Paris 1562. 4. 
Targum in Ruth cum versione Lat. et scholiis Jo. Merceri. Paris 

1564. 4. 
Collegium Rabbinico-Biblicum studio /. jBenedicti Carpzovii et filii 

ejus. Lips. 1703. 4. 
(Continet librum Ruth Hebr. et Chald. cum vers. Lat., Masora 
utraque et commentariis Rabb.) 
ed. II. cur a Adriani Relandi. Troj. ad Rh. 1710. 8. 

Targum II. in Esther cum Ketubiin. Venet. 1518. fol. apud Dan. 
Bombergium. 

Targum duplex in Esther cum Targum Jonathanis in Pentateuchum. 
Basil. 1607. fol. apud Conr. Waldkirch. 

Versio Germanica rhythmica Targum II. in Esther. Amstelod.1649. 4. 
Targum Prius et Posterius in Estheram, nunc primum urbe donatum 

et in linguam Latinam translatum, studio et opera Franc. Tailcri, 
Angli. Londoni 1655. 4. 

Paraphrasis Chaldaica, libri Chronicorum — cura Matthaei Beckii. 
T. I. Augustae Vindelic. 1630. T. II. 1683. 4. 

Paraphrasis Chaldaica in librum priorem et posteriorem Chronicorum 
— ed. Dav. Wilkins. Amstelod. 1715. 4. 

No. II. Talmud, Mishna, Gemara. 

Gr. p. 10. 

The writings of the Jews, which are known under these designa¬ 

tions, contain their most important traditions, and an acquaintance 

with them, forms, even at the present day, an essential part of a learned 

education among the Jews. Zunz, in his Gottesdienstliche Vortrage 

dtr Juden, etc. (Berlin, 1832), has treated largely of these collections, 

and has there given one of the most exact, authentic accounts of them 

to be found in any work. Comp, especially pp. 45—61. The stu¬ 

dent is referred also to an excellent article on the same subject in the 

Bibl. Repository, Oct. 1839, by the late Dr. Nordheimer, himself a 

Jew by birth and thoroughly skilled in Rabbinic studies. See also 

the additions of Dr. Robinson in Calmet’s Diet., pp. 609 and 876. 

A few paragraphs will present all which it is necessary to exhibit in 

this connection. The term Mishna. signifies second law (iirir? , from «13'£3 

to repeat), and is so called in distinction from the first or written law, 

in the Pentateuch. It contains, according to the popular Jewish belief, 

the oral instructions and explanations which Moses is said to have re¬ 

ceived from God at the time of the giving of the law on Sinai, and 
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which he directed to be taught to the people by their religious teachers, 

as of equal authority with the written word itself. These traditions 

were at length collected into a single body, about the middle of the 

second century, and compose the Mishna. This work was performed 

chiefly by Rabbi Judah the Holy, as he is called. Maimonides, as 

cited by Dr. Nordheimer, represents the contents of this collection as 

somewhat more miscellaneous and less unique in their origin. He says 

that from the death of Moses until this compilation was formed, “ no 

book had been composed for public instruction containing the oral 

law; but in every generation the chief of the tribunal or the prophet 

who lived at the time, made memoranda of what he had heard from 

his predecessors and instructors, and communicated it orally to the 

people. In like manner each individual committed to writing for his 

own use, and according to the degree of his ability, the oral laws and 

the information he had received respecting the interpretation of the 

Bible, with the various decisions that had been pronounced in every 

age, and sanctioned by the authority of the grand tribunal.” 

The Gemara (soiaa completion, from Tea to complete) is a commen* 

tary on the Mishna. It has its name from its professed supplementary 

character as completing or finishing the Mishna of Rabbi Judah. 

This Gemara consists of two portions, one of which is known as the 

Jerusalem Gemara, the other as the Babylonian. The former was 

written at Tiberias, which was the seat of a flourishing Jewish school, 

by Rabbi Jochanan; and cannot be referred to a later period, says 

Zunz, than the first half of the fourth century. It was called the Je¬ 

rusalem Gemara either from the dialect in which it was written, or 

because it represented the views of the Palestine Jews, whose capital 

was Jerusalem. The Babylonian Gemara was composed at Babylon, 

and contains evidence of having been written with a knowledge of the 

Jerusalem Gemara. It is the work of Rabbi Ashi, and his cotempora¬ 

ry and friend Rabbi Abhina, who lived near the beginning of the fifth 

century; though some additions appear to have been made to it at the 

close of this century by another hand, Rabbi Jose. Both of these 

works had the common object of presenting an explanation of the 

Mishna, and at the same time of adding to it the important decisions 

on questions of the law, which had been received into the established 

religious code since the time of Rabbi Judah. “ They contain also,” 

says Nordheimer, “ historical and biographical notices, legends, dis¬ 

quisitions on astronomy and sympathetic medicine, aphorisms, apo¬ 

logues, parables, short and pithy sermons, and rules of ethics and of 

practical wisdom in general.” Considering the range of human in- 
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quiries at that period, it is not easy to see what else they could have 

contained. Of the character of many of these traditions in their 

bearing on the Scriptures, sufficiently clear intimations are furnished 

in the New Testament. An analysis of the contents of the Babylonian 

Talmud may be found in the Repository as already referred to. 

Talmud doctrine, from the Chaldee to teach) is a gene¬ 

ral term applied both to the Mishna and the two Gemaras. The 

Mishna constitutes what may be called the text of this body of Jewish 

traditions—the Gemaras, a running commentary on this text; while, 

under the appellation of Talmud, we include at once both the text and 

the commentary. Some parts of the Talmud, as originally constituted, 

have been lost; but the portions that remain compose, as usually 

printed, twelve large folio volumes. 

No. III. Is the Aramaean still spoken in the East ? 

Gr. p. 19. 

The statement of Dr. Winer in regard to the utter extinction of the 

Aramaean as a living language, requires correction. Had the reports 

of the most recent travellers in the East fallen under his notice, he 

would certainly have modified the unqualified representation which he 

has made on this subject. It is undoubtedly true that neither the 

Chaldee nor the Syriac exists any longer, in the precise form in which 

the ancient monuments of these dialects present them to us; but that 

a product of the Aramaean, or rather the Aramaean itself in its essen¬ 

tial features is still spoken in Asia, is now established beyond all dis¬ 

pute. It vvill be sufficient to adduce in confirmation of this the testi¬ 

mony of Rev. J. Perkins, D. D., a missionary from this country at 

the present time among the Nestorians of Oroomiah. In his work 

Residence in Persia among the Nestorians, p. II sq., he says : 

“ Their ancient language is the Syriac. This language is still the lite¬ 
rary languageofthe Nestorians, Their books are nearly all written in it. 
They conduct their epistolary correspondence in it; and though a dead 
language, the best educated of their clergy become able to converse 
in it with fluency. Their written character differs considerably from 
that of the western, or Jacobite, Syrians, which is the character best 
known to European scholars. 

“There are twenty-two consonants in the present language of the 
Nestorians, the same as in the ancient Syriac, with a modification of 
Girnel (g), by a scratch of the pen underneath to express j, ch or gh; and 
of Pe (p) by a half Vav placed under it, to express ph. B, G, D, K, P, 
and Th, are also subject to aspiration, which is indicated by a point 
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below them and the reverse by a point above, the same as in the an¬ 
cient language. There are seven vowels, corresponding to long a, 
short a, long e, short e, long and short i, long o and double o, or u. 
The vowels used by the Nestorians are points, and not the Greek 
vowels inverted, as used by the Western Syrians; and where the lat¬ 
ter use omicron (short 6), as in Aloho, God, the Nestorians use the 
open sound of a, as Alalia, God. 

“The vernacular language of the Nestorians, is a modern dialect 
of the ancient Syriac, much barbarized by inversions, contractions, 
and abbreviations, and by the introduction of a great number of Per¬ 
sian, Koordish and Turkish words, each class prevailing respectively 
in a particular district, in proportion as it is situated near to the peo¬ 
ple using either of those languages. Though thus corrupted, how¬ 
ever, as now spoken by the Nestorians, the body of the language 
comes directly from the venerable ancient Syriac, as clearly as the 
modern Greek comes from the ancient. It is a softer language than 
the ancient Syriac, its guttural words being fewer, and its nouns even 
more extensively ending in open vowel sounds. The accent is almost 
invariably upon the penult syllable. The qoun is declined by means 
of a preposition, having properly no construct state, though the first of 
two nouns has an affix pronoun, indicating possession,—thus, Broonee, 
(his son, instead of Broona, son,) d’Ordliam, son of Abraham. The 
objective case, after an active verb, is indicated by the particle, l, pre¬ 
fixed ; the dative is expressed by the same particle, meaning to, ox for; 
and the ablative is governed by prepositions. The passive voice is 
formed by a distinct auxiliary verb, and not by a syllable prefixed, as 
in the ancient language. The Nestorians of the Koordish mountains 
speak dialects more nearly resembling the ancient Syriac, both in 
words and in sound, than the inhabitants of Oroomiah, alike from 
their limited intercourse with foreign nations and their more rude and 
hardy character.” 

No. IV. The Zabian Dialect. 

Gr. p. 30. 

This is the dialect of an early religious sect (Christian, it has been 

sometimes called,) variously known as the Zabians, Nazoraeans, Men- 

daeans, or Christians of St. John. Neander (Allg.Gesch. etc. II. p. 646), 

derives the first of these names from sas i. e. fianxiazca', but some 

others regard it as a geographical term, and suppose it to refer to the 

country where the Zabians dwelt. A remnant of this sect, as it is 

generally believed to be, was discovered about the middle of the 17th 

century, by certain Carmelite missionaries, in the region of Basrah and 

Susa. These missionaries applied to them the name of Johannites or St. 

John Christians; although they called themselves Nazoraeans or Men- 

daeans. The account which they give of their origin is that they came 
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from the Jordan, and were compelled to escape thence in consequence 

of the persecutions of the Mohammedans. “ There is reason to believe,” 

says Neander, “ that they are the descendants of certain disciples of 

John the Baptist, who after the martyrdom of the latter still adhered to 

his cause, instead of attaching themselves to Christ; and who thus took, 

contrary to the spirit and instructions of their master, a hostile direction 

against Christianity.” The Zabian dialect is the dialect of this people, 

and contains their sacred books. It belongs to the Aramaean family 

of languages, and occupies in its characteristics a sort of middle po¬ 

sition between the Syriac and Chaldee. Its forms approach sometimes 

the one, sometimes the other; while occasionally the idiom is found to 

be altogether peculiar. In writing the language, its vowels, unlike the 

oriental dialects generally, are inserted in the same line with the other 

letters; though in printed works this peculiarity is not regarded, 

the vowel-signs being represented as in Syriac. The remains of this 

dialect are contained principally in the five books, entitled Divvan, 

Book of Adam, Book of John, Kholasteh and Book of the Zodiac. 

Of these the second only has been published in full: Codex Nasaraeas, 

liber Adami appellalus, Syriace transcriptus Latirieque redditus a 

Matth. Norberg, 3 tom. Lond. Gothor. 1815—16. 4to. Copious ex¬ 

tracts from the third, accompanied by a learned commentary, have 

been printed in Staudlin’s Beitrdge zur Philos, u. Gesch. der Rel. u. 

Sittenlehre, Th. 5, and in his own Museum fur bibl. u. morgend. Lit. 

Bd. I. St. 1. These remains are not without value to the Hebrew 

student, inasmuch as various words in the Hebrew language receive il¬ 

lustration from this source, the signification of which is otherwise ob¬ 

scure. As examples of this, Gesenius mentions &03, ‘ie* and 

. ttins, etc. See these articles in his lexicon. 

For fuller notices on this topic, comp., among others, Mosheim, 

v. I. p. 34 sq n. 7. Gieseler, v. I. p. 40. n. 4. Neander, ut supra. 

Gesenius, in Bibl. Repos, v. III. p. 23. and in Ersh and Gruber’s En- 

cyclop. art. Zabier. Of the writers who have specially investigated 

this dialect or illustrated in any way the history of the sect, a complete 

list will be found in Danz’s Univ. Worterbuch der theol. kirch. u. rel. 

Literat. p. 1024. The principal of these, in addition to those al¬ 

ready mentioned, are Walch, Barkey, Tychsen, Bruns, Lorsbach, 

Brammer, and Gregoire. 
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